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Abstract
Abstract
In today’s Internet protocol routing architecture, traffic delivery is in general based on single 
path selection paradigms, which is not sufficient enough in providing path-diversity. This lack 
of path diversity hinders the support for resilience, traffic engineering and high quality of 
services provisioning across the Internet and is important for both intra-domain and 
inter-domain networks. With the increasing importance of the Internet for delivering personal 
and business applications, the slow re-convergence after network failure of existing routing 
protocols becomes a significant problem, especially for real time multimedia services where 
service disruption cannot be generally tolerated. From a user perspective the work in this thesis 
aims to minimize this disruption.
>  A novel multi-plane based fast network failure recovery scheme is proposed to enable 
controlled fast egress router switching for handling network failures. The single failure 
scenario is first considered and both intra-domain and inter-domain failures can be 
protected. Fast reroute can be achieved by immediately rerouting affected customer traffic 
from the default path onto a backup path when link failure occurs, thus avoiding slow 
interior gateway protocol re-convergence. An intelligent hitemet protocol crank-back 
operation gives further enhancement of network protection capability against failures. 
Furthermore, multiple failure scenarios are also examined using similar local switch and 
crank-back techniques.
>  Interior gateway protocol link weight setting plays an important role in influencing the 
protection coverage performance in intra-domain link failures. Therefore we present an 
interior gateway protocol link weight optimization scheme for backup path provisioning, 
which works on top of multiple routing planes. The scheme aims to optimize the path 
diversity among multiple routing planes. Due to the large search space of possible 
intra-domain link weights, in this thesis we adopt a global search method based on a 
genetic algorithm to optimize the interior gateway protocol link weights.
>  Taking traffic information into consideration, we also combine the two separated research 
topics of fast reroute and traffic engineering. We choose bandwidth guarantees as our 
quality of services metric, and consider how our multi-plane techniques can be used for 
achieving both fast reroute and bandwidth resource optimization. Considering the limited 
inter-domain bandwidth capacity, we also adopt the multi-plane technology to achieve load 
balancing through traffic splitting. Large volumes of customer traffic can be intelligently 
split into sub-flows and spread among different routing planes to follow specific routing 
paths on each plane for our engineering objectives and service requirements to balance
Summary
traffic load effectively.
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Chapter 1
1 Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
The Internet can be considered as a large decentralized set of networks, currently consisting of 
more than 36,000 interconnected Autonomous Systems (ASes, often known as domains) till 
early 2011 [1]. Each of these ASes can be considered as a collection of connected Internet 
Protocol (IP) routing prefixes under the control of a network operator that employ its own 
policies and routing protocols, such as Internet Service Provider (ISP) or a commercial 
enterprise. The different ASes are connected together as a result of agreements of operators; the 
business relationship that governs these agreements can either be customer-provider or peering. 
The customer-provider relationship involves paying in exchange for transit services while 
peering relationship typically involves no exchange of money, and is between two roughly equal 
operators. Due to typically very different locations of source and destination across the large 
Internet, traffic delivery is concerned not only with individual ASes but also across multiple 
ASes. The best (or “least cost”) delivery routes within ASes depend on internal routing protocol 
called an Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP), where Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) and 
Intermediate System-Intermediate System (IS-IS) are commonly used, while the Border 
Gateway Protocol (BGP) is deployed for inter-AS routes and reachability information [2].
In recent years, with more and more multimedia based communication services emerging on the 
Internet, such as IPTV (Internet Protocol Television), IP telephony and video conferencing etc, 
those multimedia services are much more demanding in terms of service they require from the 
network, e.g. packet delay, packet jitter, reliability, ISPs therefore require effective network 
management approaches in order to support the rapid growth of those Internet traffic. “Internet 
Traffic Engineering (TE) is defined as the aspect of Internet network engineering dealing with 
the issue of performance evaluation and performance optimization of operational IP networks”
[3]. As we noticed above, traffic engineering entails the aspect of Internet network engineering 
that aims to control traffic routing in order to optimize operational IP network performance at 
both the traffic and resource levels. “This is accomplished by addressing traffic oriented 
performance requirements, while utilizing network resources economically and reliably” [3]. TE 
is concerned with the design, provisioning, and tuning of operational Internet networks.
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therefore ISPs may employ TE to dimension their networks for deliberate, expeditious and 
economical traffic delivery.
We now consider two classes of TE: intra-domain TE and inter-domain TE, classified 
according to the Internet hierarchy. Intra-domain TE is used by a domain (or AS) operator to 
control traffic routing within the domain for certain objectives, for example load balancing over 
intra-domain links and/or minimizing resource consumption, typically bandwidth consumption. 
IGP link weight tuning and Label Switched Paths (LSP) established through Multi-Protocol 
Label Switching (MPLS) are the typical techniques used for intra-domain TE. On the other hand 
inter-domain TE controls the traffic entering and exiting the domain for certain objectives, such 
as load balancing over inter-domain resources and/or minimizing peering costs. A network 
operator can control the transit traffic entering the domain by carefully selecting ingress points 
from adjacent domains (inbound inter-domain TE) and exiting the domain through carefully 
selected egress points to adjacent domains (outbound inter-domain TE). It is worth mentioning 
that we regard the terms of ISP, network operator and domain operator as interchangeable.
1.1.1 Richness in Path Diversity
The current Internet topology offers high path richness between domains [4], mainly due to the 
increasing use of multi-homing. Richness in path diversity can bring numerous benefits to 
network operations and management, for example improved network resilience, high Quality of 
Services (QoS) as required, or load balancing. However, current IP routing protocols are 
generally based on single-path routing between any source-destination pair, which does not take 
full advantage of this high inter-domain path richness offered by the present Internet topology. 
Although the rationale behind this is to achieve high scalability in BGP routing, the lack of 
diverse paths significantly hinders support for QoS and resilience against network failures, both 
of which are vital for real-time multimedia services. On the other hand, Internet traffic 
engineering is often used for optimizing network resources (e.g. load balancing) and sometimes 
also for supporting end-to-end QoS with high assurance guarantees. Without path diversity 
enabled by the inter-domain routing paradigms, the effectiveness of this TE could be 
significantly limited. This problem is especially significant for inter-domain peering links which 
often become the bottleneck of the end-to-end path in the Internet due to their scarce bandwidth 
resources [5].
1.1.2 Fast Reroute (FRR) Techniques
It has been observed that handling intra-domain network failures is a daily occurrence in today’s
2
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Internet [6]. As far as real-time multimedia services are concerned, network failures may lead to 
significant disruptions to end users. In current plain IGP based routing environments the failure 
of an intra-AS link may trigger the underlying IGP routing to re-converge which may take up to 
several seconds to resume normal packet forwarding. In addition, the BGP re-convergence 
procedure following an inter-AS link failure across multiple autonomous domains may even 
take much longer time [7]. In order to minimize or even eliminate perceived service disruption 
by end users due to QoS degradation, the overall loss-of-connectivity duration should be no 
more than 50 milliseconds [8]. However, given the slow convergence behaviour of current 
IGP/BGP protocols, it is not possible to support real-time multimedia services without 
additional complications.
More specifically, the IGP distance from one specified router inside the domain to individual AS 
border routers (ASBRs) may change after an intra-AS link failure, hence this specified router 
may automatically switch to a new egress point if its IGP distance becomes shorter than the 
post-failure distance to the original default egress point after IGP re-converges. This type of 
egress router switching caused by intra-AS link failures is very common, and more importantly, 
cannot be as easily handled or even anticipated by the ISP as the inter-AS link failure scenario
[9]. As a result, automatically diverted inter-AS transit traffic after IGP re-convergence may 
unexpectedly overwhelm the alternate egress point or even downstream ASes. In recent years, 
IP fast reroute techniques have been designed for seamless recovery following network failures. 
The key idea is for routers adjacent to the failure to immediately divert traffic affected by the 
failure onto pre-computed backup paths while suppressing the routing convergence process
[10].
1.2 Objectives and Thesis Contributions
In this thesis, we investigate how multiple-plane techniques can be used to achieve fast failure 
recovery following link failure. We investigate how the mechanism can enhance IP resilience 
and perform resource optimization as well. The core constituents of this thesis address the 
following three objectives.
Objective 1: To investigate the use o f multiple BGP routing planes to enable fast network 
failure recovery
In order to avoid the slow re-convergence procedure after network failures, we propose a 
holistic IP FRR technique that not only protects both intra- and inter-AS link failures separately 
(by holistic here we mean our FRR technique can protect both intra-domain and inter-domain 
failures), but also enables controlled egress point switching that avoids unexpected BGP routing
3
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disruptions due to the hot potato routing effect [11] [12]. The proposed scheme is based on 
multi-plane aware BGP routing paradigms that enable multiple concurrent routes towards any 
specific remote destination prefix. We define BGP routing planes in order to indicate multiple 
BGP routes maintained at each BGP speaker, controlled fast egress router switching can be 
employed for bypassing traffic around both intra-domain and inter-domain link failures by 
strategically deflecting the affected traffic to pre-determined alternate egress points. More 
specifically, in addition to the default path to the primary egress router which is used for traffic 
delivery in the failure-free state, additional backup egress routers can be pre-provisioned in 
alternate routing planes, so that the affected traffic can be immediately switched away from 
failed network components to the backup egress points in case of either intra- or inter-domain 
link failure on the default path.
We investigate both single link failure and multiple link failure scenarios. For the single failure 
scenario, we introduce an efficient backup egress point selection algorithm in the backup 
routing planes in order to maximize the protection coverage of failures. One of the feasible 
ASBRs can be used as the primary egress point according to the ISP’s normal routing policy, 
while the rest would be strategically selected by the ISP as backups for fast recovery against 
single network failure. The FRR operation can be achieved by immediately remarking affected 
traffic from the default routing plane to one of the backup planes in which an alternate egress 
point towards the same destination is pre-determined in order to avoid the failure. In addition to 
this local repair mechanism in the forwarding plane, we also introduce a complementary 
crank-back technique which allows nearby routers to perform traffic diversion in case the 
directly attached node of a failed intra-AS link does not have any feasible alternate route. The 
rationale behind is that, it still takes much shorter time to notify feasible routers a few hops 
away that are able to perform traffic diversion than directly incurring IGP re-convergence across 
the entire network, which may also cause unexpected BGP disruptions. Simulation results show 
that a small number of planes will provide a high level of resilience against the failure. On the 
other hand, the failure of a small proportion of network links cannot be directly handled through 
local repair, but still only a small number of hops of crank-back operation are sufficient to 
identify a feasible router for diverting the affected traffic.
Most FRR mechanisms focus on single link failure only, with a lack of capability to handle 
multiple link failures in the network. If there is more than one link failure in the network at the 
same time, the multi-plane technique we proposed before for single failure scenario can only 
handle one of them at that time, and other link failures are ignored, and therefore will affect the 
network performance heavily. In order to deal with the multiple failures scenario, we use the 
Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG) concept to define multiple failures and adopt a similar failure
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recovery mechanism of local switch and crank back as proposed for the single failure case. The 
same approach is used, which is one default routing plane and multiple backup planes, when 
local switch is performed once the first failure occurred on the default routing plane, affected 
traffic will be diverted to the selected backup plane which should also exclude any other 
possible failures as defined in the same SRLG group with the first encountered failure, and 
those concurrent failures can be any combination of intra- or inter-domain failures. More 
specially, as a special case of multiple failures, we consider in detail the case of dual failure 
scenario and propose a heuristic algorithm to carefully select egress point to bypass dual failures. 
We also implement the crank back technique for one hop back to find more potential backup 
paths in case the directly attached node of the first failed link does not have any feasible 
alternate route as backup, this would also further enhance IP resilience in reasonably short time 
to notify nearby nodes to perform crank-back other than to wait for the re-convergence across 
the entire network when local switching cannot successfully avoid multiple failures. The 
simulation results show good failure coverage of dual concurrent failures, and for the situations 
of two intra-domain failures happen simultaneously where the improvement is comparably low, 
crank-back mechanism also provide a method to achieve better performance.
Objective 2: Optimize the link weights so as to minimize the number o f critical links across 
multiple planes
By employing the multi-plane based FRR technique proposed in the first objective, the overall 
failure recovery time can be significantly reduced. Nevertheless, the degree of path diversity 
largely determines the failure protection coverage in IP FRR techniques, and this coverage 
depends on the physical topology as well as the routing configuration under the normal network 
condition. Where a next-hop is fully shared, i.e. is used by all routing planes, direct packet 
deflection from the failed next-hop is not an option. Although the crank-back operation is 
introduced in previous section, it needs some significant adaptation in the control/data plane of 
IP routers. How to achieve full failure protection coverage without introducing the additional 
complexity of the crank-back operation is an interesting research issue to be addressed.
One distinct observation is that IGP link weight setting in multiple routing planes plays an 
important role in influencing the protection coverage performance on intra-domain link failures. 
This observation motivates us to investigate how failure protection coverage can be enhanced or 
even guaranteed by tuning IGP link weights in the multi-plane routing environment. We propose 
an optimization problem of IGP link weight setting together with egress point selection through 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) based heuristic solution to achieve guaranteed failure protection 
coverage under intra-domain link failures. We investigate two variants of genetic algorithms, 
namely Sequential approach and Integrated approach, where the Sequential approach applies
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GA to manipulate IGP link weights on top of the previously intelligently selected egress point 
mapping, and the Integrated approach applies GA to manipulate both the IGP link weights and 
the egress point mapping together. Both two GA approaches can optimize the path diversity 
among multiple routing planes when using multi-plane techniques and we show that the 
Integrated GA approach performs better than the Sequential GA approach.
Objective 3: Optimize traffic engineering using multiple BGP routing planes
The first two objectives of this thesis have not considered any traffic information and resource 
optimization; therefore in this last objective we additionally include the traffic engineering issue. 
Recently, the concept of network virtualization has been developed, with the basic idea being to 
partition network resources for different service/engineering requirements, not only including 
the physical bandwidth, but also “soft” resources such as routing/forwarding tables. As far as 
inter-domain routing is concerned, the main idea is to provision coexisting diverse BGP routes 
towards each destination prefix. In the literature, proposals have typically been made to use 
these multi-plane routing mechanisms for one of the following purposes: service differentiation 
[13], traffic engineering [14] and fast failure recovery [13][14]. In the literature, FRR and TE 
are two separate research topics being investigated independently; it is therefore the main focus 
of this objective. We choose bandwidth guarantees as our QoS metric, and consider how 
existing multi-plane techniques can be used for achieving both FRR and bandwidth resource 
optimization, both of which are vital for supporting QoS assurance.
More specifically, we consider how to enable controlled fast egress router switching for 
handling intra-domain link failures through multi-plane aware BGP protocols for optimized path 
diversity and also load balancing across inter-domain links. A fundamental issue to be 
considered in the management plane is how the primary and backup egress points for each 
destination prefix are selected in multiple planes in order to maximize intra-domain path 
diversity for high failure coverage while take load balancing into consideration at the same time. 
Based on multiple routing planes, existing egress point selection algorithms based on 
conventional BGP routing as described before are extended for achieving improved load 
balancing across inter-domain links.
As we know, inter-domain links normally have limited bandwidth capacity, therefore if we 
encounter a large amount of traffic demand which is normal in real life; it is likely that potential 
traffic congestion will occur if the traffic can only transit across domains through one single 
path according to current BGP routing. Therefore we also adopt the multi-plane technology to 
achieve pure load balancing through traffic splitting: we show that large volumes of customer 
traffic can be intelligently split into sub-flows and spread among different routing planes to 
follow specific routing paths on each plane for our engineering objectives and service
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requirements, in this way potential link failure or network congestion can be avoided and also 
balance traffic load effectively. It is also worth mentioning that we assume the traffic flow are 
aggregate flow and we only split the aggregate traffic flow into small flows but any one flow is 
not split to avoid packets re-ordering.
An illustration of the inter-connection of the three main objectives is shown in Figure 1-1.
Objective 1
Objective 2 Objective 3
Multi-plane based FRR
Load balancing through traffic 
splitting use multi-plane routing
Traffic engineering consideration 
combined with multi-plane FRR
Multiple failure scenario
Single failure scenario
IGP link weight tuning for better path diversity 
performance based on multi-plane FRR
Figure 1-1 Inter connection of the three main objectives
1.3 Thesis Structure
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 presents the background and motivation for our 
work and a basic description of oiu contributions. Chapter 2 includes a comprehensive literature 
review of relevant research works. In Chapter 3 we explain how to achieve fast network failure 
recovery using multiple BGP routing planes for both single failure scenario and multiple failure 
scenarios. In Chapter 4 we perform link weight optimization when using multiple routing planes 
for further enhancing IP resilience based on the previous results of Chapter 3. Then in Chapter 5 
fast BGP Reroute is combined with traffic engineering, so multiple BGP routing planes are used 
and we also take traffic information into consideration for IP resilience and resource 
optimization purposes. We finally conclude the thesis and point to potential future research 
work in Chapter 6.
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2 Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Over the past decade, the Internet has been experiencing rapid growth, not only in the increase 
in the number of end users, but also tremendous growth of personal and business applications, 
which placed a strain on the service provider networks in terms of bandwidth consumption, 
connection speed and other service level requirements. Traditional data applications are 
mostly based on point-to-point Best Effort (BE) without guarantee of Quality Of Service (QoS) 
level, but the new growth of the Internet towards a multi-service network, including 
applications like Voice over IP (VoIP), Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), multimedia 
applications, e-commerce applications, and other real-time applications, requires stringent 
service reliability and availability with better guarantees, irrespective of any dynamic changes, 
faulty or accidentally interruptions in the Internet.
As described in Chapter 1, Traffic Engineering (TE) entails the aspect of Internet network 
engineering that aims to control traffic routing in order to optimize operational IP network 
performance at both the traffic level and resource level [3]. The main focus of this 
optimization is to minimize the over-utilization of capacity in some parts of the network when 
capacity is available in other parts. TE is accomplished with the network performance 
requirements which are addressed by customer traffic, while at the same time utilizing 
network resources economically and reliably. However the newer emerged applications such 
like voice, multimedia traffic and real-time e-commerce applications are pushing the Internet 
service requirements toward higher bandwidth and better service level guarantees like 
connection speed, and also irrespective of the dynamic changes or interruptions which are 
likely to happen in the network.
We illustrate how traffic engineering works by the simple example shown in Figure 2-1. By 
default, all the traffic will travel along shortest path from source to destination, from node S to 
node D directly as shown in Figure 2-1(a). In terms of traffic engineering, in this example, we 
assume all the link capacities are equal to IÇtMbps, and apparently after handling three 
different traffics (5Mbps each), link S-D is overloaded as it is the default shortest path and all
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the traffic go through it. In order to improve the network performance here, and if we assume 
the specific requirement is load balancing among all the links, we can divert the different 
traffic onto different paths from source to destination, as shown in Figure 2 -1(b), one through 
S-D, one through S-A-D, and one through S-B-D, so the overall traffic are spread among the 
links and effectively balance the traffic load across the network. The concept of load balancing 
is also known as load sharing, which can enhance the speed, stability and reliability for the 
whole network. In order to achieve load balancing, we can spread traffic onto individual paths 
or even split traffic in optimized proportion and deliver them in individual paths. In this way, 
the customer traffic can follow individual path from the source node to the destination node 
and effectively be spread between different paths for load balancing purpose.
Traffic to node D 
5Mb/s 
5Mb/s 
5Mb/s
A
10 Mb/s 10 Mb/s
10 Mb/s
10 Mb/s 10 Mb/s
B
(a) All the traffic travel along shortest path
10 Mb/s 10 Mb/s
10 Mb/s
-  ►
. - • r
€
10 Mb/s 10 Mb/s
B
Traffic to node D 
5 Mb/s 
5 Mb/s 
5 Mb/s
(b) Different traffic travel along different path
Figure 2-1 Illustration of Simple Traffic Engineering
In order to deal with the important emerging communication services, important work has 
been -  and continues to be - under taken -  by various research and engineering communities, 
for example the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) working groups. The IETF has 
defined the basic principles of traffic engineering in the Internet [3], in particular the Internet
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traffic engineering working group (tewg) [15] which focuses on defining, developing, 
specifying, and recommend principles, techniques and mechanisms for traffic engineering in 
the Internet, mainly the provisioning, measurement and control aspects of intra-domain 
Internet traffic engineering particularly intra-domain network resource allocation. The tewg 
describes and characterizes the techniques already in use or in advanced development for 
traffic engineering include Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) [16] and Frame Relay 
overlay models, MPLS based approaches, constraint-based routing, and traffic engineering 
methodologies in Differentiated Services (Diffserv) environments. It also documents how 
they fit together, and then identifies the scenarios where they are useful. The working group 
also further considers the problems of traffic engineering across autonomous systems 
boundaries into Inter-domain traffic engineering area.
Reliable network operations to do traffic engineering can be facilitated by providing 
mechanisms which enhance network integrity and by embracing the routing policies 
emphasizing network survivability. This results in the minimization of the vulnerability of the 
network and the possibility of service outages which arising from errors, faults, and failures 
occurring within the infrastructure. Ultimately, it is the performance of the network as seen by 
end users of network services that is truly paramount, and this crucial basis should be 
considered throughout the whole development procedure of traffic engineering mechanisms 
and policies. The characteristics visible to end users are the emergent properties of the 
network and they are the characteristics of the network when viewed as a whole system. A 
fundamental goal of the Internet Service Providers, therefore, is to enhance the emergent 
properties of the network while at the same time taking economic considerations into account. 
One major challenge of Internet traffic engineering is the realization of automated control 
capabilities that adapt quickly and cost effectively to significant changes in a network’s state, 
while still maintaining stability.
There have been many research mechanisms in the area of routing optimization found in the 
literature concerning traffic engineering. We broadly classify them into three categories using 
different criteria: (a) the topological scope of traffic, (b) the routing enforcement mechanism 
applied, and (c) the timescale of traffic engineering operations.
2.1.1 Intra-domain TE vs. Inter-domain TE
First of all, TE can be classified according to the topological scope of the traffic they are 
targeting at, i.e. intra-domain TE and inter-domain TE. Intra-domain TE aims at controlling 
traffic routing only within a single network, while inter-domain TE focuses on controlling
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traffic originating in one domain and terminating in another domain, and specially how to 
optimize traffic where it enters and exits the network (across domain boundaries).
Intra-domain TE is used to determine how routing is performed within a single domain 
between Autonomous Systems Border Routers (ASBRs). ASBR is the connecting router of 
one domain with other domains and it also distribute the routes which it received from other 
domains throughout its own domain. Inter-domain TE focuses on controlling traffic 
originating in one domain and terminating in another domain, which is how to deliver traffic 
that enters and exits the network (across domain boundaries). In other words, from multiple 
possible ASBRs through which the traffic can enter and exit the local domain, Inter-domain 
TE would help the ISP to decide which ASBR should be selected as the ingress/egress router 
to route the traffic according to certain service objectives. Inter-domain TE can be further 
classified into two categories: inbound TE and outbound TE according to whether the purpose 
of traffic engineering is to control inbound traffic (enters the domain) or outbound traffic 
(leaves the domain).
Look at Figure 2-1, which is a simple example to illustrate different performance between 
Intra-domain and Inter-domain TE. Assume there is traffic arriving at incoming port of router 
a which is one ASBR of domain AS 1, and destination of the traffic is router S which is one 
ASBR of domain AS2. Through router a traffic is injected into ASl and we also assume both 
ASBR routers b and c receive the reachability information towards AS2 through external BGP 
advertisements.
Traffic to node S
in AS2
e
a
c
A Sl AS2
Figure 2- 2 Intra-domain and Inter-domain Traffic Engineering
Therefore in this example, the task of Inter-domain TE is to decide which ASBR should be 
selected as the egress point to deliver the traffic, which is a selection between router b and c or 
even both of them to perform load balancing for multiple inter-domain routes. If we assume 
router b is selected, then afterwards, the task of Intra-domain TE is to select an optimal 
intra-domain route between ingress router a and egress router b if there are multiple routes
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available or even multiple routes at the same time for load balancing purpose. In this example. 
Intra-domain TE has to make a decision between route a-d-b and a-e-b to deliver traffic from 
ingress of ASl to destination router S in AS2.
As we can see, the decisions of Intra-domain TE and Inter-domain TE can potentially impact 
each other, therefore, they should not be considered separately. Research has recently pay 
attention to the interaction of the two [19] [18].
2.1.2 MPLS-based TE vs. IP-based TE
Secondly, according to the routing enforcement mechanism been used, there are two principal 
distinct TE mechanisms: MPLS-based TE and IP-based TE. In MPLS-based TE, explicit 
routed paths are used to route the traffic through LSPs. While IP-based TE is hop-by-hop 
routing based on underlying IP routing protocols, such as OSPF/IS-IS and BGP, the route of 
traffic are determined by appropriately specifying the operational parameters which are 
computed using the routing protocols [21].
In MPLS-based traffic engineering explicit routed paths are used to route the traffic through 
LSPs. The motivation for MPLS is to use a fixed - length label to decide upon packet handling 
and the traffic tunnel through which traffic is delivered is established using this label [20]. 
Considering the complexity to establish LSPs for all the combinations of border routers, the 
overhead to install the labels can be really high in large networks. MPLS-based traffic 
engineering can automatically establish and maintain the traffic tunnels across the backbone 
using Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) and the path used by a given tunnel is 
constraint-based, which means it is determined based on resource requirements and network’s 
available resources, such as bandwidth [21].
While for Intra-domain IP-based TE, most large IP networks currently run IGP, where OSPF 
and IS IS are the most popular underlying routing protocols to compute the interior paths 
based on static link weights between any router and other routers which are all inside the same 
single domain. The basic idea is to adapt the configuration of IGP link weights according to a 
network-wide view of the traffic demand and also the given network topology within a 
domain [22] [23]. There are also schemes proposed for Inter-domain traffic engineering using 
BGP routing through the manipulation of BGP routing attributes [5].
IP-based traffic engineering can automatically calculate alternative shortest path in case of any 
network failure, therefore is more scalable and failure resilience than MPLS-based traffic 
engineering. MPLS-based solutions need a protection mechanism against this kind of failures, 
which is to provide alternative routing paths in case of any network failure affecting current
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LSPs. By providing those backup paths, it enables MPLS-based traffic engineering to be 
capable of explicit routing and even traffic splitting for load balancing purpose, making it 
more flexible than IP-based solutions.
2.1.3 Off-line TE vs. On-line TE
Thirdly, according to the division of timescale of the traffic engineering operations, this can be 
carried out off-line or on-line. Off-line traffic engineering can be performed for those 
scenarios where network routing configurations need not be executed at real-time of the 
service being provided. While for on-line traffic engineering on the other hand, routing 
computation is required when the network routing configurations must adapt to the network 
conditions which could be changing all the time [26].
The period between two consecutive traffic engineering cycles is generally known as 
Resource Provisioning Cycle (RPC) [25], and the RPC for Off-line traffic engineering 
manipulation can be typically weekly or monthly depending on SLS agreement with 
customers. Off-line traffic engineering needs to forecast the traffic demands in advance so as 
to perform optimization. Typically, off-line computation of traffic engineering configuration 
can also be used to perform extensive searches on multi-dimensional solution spaces. As we 
can see the lack of adaptive traffic manipulation according to dynamic network conditions is 
the major weakness of Off-line traffic engineering.
When the overall traffic demand is hard to predict so that there is not enough information to 
perform Off-line traffic engineering. On-line traffic engineering is normally performed 
because it does not require any knowledge about future traffic demand. On-line traffic 
engineering is performed on a typical timescale of hours or sometimes minutes. Unlike 
Off-line computation which can be computationally demanding. On-line computation is 
generally geared towards relative simple and fast calculations for route selection, fine-tune the 
allocations of resources and can also perform load balancing.
2.1.4 Summary
To summarize, the overall hierarchical classification of TE is illustrated in Figure 2-3, and this 
Introductory Section 2.1 has been organized according to this classification. In Section 2.2 we 
describe Intra-domain TE in more detail and also describe different routing optimization 
mechanisms, which include both IP-based and MPLS-based techniques. Then in Section 2.3 
we continue with Inter-domain TE which can be further divided into inbound and outbound
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BGP traffic engineering. In Section 2.4 we review some newly introduced FRR mechanisms, 
some consider intra-domain only and some are inter-domain as well. As most fast reroute 
mechanisms are based on single network failure, we also take a look about how to deal with 
multiple failures in Section 2.5. Finally we summarize this chapter in Section 2.6.
Off-line On-lineIP-basedInter-domain MPLS-basedIntra-domain
Scope Mechanism Timescale
Traffic Engineering
Figure 2- 3 Hierarchical Classifîcation of Traffic Engineering
2.2 Intra-domain Traffic Engineering
Of those techniques developed to solve the intra-domain issues, many focuses on pure IP 
networks while others have been designed with emerging technologies for scalable Quality of 
Service such as Differentiated Services and MPLS in mind. Those IP-based techniques run an 
IGP such as OSPF or IS IS in order to compute the interior paths from any AS’s router 
towards the AS’s other routers and prefixes. The IGP is typically a link-state protocol, which 
is it floods information about the state of adjacencies between all routers in the whole AS. The 
objective is to find the shortest paths according to a selected metric assigned by the network 
administrator. ISP usually uses a metric that is proportional to the propagation delay along the 
path or inversely proportional to the bandwidth. Many network operators use the Cisco default 
metric, which is the reciprocal of the bandwidth. Some large ASes use a hierarchical IGP, such 
as OSPF supports, where the AS is divided into different areas. Inside an area, all the 
adjacency information is flooded. Between areas, only aggregated information is exchanged. 
If we consider the MPLS-based technique, it is possible to use non-linear programming 
formulation of the traffic engineering problem to meet the requirements of demanding 
customer traffic, while optimizing the use of network resources, through the means of an 
automated provisioning system. This system places the traffic demands on the network in such 
a way as to avoid overloading parts of the networks and minimizes the overall network cost; it 
does not act in isolation but is driven by service level functions for offering and establishing
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Service Level Agreements (SLAs) [28].
2.2.1 MPLS-based Intra-domain Traffic Engineering
The concept of traffic engineering was first introduced in MPLS-based environments. MPLS 
is a forwarding scheme which primarily evolved from Cisco's Tag Switching, and 
standardized by IETF. MPLS is strategically significant for traffic engineering because it can 
potentially provide most of the functionality available from the overlay model at a lower cost 
than the currently competing alternatives [27][28]. It enables Service Providers to offer 
additional services for their customers, scale their current offerings, and exercise more control 
over their growing networks by using its traffic engineering capabilities [29].
The motivation of MPLS is to add a fixed-length label that contains specific routing 
information to each IP packet and allows routers to assign explicit paths called Label 
Switched Paths (LSPs) to various classes of traffic. An LSP is the path between one ingress 
Label Switching Router (LSR) and one egress LSR. At the boundary of the domain, LSRs 
classify IP packets into Forwarding Equivalence Classes (FECs) and append different labels 
for packet forwarding inside the domain. RSVP (Resource reSerVation Protocol)-TE is the 
most commonly used end-to-end signaling protocol to support traffic-engineered explicit 
routing. There are also traffic engineering extensions to IGP, e.g. OSPF-TE [32] and ISIS-TE 
[33], to disseminate TE-aware link state advertisement for establishing traffic engineering 
LSPs.
The DiffServ framework was proposed by IETF and was conceived to provide end-to-end 
QoS in a scalable fashion; it is strictly a Layer 3 proposition [34]. By the development of 
DiffServ, DiffServ-based MPLS traffic engineering has become a research area for supporting 
QoS differentiation. A SLA is a formal negotiated agreement between two parties. It is a 
contract that exists between customers and their service provider, or between service providers. 
It records the common understanding about services, priorities, responsibilities, guarantee, etc. 
with the main purpose to agree on the level of service. For example, it may specify the levels 
of availability, serviceability, performance, operation or other attributes of the service like 
billing and even penalties in the case of violation of the SLA. SLS (Service Level 
Specification) is a technical interpretation of SLA, therefore intended as an operational 
guideline for the implementation of the service. The functional architecture for supporting the 
QoS required by contracted SLSs has three main parts: SLS Management (SLSM), TE, and 
Policy Management (PM), in addition to monitoring and data plane functionalities [25]. 
DiffServ concentrates on control/data plane mechanisms to support QoS, but also recognizes 
the need for management plane aspects through the bandwidth broker (BB). The management
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plane aspects of the architecture include SLS subscription, traffic forecasting, network 
dimensioning, and dynamic resource and route management. All of these are policy-driven. 
The control plane aspects include SLS invocation and packet routing, while data plane aspects 
include traffic conditioning and PHB (Per-Hop Behavior)-based forwarding [25].
2.2.2 IP-based Intra-domain Traffic Engineering
Compare to the complexity and cost of MPLS traffic engineering, the advent of IP oriented 
traffic engineering solutions showed its effectiveness and simplicity by native hop-by-hop 
routing, which challenged MPLS-based approaches recently. IP-based traffic engineering runs 
effective mechanisms to guide the routers to select routing paths which satisfy certain 
performance objectives. Most large IP networks run an IGP as underlying routing protocol 
such as OSPF [35] or IS IS, which select routing paths based on static link weights. The link 
weights and the shortest path routes can be configured by the network operators in order to 
perform intra-domain traffic engineering.
Shortest paths are first computed based on static link weights and then a table is created which 
controls the route of each IP packet forwarding towards the next hop. One traditional 
incarnations of OSPF and IS IS is to monitor the traffic and network topology and then 
engineer the flow of traffic in these networks by optimizing the static link weight setting, and 
re-configuring the routers with new weight settings as needed [23]. The process of arriving at 
good link weight values or changing the existing link weight values can be handled externally 
to the routers. This centralized optimizing approach to configure the routing parameters gives 
the advantages of protocol stability, low protocol overhead and diverse performance 
constraints [22]; and the way to use link weights to express the routing configuration also 
gives the advantages of compatibility with traditional shortest-path IGPs, concise 
representation and default weights and backup routes.
2.2.2.1 ECMP-based Link Weight Optimization
Equal-Cost Multi-Path Routing (ECMP) is a routing technique for routing packets along 
multiple paths of equal cost [34]. When there are multiple best paths with equal IGP link 
weights for next-hop packet forwarding to a single destination, traffic is evenly split onto next 
hop routers on these paths. ECMP was first adopted and analyzed in the Netscope traffic 
engineering tool [37]. Normally, the forwarding behaviour in ECMP is on a per flow basis 
rather than a per packet basis to avoid out-of-order packet arrival. Multipath routing can be 
used in conjunction with most routing protocols, since it is a per-hop decision that is limited to 
a single router. The main advantage of ECMP is its integration in the OSPF standard which
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makes it readily available in every OSPF router; and it potentially offers substantial increases 
in bandwidth by load-balancing traffic over multiple paths. However, there can be significant 
problems in its deployment in practice [36]; the main limitation is the fact that in real 
networks the equal cost condition is only rarely fulfilled due to connectivity limitations in the 
network graph as it is seen by the IP layer.
Originally the link weights can be set proportional to their physical distances, or as for standard 
heuristic recommended by Cisco, can be set inversely proportional to the link capacities for the 
objective to avoid congestion [37], but neither takes any knowledge of demand into account. In 
[23] Fortz and Thorup optimized the OSPF link weight setting based on projected demand, the 
main idea was to adjust the link weight of a certain number of links that apart from a particular 
node, so the new paths calculated with equal cost are created form this node to the destination. 
So instead of travelling through one single path using the original weights, traffic now can be 
evenly split and travel along multiple paths with equal OSPF/IS-IS weights[38].
Figure 2-3 shows the illustration of their algorithm, where traffic towards destination node S are 
assumed to travel through an intermediate node X. to achieve load balancing, they split the 
traffic flow evenly to all the links (X, X,), ... (X, XJ, ...(X, XJ if those links are all on the 
shortest path from X to destination S. In order to avoid a potential oscillation problem caused by 
local weight change, they use a sophisticated Tabu search to achieve the load balancing 
demand. Their experimental result showed that service capacity can be improved by 50% to 
110% compared to conventional weight configuration as recommended by Cisco (i.e. weights 
set inversely proportional to their bandwidth capacity). Furthermore, to deal with single link 
failure, they apply Tabu search to change as few link weights as possible to avoid the 
congestion state as current failure state. As link weight changes cause the whole network to 
re-calculate new shortest paths, which is time consuming, and also the potential oscillation 
problem, the authors showed in their result that by make at most three link weight changes, the 
performance can remain within 10% of the optimal link weight assignment performance[39].
X.
. / - f a
Traffic to nodeS
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Figure 2- 4 Forts and Thorup’s Link Weight Optimization Algorithm
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Instead of Tabu search, Ericsson used an evolutionary algorithm -  a genetic algorithm - in [40] 
to solve the same IP based link weight optimization problem, and showed good-quality 
solutions for most instances and quite close to Fortz and Thorup’s. Better solutions than Fortz 
and Thorup can also be produced if longer runs of the algorithm are allowed due to the nature of 
genetic algorithm typically within 300 seconds of run time.
2.2.2.2 Online IP-based intra-domain Optimization
In contrast to off-line traffic engineering which has been extensively studied, there are few 
authors who have studied online or adaptive IP-based TE. And because of the rapidly change 
of parameters, online approaches are more likely to be instable and even cause loop problems.
One way to achieve online optimization is to change link weights on the fly and to make link 
weights sensitive to some loading or QoS parameters, which means to make the link weight a 
function of link utilization or delay. However, the approaches adopting this idea require the 
flooding of new link weights throughout the network, which can cause route instability and 
looping problems during the convergence process [43].
Another approach to do online TE is to dynamically adjust the traffic splitting ratio according 
to the network load, which is called Adaptive multipath (AMP) [44]. It considers multiple 
non-equal cost paths and balances load by optimizing the traffic splitting ratios at each router. 
However, AMP only keeps network available information to a local scope rather than 
employing a global perspective of the network in each node.
2.3 Inter-domain Traffic Engineering
As we have noted, the Internet is a large decentralized set of networks, and because the 
majority of Internet traffic tends to be inter-domain instead of only remaining inside a single 
domain, Internet traffic crosses the inter-domain boundaries more and more often. This draws 
more attention for inter-domain traffic engineering. The source and destination of this 
inter-domain traffic might even be several domains away from a given AS. This makes 
inter-domain traffic engineering an important matter for ISPs. There are normally multiple 
connections between different ASes, called multi-homing, and this has become a fundamental 
part of the Internet architecture, and it enables the ASes able to perform load balancing and 
failure survivability over multiple inter-domain paths.
The main objective of inter-domain traffic engineering is to control through which peering 
links that the traffic flows will enter or exit the network. This traffic control is performed
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according to certain objectives, for example for the purpose of balancing the traffic on 
multiple inter-domain links connecting with other ASes (an ISP can move part of large 
customer traffic to less expensive peering links), or else for the purpose of avoiding network 
failures (ISP can shift traffic away from a congested peering link or failed link to other backup 
paths). Therefore an important requirement of inter-domain traffic engineering is the 
provisioning of a backup path optimally disjoint from the default path and the ability to direct 
traffic to alternative inter-domain paths with different properties.
The current de facto standard inter-domain routing protocol is BGP, and in the BGP 
terminology, domains also called ASes are usually managed by different independent 
companies [43]. The rationale behind the design of BGP was to provide reachability among 
different domains and the ability for any domain to enforce its own routing policies, i.e. 
controlling what traffic enters and leaves the domain, how and where. BGP is a path-vector 
protocol that works by sending route advertisements. A route advertisement indicates the 
reachability of a network, which contains the prefix of the destination network as well as the 
complete inter-domain path that the route follows. The inter-domain path is the list of all ASes 
that must be crossed in order to reach the AS of the destination. This list is called the AS-path 
of the route.
2.3.1 BGP overview
BGP routers exchange routing information by means of BGP sessions. Each BGP session is 
established between a pair of routers over a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connection. 
External BGP (eBGP) sessions are established between the routers belonging to different 
ASes while internal BGP (iBGP) sessions are established between the pair of routers 
belonging to the same AS.
Traffic to node S
eBGPiBGP
in AS 2 iBGP
iBGP
iBGP
iBGP eBGP
C
ASl
AS2
Figure 2- 5 An Example of two ASes communicate using BGP sessions
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As we can see in Figure 2-5, the iBGP sessions are established between the routers belong to 
domain ASl, for example: a-d, a-e, a-c, while the eBGP session are established the routers 
belong to ASl and AS2 separately, which are b-S and c-S shown in the figure. Over an eBGP 
session, a router only advertises its best route towards each destination, but over an iBGP 
session, a router advertises only its best routes learned over eBGP sessions, that is a route 
learned over an iBGP session is never advertised over another iBGP session[44]. It is also 
worth mentioning that iBGP sessions are fully meshed, and the links shown in the figure are 
logical links, not physical links.
To the contrary of the intra-domain routing protocol, BGP does not optimize a single global 
metric but relies on a decision process composed of a sequence of rules. When a BGP router 
receives from each of its peers a path toward destination, it must identify the best path among 
this set of paths by relying on a sequence of criteria known as the Decision Process. These 
criteria act as filters and we only examine the N* criterion if there is more than one path after the 
(N-1)^ criterion [28]. The set of criteria in common BGP implementations is similar to what we 
will describe below. First, imreachable next-hops will be ignored and the router checks that 
whether the paths received from its peers have a reachable next-hop. If more than one path with 
a reachable next hop exists the router will then use preferences shared over iBGP sessions with 
the local preference (local_pref) attribute which is defined locally to a router, the path with the 
highest locaLpref is preferred. If after this criteria more than one path remains, the path with the 
shortest length of AS-path as a measure of the quality of the path is considered the best. The 
next criterion uses the multi-exit-discriminator (MED) to compare paths which were received 
from different routers of the same AS and the path with the lowest MED is preferred. This 
criterion is not always enabled because the decision process can be influenced by the remote 
peers who set the value of the MED. After the MED, the decision process prefers the paths 
learned over an eBGP session to paths learned over an iBGP session due to Hot Potato Routing 
(RPR). HPR also known as deflection routing (early-exit routing) is a strategy of routing based 
on packet switching in which packets are constantly transferred until reach the final destination 
[47] [48]. Packet is bounced around like a "hot potato" and the objective of HPR is to send the 
traffic to downstream domains across the core network as quick as possible. Therefore eBGP 
session is preferred other than iBGP session because it can transfer the packet out of the 
domain quicker. Then the criterion prefers the paths that can be reached by the closest BGP next 
hop. If after all these criteria, there is still more than one candidate path, tie-breaking rules like 
oldest path (this minimizes route-flapping) or the path learned from the router with the lowest 
ID are applied [44].
A poorly designed selection of border routers for the traffic flows through the ISP can result in 
numerous problems. First, ingress traffic and/or egress traffic from/to neighbour domains may
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exceed the capacity of the selected border routers and its peering links, causing the ISP to fail 
to meet its responsibility. On the other hand, under utilization of the capacity at border routers 
or carrying traffic across the ISP network longer than necessary may results in inefficient use 
of costly ISP resources [5]. However, evidence suggests that the peering links at the border 
routers are often bottlenecks in the Internet [47], so it is important that these links be utilized 
efficiently.
As described above, Inter-domain traffic engineering focuses on controlling traffic originating 
in one domain and terminating in another domain, which is in another word how to deliver the 
customer traffic that enters and exits the network across domain boundaries. Therefore 
Inter-domain traffic engineering can be categorized into Inbound Inter-domain traffic 
engineering and Outbound Inter-domain traffic engineering according to whether it is the 
inbound traffic or outbound traffic they are focusing on.
2.3.2 Outbound Inter-domain Traffic Engineering
Outbound traffic engineering deals with how the traffic exits the domain, typically 
accomplished by using the internal IGP metrics to choose the nearest exit for multiple equally 
good BGP paths. Changing the IGP metrics will cause more or less of the network to choose a 
specific exit point from some equally good BGP paths. Additional traffic can be moved by 
applying certain policies or filtering certain routes from specific BGP peers. There are some 
most commonly used outbound inter-domain mechanisms through setting local_pref values, 
Hot Potato Routing, or through explicit routing (MPLS-based Inter-domain TE).
The locaLpref attribute has the highest priority in the BGP route selection process. The value 
assigned to this attribute indicates the preference on one border router to other candidates as 
the best egress point; the exit point for outbound inter-domain traffic is therefore selected 
accordingly by how we set these locaLpref values for distinct routers and the highest value is 
preferred.
Hot Potato Routing is often adopted by large ISP, as we described in Section 2.3.1, the 
objective of HPR is to send the traffic to downstream domains across the core network as 
quick as possible; therefore HPR can forward the packets towards the path with the lowest 
delay. If there are multiple routes exist with equal BGP route attributes, the route with the 
lowest IGP weights from ingress router to egress router is selected. By manipulating IGP link 
weights, an ISP will be able to influence the egress router selection within the local domain.
Explicit routing (Inter-domain MPLS) enables a domain to enforce the traffic being delivered 
on explicit paths to the destination across downstream domains. Thus, domains can establish
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explicit paths towards their desired egress points to the downstream domains and finally to 
destinations.
Therefore it is quite important to select an egress border router /edge link (egress point) for 
each neighbor, ingress edge link and prefix (i.e. Traffic flow) with the objective of optimizing 
network utilization. This must also be accomplished while respecting egress capacity 
constraints of the egress points, thus balancing traffic flows between routers where such 
constraints would be violated. Bressoud et al proposed in [5] the first piece of work specially 
dealing with outbound inter-domain traffic engineering for transit domains. Two variants can 
be considered. Single Egress Selection (SES) and Multiple Egress Selection (MES). SES 
ensures that only a single egress point is selected for each destination prefix, MES on the 
other hand, allow multiple egress points to improve network utilization. Furthermore, [48] 
proposed two heuristic algorithms for SES and MES that are more computationally efficient 
based on the concept of most popular prefix first. The author also claims that in case of SES, 
lower egress link capacity is required and in case of MES, more stable performance can be 
achieved.
2.3.3 Inbound Inter-domain Traffic Engineering
On the other hand Inbound traffic engineering deals with how the traffic enters the domain, 
typically accomplished by placing more specific routes in the routing table in order to control 
inbound traffic at boundary of an AS. The most popular inbound scheme is AS-path 
prepending, other methods include MED value setting, selective advertisement, BGP 
community attribute, etc.
In AS-path prepending, by adding several instances of AS number to the AS path attribute, the 
AS path length is therefore inflated, and this route is affected as less attractive to upstream 
domains. [51] AS-Path prepending relies on the fact that the BGP decision process uses the 
length of the AS-Path to estimate the quality of a path. When we artificially increase the 
length of the AS-path, those paths are considered not preferable, and would be excluded from 
the chosen procedure. Many network operators use AS-Path prepending on a backup line to 
deviate traffic from some neighbours without losing connectivity.
2.3.4 IP-based Multi-protocol Schemes
Multi-protocol BGP (MBGP) is the extension of BGP to enable it to carry routing information 
for multiple network layer protocols (e.g., IPv6 [50][51], Internetwork Packet Exchange (IPX)
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[52], etc...) and address families. By default, BGP peers carry only unicast routes used for 
unicast forwarding purposes, the only way to perform inter-domain multicast routing was to 
use the BGP infrastructure that was in place for unicast routing and the multi-protocol BGP 
feature adds capabilities to BGP to enable multicast routing policy throughout the Internet and 
to coimect multicast topologies within and between BGP autonomous systems. That is, 
multi-protocol BGP is an enhanced BGP that carries IP multicast routes. As a result, MP-BGP 
can provide dedicated inter-domain routing configuration for different types of traffic such as 
IPv4 / IPv6 and unicast /  multicast. BGP thereafter can carries two sets of routes, one set for 
unicast routing and another set for multicast routing. The routes associated with multicast 
routing are used by the Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM) to build data distribution trees. 
MBGP can carry the unicast routes used for multicast routing separately from the routes used 
for unicast IP forwarding. MBGP allows a unicast routing topology to be different from a 
multicast routing topology [53]. If those routers were not multicast-capable, or there were 
different policies where you wanted multicast traffic to flow, multicast routing could not be 
supported without multiprotocol BGP.
Multi-protocol Border Gateway Protocol (RFC4760) has been standardized in [56], and as the 
extension of BGP, MBGP is backward compatible, i.e. a router that supports the extension can 
interoperate with a router that doesn’t support the extension. The two things that have to be 
added to BGP-4 [55] are the ability to associate a particular Network Layer protocol with the 
next hop information, and the ability to associate a particular Network Layer protocol with 
Network Layer Reachability Information (NLRI).
2.3.5 QoS-Aware Routing Schemes
ISPs are facing the challenge of offering improved QoS to their customers. No longer is the 
best effort delivery with no service guarantee acceptable for many applications [56]. Therefore 
QoS is an important issue in inter-domain traffic engineering problems, especially about 
end-to-end QoS, improving survivability and network resilience and so on [18] [59].
Based on the work done in the EU project Management of End-to-End Quality of Service 
Across the Internet at Large (MESCAL), [58] has proposed an architecture that can support 
inter-domain QoS across the multi-provider commercial Internet. The business model 
assumed in MESCAL has two main entities: customer and provider, and three types of 
providers are distinguished: service providers, Internet Network Providers (INPs), and 
physical connectivity providers. The focus of MESCAL project is the business relationship 
between customers and INPs, and between INPs, for the purpose of realizing QoS-based IP
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connectivity services.
QoS-based service denotes a service that offers QoS-based added value to customers; 
therefore two types of SLS are identified in MESCAL: cSLS which is established between 
end customers and INPs, pSLS which is established between INPs with the purpose of 
expanding the geographical span of their offered QoS services. The MESCAL solution adopts 
a hop-by-hop cascaded inter-domain peering model for interactions between providers at both 
the service and network layers. Adjacent INPs negotiate pSLSs with each other and engineer 
their network based on predicted traffic. The framework encompasses business-related 
processing of service plaiming and exchange of QoS capabilities between providers; 
QoS-based inter- and intra-domain TE in the management plane; QoS-enabled routing at the 
control plane; and traffic enforcement in the physical network at the data plane[58].
If we focus on bandwidth requirements and end-to-end QoS support as well, the problem of 
egress point selection we discussed before becomes Bandwidth Guaranteed Egress Router 
Selection (BGERS) [61]. The objective of BGERS is to select an egress router for each traffic 
flow, that satisfies the customer bandwidth requirement while at the same time minimize the 
total bandwidth consumption in the network. For a large scale Internet to provide bandwidth 
guarantees between edge domains, ISPs have to collaborate and provide transit services to 
other domains' traffic flows. The concatenation of SLAs between domains can ensure 
end-to-end bandwidth guarantees for end customers. Due to the NP-complete nature of the 
BGERS problem, [61] proposes three heuristic algorithms (Greedy-cost heuristic, 
Greedy-penalty heuristic. Greedy-random heuristic) to solve it and simulation results show 
that the Greedy-penalty performs better than the other two algorithms in terms of total 
network bandwidth consumption.
In [13], Griffin et al presents an approach to delivering qualitative end-to-end QoS guarantees 
across the multi-provider Internet. They establish QoS-class planes that potentially extend 
across the global Internet by setting bilateral agreements between ASes. The deployment of a 
QoS-enhanced BGP with different QoS based route selection policies in each of the planes 
allows a range of inter-domain QoS capabilities to coexist on the same network infrastructure. 
The authors claim that by itself this yields performance improvements over the standard 
best-effort Internet by virtue of packets receiving similar differentiated treatment within each 
AS along the path to its destination.
2.4 Fast Reroute Failure Recovery Techniques
It has been observed that handling intra-domain network failures is a daily occurrence in
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today’s Internet [6]. With widely deployed real-time services across the global Internet such as 
IPTV, VoIP, online gaming, etc, network failures may lead to significant disruptions to end 
users, therefore the requirement for network resilience against failures has become more and 
more important to today’s ISPs. In current plain IGP based routing environments the failure of 
an intra-AS link may trigger the underlying routing protocol to re-converge which may take 
up to several seconds to resume normal packet forwarding in the past, but recently, 
improvements allow large networks to converge within the time of less than one second [62]. 
In addition, the BGP re-convergence procedure following an inter-AS link failure across 
multiple autonomous domains may even take much longer time [8]. In order to minimize or 
even eliminate perceived service disruption by end users due to QoS degradation, the overall 
loss-of-connectivity duration should be no more than 50 milliseconds. However, given the 
slow convergence behaviour of current IGP/BGP protocols, it is iiot possible to support 
real-time multimedia services without additional complications. To achieve lower than 50 
milliseconds recovery time of loss of connection, fast reroute techniques can be applied for 
rapidly diverting affected traffic from failed network components to repairing paths.
One important observation is that inter-domain routing can be also disrupted by intra-domain 
link failures, typically due to the HPR effect [19]. Despite the architectural separation between 
intra-domain and inter-domain routing, intra-domain protocols do influence the path-selection 
process in BGP. When choosing between multiple equally good BGP routes, a router selects 
the one with the closest egress point, based on the intra-domain path cost, and the breakdown 
of an intra-domain link may lead to a change of egress points for the affected transit traffic [11] 
[12]. More specifically, the IGP distance from any specific router to individual AS border 
routers may change after an intra-AS link failure, hence the router may automatically switch 
to a new egress point if its IGP distance is shorter than the post-failure distance to the original 
default egress point after IGP re-converges, and transit loops are likely to happen during the 
IGP re-convergence [63] [64].
This type of egress router switching caused by intra-AS link failures is very common, and 
more importantly, cannot be as easily handled or even anticipated by the ISP as the inter-AS 
link failure scenario [9]. As a result, inter-AS transit traffic that is automatically diverted after 
IGP re-convergence may unexpectedly overload the alternate egress point or even downstream 
ASes. In order to avoid this long convergence time and the potential mess during and after the 
convergence, IP fast reroute [65] [66] techniques have been designed in recent years for 
seamless recovery following network failures. Originally designed to provide fast traffic 
recovery upon link or router failures for mission critical services, the key idea of FRR is for 
routers adjacent to the failure to immediately divert traffic affected by the failure onto
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pre-computed backup paths while suppressing the routing convergence process.
It should be noted that most of the existing FRR techniques only deal with intra-domain 
routing (for example [13] [67] [68]), while very few consider the simple scenario of 
inter-domain link failures [8]. In general, FRR techniques, which have only the single aim of 
minimizing the duration of loss-of-connectivity, do not tackle such routing disruption. 
However, one important issue to be considered for QoS assurance is how to avoid network 
congestion in both the normal state and the post-failure state. And inter-domain traffic 
engineering mechanisms [5] [69] [70] are responsible for routing optimization in both normal 
and post-failure states. In the literature, FRR and TE are two separate research topics being 
investigated independently, while a solution that combines the two for eliminating service 
disruptions is still yet to be obtained.
2.4.1 IP-based Next-Hop Deflection Schemes
Various IP FRR techniques have been proposed in the literature for seamless network 
recovery in order to avoid disruptions to real-time services. Next-hop deflection is a 
commonly adopted technique that allows local repairing routers to deflect the affected traffic 
intelligently onto alternate next-hops that are not necessarily in the default paths towards the 
destination [10] [68]. As for FRR schemes, when a link or node failure occurs, the node 
immediately upstream of the failed link or the failed node itself first notices the failure, and 
only the neighbours of the failure are initially aware that the failure has occurred. In a network 
operating IP fast reroute [65], the routers that are the neighbours of the failure repair the 
failure, and optimally can redirect the customer traffic to avoid the failed link and without 
notifying any other nodes in the network, this is what we call local repair, and therefore this 
sending node is known as the local repairing router. These repairing routers have to steer 
packets to their destinations despite the fact that most other routers in the network are unaware 
of the nature and location of the failure.
The optimization aspects of traffic engineering can be viewed from a control perspective, and 
the aspect of control within the Internet TE area can be proactive and/or reactive. In the 
proactive case, the traffic engineering control system takes preventive action to obviate 
predicted unfavorable future network states. It may also take action to induce a more desirable 
state in the future. While in the reactive case, the control system responds correctively and 
perhaps adaptively to events that have already occurred in the network.
For intra-domain failures, a proactive Failure Insensitive Routing (FIR) approach is proposed 
in [10] as an alternative to the reactive approach of the existing link state routing protocols
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such as OSPF/IS-IS for failure resiliency as fast reroute technique. By defining and computing 
interface-specific forwarding and backwarding tables, Nelakuditi et al claim that FIR can 
ensure the reachability of packets to the destinations through local rerouting while suppressing 
transient single link failures. Simulation results show that FIR can provide better stability and 
availability than OSPF across various failure frequencies, convergence delays and network 
sizes; however the required interface specific forwarding table needs hardware changes to 
implement it in the routers and inter-domain failures are not considered.
BGP peering links are important in both the global Internet and in BGP/MPLS VPNs, and to 
enable fast recovery (within 50ms time) in case of inter-domain link failures, Bonaventure et 
al proposed in [8] an intelligent fast reroute mechanism which reacts quickly to inter-domain 
failures. It allows the default egress router to immediately divert customer traffic through 
pre-established IP tunnels towards the secondary egress point once the primary route via its 
directly attached inter-domain link becomes unavailable. One router protection tunnel is 
pre-computed for each of the inter-domain links and it should use an alternate next-hop and 
can reach the same destination as via the protected link. This technique does not require major 
changes to the BGP protocol and is applicable for both normal BGP peering links and for the 
links to customer sites in BGP/MPLS VPNs.
Despite its simplicity, basic next-hop packet deflection is not able to guarantee failure 
recovery for every single link failure scenario. It should be also noted that “careless” packet 
deflections may also cause unexpected BGP routing disruption, as the alternate next-hop 
router may use a different egress point according to its own IGP distance towards individual 
ASBRs.
2.4.2 IP FRR Mechanisms for repair paths
After the detection of a failure, traffic that previously traversed the failure can be transmitted 
over one or more repair paths to avoid the failure. The design of the repair paths should be 
such that they can be pre-calculated in anticipation of each local failure and made available 
for invocation with minimal delay. There are three basic categories of repair paths: equal cost 
multi-paths, loop free alternate path and multi-hop repair paths.
2.4.2.1 Equal Cost Multi-Paths
ECMP is a routing technique for routing packets along multiple paths of equal cost [34]. 
When there are multiple best paths for next-hop packet forwarding to a single destination that 
do not traverse the failure, they may trivially be used as repair paths and the paths tie for top
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place in routing metric calculations. In many situations, ECMP may not offer any real 
advantage over best-path routing: for example, if the multiple best next-hop paths to a 
destination re-converge downstream into a single low-bandwidth path (a common scenario), it 
will merely add complexity to the traffic paths to that destination without improving available 
bandwidth.
2.4.2.2 Loop-Free Alternate (LFA) Path
Such a path exists when a direct neighbour of the router adjacent to the failure has a path to 
the destination that can be guaranteed not to traverse the failure. It is specified in RFC 5286 
[68], which use loop-free alternates to provide local protection for unicast traffic in pure IP 
and MPLS/LDP (Label Distribution Protocol) networks in the event of a single intra-domain 
failure, whether link, node, or shared risk link group (SRLG). In order to reduce the packet 
loss that happens when routers converge after a topology change due to a failure. The 
Next-Hop scheme use pre-calculated backup next-hops to do rapid failure repair, which are 
loop-free until the distributed network convergence process completes. Once the network has 
converged and the routing tables are updated, the traffic will then flows along the newly 
calculated primary next hop. It requires no support from other routers and how the goal is met 
by this specification is dependent on the topology of the network, however full protection 
against all recoverable failures cannot be guaranteed, and also inter-domain failures are not 
considered.
2.4.2.3 Multi-Hop Repair Paths
When there is no feasible loop-free alternate path it may still be possible to locate a router 
which is more than one hop away from the router adjacent to the failure, from which traffic 
will be forwarded to the destination without traversing the failure.
There are some mechanisms where one or more alternate FIBs (Forwarding Information Bases) 
are pre-computed in all routers, and the repaired packet is instructed to be forwarded using a 
"repair FEB" by some method of per-packet signalling such as detecting a "U-tum" [71] or 
using Failure Inferencing based Fast Rerouting (FIER) [72].
U-Tum alternate [71] has been proposed to improve the repair coverage of LFA, it can provide 
local protection for IP unicast and/or LDP traffic in the event of one single link or node failure. 
The router pre-computes for each prefix an alternate next-hop in case of topology change that 
can be used if the primary next-hop fails. An acceptable alternate can be either a loop-free 
alternate or a U-tum alternate. A U-tum altemate uses a neighbour router, whose primary 
next-hop to the prefix is the originate router itself and which has itself a loop-free 
node-protecting altemate, therefore does not go through the originate router to reach the
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destination prefix. However U-tum altemate requires the marking of the U-Tum packets and 
an increased computational complexity as compared to LFA.
The FlF'R approach [72] exploits the existence of a forwarding table per line-card, for lookup 
efficiency in current routers, to provide fast rerouting similar to MPLS, while adhering to the 
destination-based forwarding paradigm. FIFR can deal with either single link or single node 
failures in a network consisting of point-to-point links with symmetric link weights or even 
asymmetric link weights with multi-access links. FIFR can also extend to protect against 
inter-AS failures.
2.4.2.3 Other IP FRR mechanisms
There are also mechanisms employing special addresses or labels that are installed in the FIBs 
of all routers with routes pre-computed to avoid certain components of the network, for 
example the Not-Via scheme [67], which is currently being standardized in the IETF. Not-Via 
scheme use IP turmels through a single level of encapsulation to automatically bypass network 
failures within a single AS. The mechanism protects imicast, multicast and LDP traffic against 
link, router and shared risk group failure, regardless of network topology and metrics. The 
author claims that not-via approach provides guaranteed complete repair coverage and 
therefore may be used as the sole repair mechanism, however the increased amount of 
complexity caimot be ignored, and might cause router performance degradation due to 
IP-in-IP tunnelling. There are, however, advantages in using not-via in combination with loop 
free alternates (LFA) and or downstream paths as documented in [68].
Recently a new routing technique based on Altemate Next Hop Counters (ANHC) was 
proposed to calculate backup paths and re-route packets accordingly and therefore to bypass 
transient failures [73]. The router detects the failure is responsible for setting the 
pre-computed ANHC value in the packet header, and this value is used by intermediate routers 
to determine the packets’ next hop. The ANHC can be stored in the packet header using only a 
few bits, an extra bit is also use to indicate a re-routed packet in order to avoid forwarding 
loop. Without significant changes of the traditional way of routing and with minimal impact 
on the computation and memory requirements for router, the author claims that this technique 
is able to guarantee full repair coverage for single link failures.
2.4.3 IP-based Multi-topology Schemes
Multi-topology (MT) routing provides several different IP routing topologies within one 
network or even among several networks, and allows each router maintains several valid
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routes to the destination.
There are some main reasons for developing multi-topology technologies, first one is service 
differentiation: dedicated Internet resources can be specifically provisioned according to the 
distinct service requirements by individual Network planes, which are realized based on the 
QoS requirements from external Service Providers. Network resource optimization is another 
main reason for multi-topology, with multiple planes provisioned; traffic delivery can be 
flexibly based on multiple different end to end paths for achieving optimized load sharing and 
load balancing [74]. Security management is another main reason for multi-topology, 
dedicated Network planes with special packet treatment can be provisioned for delivering 
potentially unsecured traffic in order to enable segregation from normal customer traffic.
Multi-topology is described as an n-dimensional vector of different link costs for all links in 
the network, and the calculation of shortest path from any router to all other routers is based 
on n virtual routing topologies. The most commonly used MT schemes. Multi-topology OSPF 
(RFC4915) [75] and Multi-topology IS-IS (RFC5120) [76] have been standardized in the 
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and are already supported by existing commercial 
routers. MT-OSPF is the multi-topology extension of OSPF, can be used for computing 
different paths for unicast traffic, multicast traffic, different classes of service based on 
flexible criteria, or an in-band network management topology. M-ISIS is the multi-topology 
extension of IS-IS, it can be used for variety of purposes such as an in-band management 
network “on top” of the original IGP topology, maintain separate IGP routing domains for 
isolated multicast or IPv6 islands within the backbone, or force a subset of an address space to 
follow a different topology.
There are some techniques that use the idea of multi-topology; some of them have also been 
adopted by service providers [14]. The link cost can be defined as in [14] in such a way that at 
least one valid route remains in a single link or node failure scenario for each pair of nodes in 
at least one routing topology. In such a failure case, packets are sent over the intact routing 
topology rather than discarded. The authors claim that the recovery speed of this mechanism 
is very fast and can be compared to fast rerouting mechanisms in MPLS, which reduce packet 
drops to a minimum. In contract to MPLS, Multi-Topology routing is still a pure IP-based 
solution that retains the scalability and the robustness of IP routing.
Kvalbein et al also proposed in [13] a Multiple Routing Configuration (MRC) recovery 
scheme to use multi-topology IGPs such as MT-OSPF for achieving fast failure recovery 
where the affected traffic can be locally remarked to backup routing topologies in case a 
failure occurs in the default topology. MRC is based on keeping additional routing 
information in the routers, and allows packet forwarding to continue on an alternative output
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link immediately after the detection of a failure to avoid the failed component; it guarantees 
recovery in all single failure scenarios without knowing the root cause of the failure. The 
backup configurations are calculated in advance through careful link weight assignment and 
operate based on locally available information only. Results in the paper show that 3 or 4 
backup configurations is typically enough to isolate all links and nodes in the test topologies, 
although the authors also claim that MRC can achieves fast recovery with a very limited 
performance penalty, the excessive computational overheads cannot be ignored.
2.4.4 Multi-path Fast Reroute Schemes
Such multi-path BGP routing protocols, which are basically advanced multi-topology schemes, 
have been recently proposed in the literature, including MIRO [77], R-BGP [78] and BGP 
Path Splicing [79]. In both R-BGP and Path Splicing schemes, each BGP speaker maintains 
multiple inter-AS routes towards remote destination prefixes, with the primary route being 
used in the normal condition and backup routes (typically enforced through turmels towards 
different egress points) used in case the primary ones become unavailable, for instance due to 
network failures.
The multi-path inter-domain routing protocol (MIRO) [77] defaults to the single-path routing 
provided by conventional BGP but allows ASes to negotiate alternative paths as needed. 
MIRO offers substantial flexibility, while giving transit domains more explicit control over 
the flow of traffic through their infrastructure (e.g., it allows a network to explicitly select the 
ASes that its traffic traverses) and avoiding state explosion in disseminating reachability 
information. MIRO retains the simplicity of BGP for most traffic because it requires no 
modifications to the data plane like packet header or forwarding functions, and remains 
backwards compatible with BGP to allow for incremental deployability, but it requires 
establishing additional state at routers for each altemate path and also additional out-of-band 
control-plane signaling.
Another newly proposed scheme, path splicing [79], by define routing trees as slices, is a new 
routing primitive that constmct network paths by combining multiple slices to each 
destination over a single network topology. Path splicing allows traffic to switch among those 
“slices” at any hop on the route to the destination and by changing the packet header end 
systems can change the path on which traffic is forwarded. Path splicing is evaluated on both 
intra-domain and inter-domain routing for the ability to allow end systems to find altemate 
paths when links fail. The results in the paper show that by mnning only a few slices in 
parallel, path splicing can achieve reliability close to that of the underlying graph. The authors
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also believe that path splicing can be easily deployed on existing routers with small 
modifications to existing multi-topology routing functions [80].
R-BGP is designed to overcome the packet loss and temporary service disconnect because of 
BGP dynamics, and works by pre-computing a small number of intelligently chosen failover 
paths to protect inter-domain data forwarding, and the simulation results surprisingly show 
that it needs BGP to announce only one path per neighbour. R-BGP requires additional state in 
forwarding tables. It is shown in the paper that R-BGP provably guarantees the connection of 
the domain to any destination as long as it has a policy-compliant path to that destination after 
convergence [78].
It should be noted that most existing IP FRR solutions deal with intra-AS and inter-AS 
failures separately, in which case dedicated mechanisms need to be applied against different 
types of failures. In contrast, we need to propose a holistic solution that is able to protect 
against both types of failures, and more importantly, to enable predictable and controlled 
egress point switching against the hot potato routing effect. We will present such an approach 
in Chapter 5.
2.4.5 MPLS-based Fast Reroute Schemes
MPLS can also provide coimection oriented fast local rerouting effectively with label stacking 
[20], but it is not scalable, as it requires a careful configuration of many backup 
label-switched paths for protection. MPLS integrates the label swapping forwarding paradigm 
with network layer routing and in order to deliver reliable service, MPLS requires a set of 
procedures to provide protection of the traffic carried on different paths. This requires that the 
LSRs support fault detection, fault notification, and fault recovery mechanisms, and that 
MPLS signalling support the configuration of recovery [81].
MPLS TE FRR has also been documented for commercial purposes for example by Cisco 
System [82] or Huawei Co. Ltd. [83]. MPLS TE FRR is a set of mechanism in MPLS TE for 
link and node protection, which can provide scalable 1: N  protection to achieve sub-second 
recovery. When LSP link or node failed, affected traffic can pass through the protection link 
or node tunnel, so data transmission will not be interrupted and meanwhile the head of the 
failure can originate the re-establishment of active path, this method is called detour mode. 
Another mode called bypass mode, use a pre-established LSP (fast reroute LSP) to protect one 
or multiple LSPs, and use the Bypass tunnel to bypass the failed link or node, so as to protect 
the active path. MPLS TE fast reroute is realized on the basis of RSVP TE [84], which defines 
how to establish backup LSP tunnels for local repair of local tunnels.
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After all these investigations of FRR schemes, we propose a multi-plane scheme in this thesis 
which can handle intra-domain and inter-domain failures simultaneously. Unlike some 
advanced multi-path protocols, for example MIRO scheme, where packets need to be 
encapsulated in order to be tunnelled to alternative egress points, the multi-plane scheme we 
propose changes the tag of the packets to be rerouted to indicate the active planes for traffic 
delivery. We will explain the basic multi-plane technique in Section 2.4.6 in detail.
2.4.6 Multi-Plane Routing Scheme
In this multi plane routing scheme we adopt several virtual routing planes to selectively assign 
parts or the whole customer traffic for specific traffic engineering objectives and service 
requirements. As we can see in the simple example in Figure 2-6, if we assume traffic coming 
in from the left end ingress router into domain S and going through the inter-AS paths to the 
right end destination domain D. There are two routing paths both can successfully deliver the 
traffic, one travel from egress router A out of domain S through the upper path across ISP I ’s 
network, and another path is to travel from egress router B out of domain S through the lower 
path across ISP 2’s network.
ISP 1
D
ingress router ................. ISP 2 ' " ' ' ’^ o s t l n o t l o n
Figure 2- 6 A Simple example to illustrate multi plane idea
There are three main objectives by using multi plane technique, optimizing path diversity, load 
balancing, and service differentiation. By optimizing path diversity, Internet traffic is routed 
according to bandwidth availability to make sure the traffic can reach the destination without 
incurring network congestions, and make full use of the network resource redundancy.
Load balancing can also be achieved if we use multiple routing planes simultaneously and 
split traffic to spread among different planes, according to a calculated split ratio and selection 
of planes. It is important how do we split the customer traffic into different proportions onto 
different planes, this partition should be according to the corresponding capacity, available 
bandwidth of links and other factors to get effectively load balanced [85]. In particular, one 
individual customer flow within an aggregate of many flows must not be split, to avoid 
problems such as packet re-ordering, which can reduce throughput in protocols such as TCP.
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When considering the idea of splitting customer traffic into different proportions, the distinct 
traffic splitting ratio can be directly proportional to the available bandwidth of the links, 
which can balance the traffic load on each path effectively. Paper [86] also proposed practical 
algorithms which can find near optimal paths satisfying given demand such as maximum hop 
count and preferred node. Traffic splitting ratio for multiple paths is calculated by a mixed 
integer programming formulation, and results in [86] show that discrete values of splitting 
ratio is more suitable.
Moreover, considering the fact that many multimedia application services generate traffic that 
needs different unique bounded QoS performance (e.g. delay and packet loss), advanced 
Internet traffic engineering can define different routing planes to meet specific service 
requirement and route customer traffic accordingly onto different planes.
2.4.7 Multiple Failure Recovery schemes
In today’s Internet, where failures occur on daily basis, it is important that we also prepare for 
the situation of multiple failures which happen simultaneously to avoid service outage. The 
occurrence of a second failure while one failure is undergoing repair should not result in a 
level of service which is significantly worse than that which would have been achieved in the 
absence of any repair strategy. Shared Risk Link Groups (SRLGs) are an example of multiple 
related failures, a SRLG is a set of links whose failure can be caused by a single action such as 
a conduit cut or line card failure. More simply speaking, when one link failure happens, we 
must assume other links in the same SRLG group also fail as this is highly likely to happen. 
Consequently, any repair path must be computed to avoid not just the adjacent link, but also 
all the links which are members of the same SRLG [68].
In multiple failure scenarios, dual-link failure is the most common case, and has been studied 
recently. The resistance to concurrent failures in IP networks becomes more and more 
important due to more dependable service and more unstable infrastructures like wireless 
network. The work in [87] uses proactive recovery and guarantee that both concurrent failures 
can be avoided by defining two levels of link weights (2DMRC) in connectionless pure IP 
networks. Most fast recovery schemes are proactive schemes, for example, FIFR, Not-via 
address and MRC. 2DMRC uses multi-topology routing and by defining two levels of link 
weights, enables a simple algorithm to build a modest number of backup topologies and 
enable a simple forwarding scheme.
The routing approach developed in [88] manages to make a node re-routes a packet around the 
failed link without the knowledge of the second link failure. The proposed technique requires
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three protection addresses for every node in addition to the normal address and this is 
sufficient for any two arbitrary link failures in a three-edge connected graph. The network 
recovers from the first failure by tunnelling the packet to the next-hop node using one of the 
protection addresses of the next-hop node; and the packet is routed over the protection graph 
which is associated with every protection address of a node corresponding to that protection 
address.
Another strategy to recover from dual-link failure is to employ link protection for the two 
failed links independently, which requires that two links should use each other in their backup 
paths if they may fail simultaneously [89]. Such a requirement is referred to as Backup Link 
Mutual Exclusion (BLME) constraint. Satisfying this constraint allows the network to recover 
from dual-link failures without the need for broadcasting the failure location to all nodes, the 
problem of identifying a backup path for every link that satisfies the above requirement is 
referred to as the BLME problem.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter we provided an overview of the various routing optimization schemes for 
Internet traffic engineering, and furthermore a thorough research of fast recovery schemes for 
network failures. In order to systematically introduce the various traffic engineering schemes, 
we classified them into taxonomy according to three categories and introduced them 
separately: intra-domain/inter-domain TE, MPLS-based/EP-based TE, and offline/online TE. 
Moreover we reviewed various schemes to tackle fast reroute problems for quick recovery of 
network failures, including IP-based schemes and MPLS-based schemes. Through the search 
of those FRR schemes, we point out a research scheme for this thesis. In the next Chapter, we 
apply this research scheme to consider multi-plane routing for fast rerouting in both 
intra-domain and inter-domain cases.
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Chapter 3
3 Fast Network Failure Recovery Using 
Multiple BGP Routing Planes
3.1 Introduction
In plain IGF based routing environments the failure of an intra-AS link may trigger the 
underlying routing protocol to re-converge which may take up to several seconds, while BGP 
re-convergence following an inter-AS link failure may take an even longer time[8]. On the other 
hand, an intra-AS link failure can also disrupt BGP routing due to the hot potato routing effect. 
More specifically, in this case, the IGP distance from any specific router to individual AS border 
routers may change after an intra-AS link failure, hence this router may automatically switch to 
a new egress point if its IGP distance is shorter than the post-failure distance to the original 
default egress point after IGP re-converges. This type of egress router switching caused by 
intra-AS link failures is very common, and more importantly, cannot be as easily handled or 
even anticipated by the ISP as the inter-AS link failure scenario [9]. As a result, inter-AS transit 
traffic that is automatically diverted after IGP re-convergence may unexpectedly overload the 
alternate egress point or even downstream ASes. In this Chapter, we propose a holistic IP fast 
reroute technique that not only protects both intra- and inter-AS link failures separately (in this 
Chapter, by holistic we mean our FRR technique can protect both intra-domain and 
inter-domain failures), but also enables controlled egress point switching and therefore avoids 
unexpected BGP routing disruptions due to the hot potato effect. The proposed scheme is based 
on multi-plane aware BGP routing mechanisms that enable multiple concurrent routes towards 
any specific remote destination prefix. Such multi-path BGP routing protocols have been 
recently proposed in the literature, including R-BGP [78] and BGP Path Splicing [79]. In both 
schemes, each BGP speaker maintains multiple inter-AS routes towards remote destination 
prefixes, with the primary route being used in the normal condition and backup routes (typically 
enforced through tunnels towards different egress points) used when the primary ones become 
unavailable, for instance due to network failures. In this Chapter, we define BGP routing planes 
in order to indicate multiple BGP routes maintained at each BGP speaker. All the primary routes 
used in the normal situation are identified as the paths maintained in the default routing plane
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(plane 0), and K-\ backup routing planes can be defined if each BGP speaker maintains at most 
K-\ backup routes towards each specific destination prefix. If a remote prefix can be reached via 
multiple ASBRs, one of them can be used as the primary egress point in accordance with the 
ISP’s normal routing policy, while the rest can also be strategically selected by the ISP as 
backups for fast recovery against network failures.
Towards this end, we first introduce in this Chapter an efficient backup egress point selection 
algorithm in the backup routing planes in order to maximize the protection coverage of single 
failure scenario. In case either a intra-domain or inter-domain link failure occurs, the local 
repairing router may intelligently divert the affected customer traffic onto one of the backup 
routes (through tunnels based on multi-path BGP platforms [78] [79], however the detail change 
to protocols required to implement them is not considered in this thesis) with an alternate 
backup egress point in order to avoid passing through the failed link. In addition to this local 
repair mechanism in the forwarding plane, we also introduce a complementary crank-back 
technique which allows nearby routers to perform traffic diversion if the directly attached node 
of a failed intra-AS link does not have any feasible alternate route. The rationale behind this is 
that, it still takes a much shorter time to notify feasible routers a few hops away that are able to 
perform traffic diversion than directly incurring IGP re-convergence across the entire network, 
which may also cause unexpected BGP disruptions. Our simulation suggest that, as few as two 
routing planes (one primary + one backup) are able to achieve fast recovery for both intra- and 
inter-AS link failures based on carefully selected backup egress points through the proposed 
algorithm. On the other hand, the failure of a small proportion of network links cannot be 
directly handled through local repair, but still only a small number of hops of crank-back 
operation are sufficient to identify a feasible router for diverting the affected traffic.
Furthermore, consider the fact that more and more network failures happen on a daily basis, it is 
also quite likely that multiple failures happen simultaneously in the network. Apart from the 
single failure scenario, we also investigate the multiple failure scenarios. More specially, as 
special case of the multiple failure scenarios, we consider in detail the case of dual concurrent 
network failures, where the occurrence of a second failure while one failure is undergoing repair 
might result in a significantly worse level of service. We therefore proposed a scheme to handle 
dual concurrent network failures by using local repair and crank-back mechanism as we 
proposed for single failure scenario but with amendment. In Section 3.5 we adopt the concept of 
SRLG to define dual concurrent failures. A SRLG is a set of links whose failure can be caused 
by a single action such as a conduit cut or line card failure. More simply speaking, when one 
link failure happens, we must assume other links in the same SRLG group also fail as this is 
highly likely to happen. Consequently, any repair path must be computed to avoid not just the
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adjacent link, but also all the links which are members of the same SRLG [68]. Similar as how 
we perform local switch before for single failure scenario, we have one routing plane been set as 
default routing plane, once any failure is encountered at the default routing plane, local switch is 
performed, and the backup routing plane therefore needs to be carefully selected in order to 
avoid both concurrent failures. In addition, the crank-back techniques in also applied to dual 
concurrent failure scenarios for one hop crank-back when direct local switching from where the 
failure occurred is not available. The simulation results show good failure coverage of dual 
concurrent failures can be achieved through our proposed algorithm. And for the situations of 
two intra-domain failures happen simultaneously where the improvement is comparably low, 
crank-back mechanism also provide a method to achieve better performance.
The rest of the Chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 gives an overview of multi-plane 
BGP FRR, including local switch and crank-back technique overviews. Section 3.3 gives the 
problem formulation of single failure scenario, and then the simulation results and performance 
evaluations are shown in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5 we start to investigate multiple failure 
scenarios for problem formulation and simulation results. Finally we summarize this Chapter in 
Section 3.6.
3.2 Multi-plane BGP FRR Overview
Before introducing the proposed scheme, we first briefly review the basic procedure of 
conventional IGP re-convergence within a single network domain and consider its potential 
impact on BGP routing decisions. For simplicity all routers within the AS are assumed to run 
iBGP and we assume that OSPF is running within the network. Once an intra-AS link fails, its 
directly attached router will send updated link state advertisements (LSAs) to notify other nodes 
about the failure. Once all routers have re-computed new IGP routes (which may take some 
seconds for RIB/FIB (Routing Information Base/Forwarding Information Base) updating), the 
IGP distance from some routers towards individual ASBRs may change, in which case these 
routers may further change their egress point selection decisions for some remote destination 
prefixes. Again, this procedure takes additional time, and meanwhile the original BGP routing 
configuration can be disrupted due to the unexpected egress point switching.
In order to (1) achieve seamless failure recovery and (2) avoid potential BGP routing 
disruptions due to unexpected egress point switching, our proposed FRR scheme pre-provisions 
backup BGP routes (i.e. backup egress selections) that can be completely controlled by the ISP. 
The main idea is that both the primary and backup egress points are strategically selected a 
priori in both the default and backup routing planes respectively for each remote prefix. In the
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case where an intra-AS link fails, the local repairing router immediately diverts the affected 
transit traffic away from the failure and sends it towards the backup egress point (through 
pre-installed tunnels using an implementation of existing multi-path BGP protocols [78] [79]) 
that does not involve the failed link. Similarly, in the case of an inter-AS link failure, the 
directly attached ASBR may also forward the affected traffic through tunnels towards 
pre-selected backup egress points, which is similar to what has been proposed in[8], Compared 
to this more straightforward operation of dealing with inter-AS link failures, in this chapter we 
mainly focus on how to achieve fast failure recovery against intra-AS failures that may 
potentially cause unexpected BGP routing disruptions.
eBGP advertisements toward prefix k
(a) Network topology
Primary Backup Primary Backup
forwarding path 2^ forwarding path forwarding path 2^ forwarding path
Y
(b) E gress point in plane 1 : /"2 (c) E gress  point in p lane 1 :
Figure 3-1 Multi-plane BGP reroute examples
Consider Figure 3-1 as an example where the IGP weight for each network link is set to 1 for 
simplicity. Inter-AS traffic is injected into the network via ASBRs r, to r?, and among them r/, 
r2  and rj have learnt a BGP route towards a remote prefix k (Figure 3-1(a)). We provision two
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BGP routing planes (i.e. one primary and one backup route for each prefix). We first assume 
that the egress points selected for prefix k  in plane 0 (primary plane) and plane 1 (backup plane) 
are Vj and respectively (Figure 3-1(b)). Under such configuration, the next-hop toward k  at 
router b points to router a in plane 0, as router a is the next-hop on the shortest IGP path to 
reach the selected egress point r; (shown in the solid line). Meanwhile, the backup forwarding 
path from router b towards prefix k  leads to the alternate egress point rz (shown in the dashed 
line). Under the normal condition where no link failure occurs, the default forwarding table 
populated based on the BGP RIB in plane 0 is used at all routers. As shown in Figure 3-1 (b), all 
packets towards the destination prefix k  are sent towards the primary egress point in plane 0 (i.e. 
router rj) from where they are delivered out of the local AS. The actual forwarding paths on 
default plane from ingress routers towards n  are indicated with solid lines in figure 3-1(b), and 
the forwarding paths on the backup plane from ingress routers towards rz are indicated with 
dashed lines shown in the same figure. There is also another available routing path to prefix k 
through another possible backup egress router rj, and the actual forwarding paths under this 
situation for default plane (shown in solid lines) and the backup plane (shown in dotted lines) 
are shown in Figure 3-1 (c).
3.2.1 Local Repair
Once a router has detected the failure of its directly attached link, for instance through 
Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD) [90], it needs to immediately divert the affected 
traffic which originally uses that link to reach the corresponding destination prefixes in plane 0. 
In doing so, this router, which is known as the local repairing router, looks up its local 
forwarding table in all backup planes and try to identify an alternative next-hop that does not 
involve the failed link. If such a feasible next-hop is found, the repairing router immediately 
remarks the header of the affected traffic and switches to the corresponding backup path 
(effectively a tunnel) in plane 1 leading to the backup egress point to deliver the traffic out of 
the local AS.
Consider again Figure 3-1(b) as an example. Once router b detects the failure of link b ^ a ,  it 
finds from its default forwarding table that currently traffic destined to k  is using that link, hence 
an alternative next-hop is needed to reroute the affected traffic away from it. By looking up the 
forwarding table in the backup plane (plane 1), it finds an alternative next-hop available for 
prefix k, which is the secondary egress point r2 . In this case the repairing router b remarks all the 
affected packets destined to k to the backup egress point t 2  through the pre-established tunnel 
(shown in Figure 3-l(c) in dotted lines). In this case the actual packet forwarding path from 
ingress router rj towards the backup egress point as shown in Figure 3-2 is r j- ^ b ^ r 2  (dashed
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line) instead of r s ^ b -^ a  (solid line) to avoid the failed link h—^ a. The same operation needs to 
be performed for all affected remote prefixes whose default forwarding paths involve the failed 
link.
eBGP advertisements toward prefix k
Figure 3- 2 A Simple Example for Local Repair
More specifically, the rightmost log2 (M) bits in the header are used for indicating the active 
routing plane out of M  planes. In this simple example where M=2 one single bit is sufficient for 
plane coding: “0” for the default plane and “ 1” for the backup plane. It is worth mentioning that 
the repairing router does not notify the detected failure to any other router within the network as 
long as it is able to find a feasible alternative next-hop from its backup forwarding table. Hence 
the previous hop router rj is not aware of the link failure and it continues using b as the 
next-hop for sending the traffic to k according to its default forwarding table.
In case of an inter-AS link failure (i.e. the loss of eBGP sessions), the directly attached default 
egress router may immediately divert the affected traffic to a pre-selected alternate egress point. 
For instance, in Figure 3-1(b) if n  detects the unavailability of the primary route through its 
inter-AS link, it may remark the header of the affected traffic from “0” to “1” and activates the 
pre-established tunnel as the backup forwarding path (the dashed path) in plane 1 towards the 
backup egress r? through the dashed path, and from there the packets are delivered out of the 
local AS.
In order to systematically specify the proposed FRR algorithm, we first present the following 
definitions:
• M - th e  total number of BGP routing planes that have been provisioned;
• NH ( k ) -  next-hop for prefix k in plane m (0 < m < M);
• Nbr(a) -  neighboring node set of router a in the physical network topology.
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The algorithm for handling local link failure is specified in Figure 3-3.
Actions for the repairing router a
In the event that x  = NH^ (k) becomes unavailable:
Lookup backup forwarding tables 
If  find 3m* -^N H '”\k ):^x , (l<m* <M)
Then remark packets destined towards k  to plane m* to use alternative next-hop NH (k) ; 
Else send route-failure message Rt_FAIL(k) to Nbr(a)Xx) to trigger crank-back
Figure 3- 3 Algorithm for the local repair operation
3.2.2 Crank-back Operations
Under certain circumstances it is not possible for the head router of a failed intra-AS link to 
directly find a feasible alternate path in any backup plane that can successfully bypass the 
failure. For instance, in Figure 3-1 (b) link c —> a constitutes both the primary path (towards the 
default egress point rj) and the backup tunnel (towards backup egress point r2> for prefix k 
(assume there is only one primary plane and one backup plane in place), same case for link 
r4 —>a. In this case, link c—>a is regarded as a critical link for prefix k  which means this link is 
fully shared by both planes and hence the head node c does not have any alternate route to 
bypass this link once it fails. In such a situation, we introduce a simple IP crank-back 
mechanism at core routers that allows previous-hop nodes to perform rerouting without forcing 
the entire network to re-converge. In the literature, the crank-back operation has been proposed 
for MPLS-based failure recovery [91], but how this can be achieved in hop-by-hop based IP 
rerouting has not been investigated. As previously mentioned, updating IP forwarding tables at 
individual routers accounts for most of the time spent in IGP re-convergence. In contrast, 
crank-back operations only introduce very short time in notifying nearby routers (not 
necessarily back to ingress routers) to switch to pre-installed backup paths in case of failures, 
and this is significantly quicker.
Now we continue with the previous example where c is about to deal with its local link failure. 
Since c itself does not have any alternate route available, it broadcasts to the router one hop 
away a route-failure notification message Rt_FAlL(k) for prefix k on all the other network 
interfaces except the failed one (i.e. in Fig 3-1(a) it broadcasts to routers b, r4  and rs). For
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scalability purposes, one route-failure notification message may contain multiple affected 
prefixes in order to avoid broadcasting excessive dedicated messages in case a large number of 
prefixes are affected due to the same link failure. Nevertheless for simplicity we only illustrate 
with one prefix in our example. The detailed design of the packet structure for route-failure 
notification messages is not specified in this Thesis. For each of those neighbors that receive a 
route-failure notification, if its next-hop towards prefix k  in the default forwarding table is not 
the interface that received this message, it does not need to take any action. For instance in 
Figure 3-1(b) routers and h simply drop this message as their default next-hops to reach k do 
not point to router c in normal forwarding. However, since router rs finds the interface that 
receives the route-failure notification is exactly the one used as the default next-hop towards k, 
it will find a feasible backup tunnel to deliver the affected packets via an alternate egress point 
(r2  in this example, using the backup path in plane 1).
The corresponding action follows the same style as local remarking as shown in Figure 3-3. For 
instance, r5 notices from the backup forwarding table that router h is a feasible alternative 
next-hop to send the affected traffic out of the local AS in the backup plane (where the actual 
egress point is r2). Hence r5 immediately remarks the corresponding bits in the header of the 
traffic destined to prefix P from “0” to “ 1” (note M=2). Once router b has received the diverted 
packets, it will continue using this backup plane to deliver the traffic without remarking them 
back to the default plane. As a result the actual end-to-end backup path is rr->(dashed 
line)-^Z?—>(dashed line)—>r2  as shown in Figure 3-4. Finally, in case still no alternate routes can 
be found in the backup planes, the intermediate router will further forward the route-failure 
notification to all its interfaces except the one that has received it in order to continue the 
crank-back procedure.
eBGP advertisements toward prefix k
Crank-back
Figure 3- 4 Crank-back Example
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The entire procedure terminates either until a router that is able to successfully find a feasible 
alternate route for traffic diverting, or when an ingress border router is reached. If the ingress 
node still does not have any feasible route, IGP re-convergence has to be performed in order to 
regain cormectivity, as it is the case for most existing IP FRR schemes that are not able to 
guarantee 100% protection coverage. Figure 3-5 shows the basic operations for an intermediate 
router r  that has received a route-failure notification message from one of its neighbors. In this 
figure, ° (k) indicates router r’s default next-hop for forwarding traffic destined to prefix k 
in the normal condition, and Path'" (u v) represents the path from router m to v in plane m,
where u, V (node set).
Operations for Router r  to perform  crank-back
In the event of receiving message Rt_FAIL(k) from interface a:
If N H ^ ( k ) ^ a  Then no action is taken
Else examine each of the selected backup egress points (k) fork, ( 0 < m < M )
If  find 3m* Path"' (r —> j^, (kj)
Then divert the affected traffic towards k  using plane rn through the 
corresponding turmel to j^, (k)
Else forward message Rt_FAIL(k) to Nbr(r)\(a) to continue crank-back
Figure 3- 5 Operations for Router r to perform crank-back
3.3 Optimizing Backup Egress Point Selection
Although the crank-back mechanism at core routers provides additional capability for fast 
failure recovery, the procedure inevitably takes a long time compared to standard local repairs. 
Moreover, for some failure scenarios crank-back may still not be able to identify any feasible 
diverting router at all. To improve this situation, how to optimally pre-determine backup egress 
points needs to be carefully considered in the routing plane.
In the previous example, if router rj is selected as the backup egress point in plane 1, as 
indicated in Figure 3-1 (c), we can see that the repairing router c is able to perform local repair 
by using rj as the backup egress point for diverting the affected traffic towards k  (shown in 
dotted lines). In effect, in this specific example local repair is sufficient to deal with any single
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link failure that happens to all the nodes with more than one outgoing links, without resorting to 
crank-back operations. From this example we can clearly see the benefit of intelligent egress 
point selection in backup planes in order to achieve high degree of path diversity from each 
potential repairing router to the selected egress points. In this section we formulate this task into 
an optimization problem that can be solved with a greedy algorithm.
The physical network topology of an AS can be modeled as a directed graph (F, E) with node 
set V and link set E. Customers can inject traffic into the network through all the border routers. 
Each AS has an egress router set selected from the border routers and J  a  V, through which 
eBGP reachability advertisements on remote prefixes are received from neighboring ASes. In 
addition, an AS may contain some core routers that are not directly connected to local customers 
or other ASes. We denote by K  the set of prefix advertisements received across all the egress 
routers. For each prefix k (k^K),  let Out(k) denote the set of egress routers at which an 
advertisement for prefix k  has been received. In BGP multi-plane routing, we consider M  logical 
planes to be pre-provisioned in the local AS so that a dedicated egress router can be selected for 
each destination prefix k within each plane m (0< m <(M-1)).
Notation Description
E A set of intra-domain links (/^ E)
J A  set of egress routers (j^  J)
K A set of destination prefixes K)
M A set of planes (m^ M)
Out(k) A set of egress routers that can reach destination prefix k
Qi True (1)/False (0); whether the intra-domain link / is the fully-shared link
V A set of AS nodes (u, V)
True (1)/False (0); whether egress router j  has been selected for prefix k on plane m
yl,m True (1)/False (0); whether intra-domain link I constitutes the path from its head 
node to prefix k  on plane m
Table 3-1 List of Principal Symbols used in Chapter 3
In other words, one primary egress point is selected in the default routing plane 0, while up to 
M-1 egress points are selected in backup planes m (0< m <M). The total number of backup
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planes (i.e. the maximum allowable backup egress points for any specific prefix) can be 
determined by the ISP’s policies. To enforce egress router selection, specific local preference 
(local-pref) values can be configured independently within each plane m, and the selected 
(primary) egress router will be assigned with the highest local-pref \alu&. Nevertheless, later in 
this Chapter we will show that one single backup routing plane will normally be sufficient for 
comprehensive failure protection. It is also worth mentioning as a fundamental assumption that 
the intra-AS routing protocol is standard IGP which is not necessarily multi-plane aware. In this 
case the IGP distance between each node pair is the same across all routing planes. A list of 
principal symbols used in this chapter is shown in Table 3-1.
3.3.1 Egress Point Selection for Single Failure Scenario
If a critical link fails, there are no alternate paths in any plane for its head node to directly divert 
the affected traffic hence either crank-back or IGP re-convergence is needed. It is therefore 
desirable to select egress routers such that there is a minimum number of critical links. Towards 
this end, we define a binary variable Q[ to indicate whether intra-AS link / is a critical link 
with regard to its head node and remote destination prefix k. More specifically:
Q l =
(3.1)
M  - 1
1  i f  Y  f r ’” = ^
m = 0
0  otherwise
Where
1  if  I constitues the path in plane m from its head 
node to prefix k
0  otherwise
(3.2)
As we have mentioned, the probability of having critical links can be influenced by egress point 
selection across individual planes. We define another binary variable X f"' to indicate the
actual egress point selection for prefix k  in each plane m. Single egress point selection is 
adopted in our scheme, which means within each plane one single egress point is selected for 
each prefix from all BGP speakers. That is:
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1 if y is selected for prefix k as the primary egress
router in plane m ( 3  3 )
0  otherwise
=
In summary, the overall objective is to determine the value of a set of X /’"’ for each 
independently advertised prefix k  in each routing plane m in order to:
Minimize (3.4)
l e E
subject to the following constraints:
If X/’” = 1 , then Out(k) J, 0<m<M  (3.5)
X /’”€{0 ,l},y/'" e {0,1} \fieJ,0<m<M  (3.6)
Constraint (3.5) means the selected egress router j  must be able to reach the destination prefix k 
in the first place. Constraint (3.6) makes sure that variables X and Y are binary.
3.3.2 Pattern Shape Illustration
In order to better explain the objective, we instantiate the above problem formulation with M=2. 
In this case, the shape of the actual paths from any router (including core routers) to the two 
selected egress points can be described in either “V”, “Y” or “I” shapes, where the top vertices 
of these letters represent the selected egress points for prefix k while the bottom vertex 
represents the potential repairing router. It can be easily inferred that the “V” shape is the most 
desirable shape for achieving FRR as the repairing router (the bottom vertex of the “V” letter) is 
able to immediately remark the affected traffic to an alternative next-hop if the default one fails. 
For instance, we recall the example as in Figure 3-1(b) where two planes are used and heading 
to egress router r; and rz shown in Figure 3- 6 , routers c, b and r5 belong to this pattern. In 
contrast, the “I” shape means the same egress point is selected in both planes which leads to no 
path diversity at all from the potential repairing router towards the corresponding egress point, 
routers a and c shown in Figure 3- 6  belongs to this pattern. Something between the two 
scenarios is the “Y” shape -  the vertex at the bottom (the repairing router) has overlapping 
next-hops despite the fact that different egress points are selected in the two planes. This means 
if the next-hop of this node fails, it has to perform crank-back or even IGP re-convergence. On 
the other hand, if we consider the branching point in the letter “Y” (which effectively has the “V’ 
shape); it is still able to perform local remarking to directly divert the affected traffic away from
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the failure. As shown in Figure 3- 6, routers a, r/, r2  and belongs to the “Y” pattern. In 
comparison, if we recall the example shown in Figure 3-1(c) where routers r, and are selected 
as egress points, all the routers are in “V” pattern except the rj and o , which are respectively the 
actual primary egress points in the two planes.
/b 6
AT s h a p e
a
c
Y  s h a p e  1  s h a p e
Figure 3- 6 Pattern Shape Illustration for Local Switch and Crank-back Possibilities
3.3.3 Proposed Heuristic Algorithm for Single Failure 
Scenario
As we discussed earlier, one default plane will be used in normal state, and other backup planes 
are only used when they are needed for fast BGP reroute in case of link failures. It is also worth 
mentioning that by doing the local repair operation, traffic will only be switched once among 
the routing planes, and therefore no routing loops can occur. A simple greedy algorithm for 
solving the backup egress point selection problem is briefly described as follows.
Step 1. Before selection all the egress routers that satisfy the reachability constraint. / g  Out(k) are 
taken into consideration which ensures that by selecting egress routery, each destination prefix k 
can be reached. Any other egress routers that cannot satisfy this constraint are not considered 
any further.
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Step 2. First of all, the default egress point for a prefix k under the normal condition should be 
selected in plane 0 according to the ISP’s operational objectives such as conventional traffic 
engineering requirements. As such information is not ready available for us and not considered 
in this chapter, we randomly select the default egress router.
START
m < M ?
Multiple 
candidates 
_ exist?^
Out(k)^ = Out(k) - { j*},  m = 1
Out(k)* = Out(k)'^ - { j} , m -  m+1
Select the primary egress point j  
from  Out( kïm  olane 0
Select j  G Out(k)* 
randomly from the multiple candidates
Select j  G Out(k)*, that incurs 
minimum value of as the
leE
primary egress point in plane m
Consider each j  g  Out(k)'^, compute 
the total number of critical links
leE
shared by planes {0,
END
Figure 3- 7 Egress point selection algorithm for single failure scenario
Step 3. Backup egress point selection is then performed plane by plane with the objective of 
maximizing the path diversity the selected egress point can provide as. Firstly all the candidate
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egress routers can be compared to the egress router which is already selected for the default 
routing plane in terms of routing trees for least critical links. Each of these routing trees can be 
described as the IGP path set from each ingress router towards the single selected egress router. 
The egress router that incurs the least number of critical links compare with the routing tree of 
the egress router on the default routing plane is selected. If there are multiple candidate egress 
points exist with an equal number of critical links, random selection will be used as tie break.
Step 4. When selecting the egress point for plane m, all candidate border routers in Out(k) that 
have not yet been selected on planes 0  to m- 1  are compared to those have already been selected 
in terms of routing trees. The egress router that incurs the least number of critical links compare 
with the routing trees of those already determined egress routers is selected for plane m. If there 
are multiple candidate egress points exist with an equal number of critical links, random 
selection will be used as tie break.
Step 5. Repeat step 4 to consider the next routing plane (m+1), until all the routing planes have 
been assigned one egress router.
Such an algorithm can be applied for each independent prefix to be assigned, and the flow chart 
of the egress point selection algorithm for each prefix k is shown in Figure 3-7. The time 
complexity for computing backup egress points for each prefix k  is 0(M\J\\E\) (this is because 
we run through each loop M, J, and E times in our simulation).
3.4 Performance Evaluation for Single Failure Scenario
In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed fast failure recovery scheme, we use both 
the topologies of two operational networks, namely the Abilene network (AS 11537) [92] and the 
GÉANT network (AS20965)[93]. The Abilene network contains 11 Point-of-Presence (PoP) 
nodes and 28 unidirectional links, while the GÉANT network contains 23 PoP nodes and 74 
unidirectional links. Although most, if not all of the nodes in the two networks have inter-AS 
connections, we only consider “popular” prefixes that are announced via higher tier ISPs or 
peering ASes. Information on inter-AS connections of these two networks is obtained from 
Rocketfuel [94] and [93] respectively. Based on this information, we identified 5 nodes from 
Abilene and 7 nodes from GÉANT as border nodes that have inter-AS routes to the considered 
prefixes. All of these nodes have either (1) inter-AS connections to tier-1 ISPs such as AT&T 
(AS7018), Sprint (AS 1239) and Global Crossing (AS3549), or (2) peering domains such as 
direct peering connection between Abilene and GÉANT themselves.
In addition, we also conducted experiments based on one synthetically generated topology using
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the Waxman’s model by the BRITE topology generator [95], a brief description of the BRITE 
generator and Waxman’s model is shown in the Appendix. The topology contains 50 nodes and 
218 unidirectional links with border routers being randomly selected each time. As the egress 
routers in real topologies are carefully selected out of all the border routers consider real 
physical situations, in both real and synthetically generated topologies, each destination prefix is 
considered to be independently advertised to all the egress routers, and as a small fraction of IP 
routing prefixes account for a large fraction of the Internet traffic [94], we consider 100 popular 
routing prefixes in our experiments. To produce more accurate results, each of the data points is 
an average of 10 independent trials.
3.4.1 Performance Evaluation for Real Topologies
Figure 3- 8 shows the average proportion of critical links across all the independently advertised 
prefixes in both the GÉANT and Abilene topologies. We can see that with optimized backup 
egress point selection for each prefix (indicated by Opt. in the figure), only 26.5% and 12.2% of 
the network links are critical ones with two routing planes (i.e. one primary and one backup) in 
the two network topologies respectively. Three planes are sufficient to eliminate any critical link 
in the Abilene topology, while the corresponding proportion is reduced to 18.4% in the GÉANT 
network. However the situation is not significantly further improved with additional backup 
routing planes. By way of comparison, we also implemented the non-optimized scheme with 
random selection of backup egress points (indicated by Ran. in the figure). As we can also see, 
the proportion of critical links in this case becomes much higher, especially when a small 
number of planes are used. Overall, five routing planes are needed in order to eliminate all 
critical links in the ABILENE topology. This observation suggests that the proposed failure 
recovery mechanism needs to be accompanied with careful backup egress point selection for 
achieving maximum efficiency.
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Figure 3- 8 Proportion of critical links vs. number of planes (Real topologies)
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We further evaluate the performance of crank-back operations on those critical links that cannot 
be eliminated through optimized backup egress point selection. Table 3- 2 shows the crank-back 
path length distributions values given have been averaged across all examined prefixes) in both 
network topologies with optimally selected backup egress points.
Crank-back path length (No. of hops)
1 2 3 4
2 planes 57.1% 14.3% 28.6% 0%
3 planes 0% 0% 0% 0%
(a) The Abilene topology
Crank-back path length (No. of hops)
1 2 3
2 planes 80.3% 19.7% 0%
3 planes 86.4% 13.6% 0%
4 planes 84.5% 15.5% 0%
5 planes 82.7% 17.3% 0%
6 planes 82.0% 18.0% 0%
7 planes 82.0% 18.0% 0%
(b) The GÉANT topology
Table 3- 2 Distribution of Crank-back path length in ABILENE and GÉANT 
(optimized egress selection)
As far as the Abilene topology is concerned, feasible diverting routers can be found by 
cranking-back with one single hop for 57.1% of the critical links if two planes (i.e. one backup 
path for each prefix) are provisioned. The worst situation is that three hops of crank-back are 
needed for 28.6% of critical links in the topology. For the GÉANT scenario, although critical 
links cannot be fully eliminated even when using as many as seven planes (see Figure 3- 8 ), the 
good news is that only three hops of crack-back is sufficient to identify a feasible diverting 
router for any critical link; and this is tme even with as few as two routing planes. In effect, only 
less than 20% of the critical links need two hops of crank-back under such a situation. For
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comparison purposes, we also evaluated the performance with random selection of backup 
egress points and shown in Table 3-3.
Crank-back path length (No. of hops)
1 2 3 4
2 planes 21.7% 17.4% 26.1% 34.8%
3 planes 65.2% 21.7% 13.0% 0%
4 planes 92.3% 7.7% 0% 0%
(a) The Abilene topology
Crank-back path length (No. of hops)
1 2 3 4
2 planes 59.4% 33.3% 6.3% 1.0%
3 planes 77.2% 21.5% 1.3% 0%
4 planes 80.6% 19.4% 0% 0%
5 planes 83.6% 16.4% 0% 0%
6 planes 81.8% 18.2% 0% 0%
7 planes 79.2% 20.8% 0% 0%
(b) The GÉANT topology
Table 3-3 Distribution of Crank-back path length in ABILENE and GÉANT
(random egress selection)
We can also draw a figure to compare the crank-back lengths needed for both real topologies to 
identify a feasible diverting router for any critical link. It is clear that the average crank-path 
length under random egress router selection is higher than that used by the optimized algorithm 
with the same number of routing planes.
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Abilene (Opt.)
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Number of routing planes
(a) Abilene Topology
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Figure 3- 9 Crank-back Path Length Compare in ABILENE and GÉANT
3.4.2 Performance Evaluation for Random Topology
We also evaluated the same performance metrics with the BRITE synthetically generated 
network topology. It contains 50 nodes, with border routers that have inter-AS connections (i.e. 
egress point candidates) varying from 5 to 25, we assume all the link weights are equal to 1 for 
simplicity. An important objective here is to investigate how the performance of failure 
protection coverage varies with the richness of inter-AS routes, as represented by the total 
number of egress point candidates that receive advertised BGP reachability messages via eBGP. 
As shown in Figure 3- 10, the provisioning of two routing planes leads to 14.2% of critical links 
with 5 egress point candidates. The corresponding value decreases to 8.4% and 7.6% 
respectively if the total number of egress point candidates’ increases to 10 and 15. Further 
increase of the richness in inter-AS routes almost does not further improve the situation and 
hence is not shown in the figure.
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Figure 3-10 Proportion of critical links vs. number of planes (synthetically generated 
topologies with optimally selected backup egress points)
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Figure 3-11 Proportion of critical links vs. number of planes (synthetically generated 
topologies with randomly selected backup egress points)
On the other hand, the proportion of critical links reduces as the number of routing planes 
increases up to 4, but any additional routing planes will not be able to improve the performance 
beyond that point, which is similar to the GÉANT and Abilene scenarios. Figure 3- 11 indicates 
the proportion of critical links with random egress point selection. By comparing Figure 3- 10 
and Figure 3- 11, once again we can clearly see that non-optimized backup egress point 
selection leads to much higher proportion of critical links, which results in poor failure recovery 
performance.
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Crank-back path length (No. of hops)
1 2 3
5 egress routers
2 planes 89.1% 10.9% 0 %
3 planes 87.9% 1 2 .1 % 0%
4 planes 96% 4% 0%
5 planes 1 0 0 % 0% 0%
10 egress routers 2 planes 91.4% 8 .6 % 0%
3 planes 1 0 0 % 0% 0%
15 egress routers 2 planes 90.6% 9.4% 0%
3 planes 1 0 0 % 0% 0 %
20 egress routers 2 planes 8 6 .1 % 13.9% 0 %
3 planes 1 0 0 % 0 % 0 %
25 egress routers 2 planes 91.2% 8 .8 % 0%
3 planes 1 0 0 % 0 % 0%
Table 3-4 Distribution of Crank-back path length in synthetically generated topologies
(Optimized)
Finally, Table 3-4 shows the crank-back path length performance by the optimized backup 
egress point selection algorithm, based on the synthetically generated topologies. In case of 
relatively scarce inter-AS routes, for instance with only five egress point candidates, five 
routing planes are needed to guarantee maximum one-hop crank-back for all critical links. 
When the number of ASBRs becomes as high as ten, three planes are sufficient to achieve the 
same effect. On the other hand, we notice that in every single scenario the maximum number of 
crank-back hops is two even if two routing planes are provisioned. Moreover, in most of the 
cases around 90% of critical links can be tackled with a single hop of crank-back. Once again 
the efficiency of our proposed scheme is indicated with optimized selection of backup egress 
points in the management plane.
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3.5 Multiple Failures Scenario
Most FRR mechanisms focus on single link failure only, with a lack of capability to handle 
multiple link failures in the network. And the multi-plane technique we proposed in this Chapter 
also focuses on handling only single failure. If there is more than one failure in the network at 
the same time, the multi-plane technique can only handle one of them at that time, and other 
link failures are ignored, this will affect the network performance heavily. Therefore in this 
section we expand our work into the multiple failure area and examine how to handle 
concurrent link failures, especially dual link failures as a special case.
As we know, Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG) defines a concept that multiple different services 
may suffer from a common network failure if they are sharing a common failure risk. We define 
in this section the different sets of link failures based on the SRLG concept. As we focus on dual 
link failures here, that there may be two concurrent link failures in the network at the time, we 
define these two links as in one SRLG group because they share the same risk of failure in the 
Internet environment. In another word, because of the dual failure scenario we focus on, we 
assume that the SRLG consists of only two links. If one link fails, we consider that the other link 
in the same SRLG group fails as well, and perform accordingly. There is another constraint that 
each single link should only be defined in one SRLG group, any link overlapping of the SRLG 
definitions may make more than two links share the same risk to fail other than only two links as 
our assumption.
For the definition of SRLG groups with dual link failures case, there are three possible 
combined scenarios considering possible link failures of both intra-domain links and 
inter-domain links. Each of them should be treated differently and therefore we examine them 
separately.
> Dual inter-domain link failures
Through intelligent egress point selection, we can easily handle this two inter-domain link 
failure scenario.
> One inter-domain link failure and one intra-domain link failure
We apply our previously proposed multi-plane BGP routing to protect one intra-domain link 
failure, and on top of this, combine it with careful egress point selection to avoid the 
inter-domain link failure. With this we can successfully handle this failure scenario.
> Dual intra-domain link failures
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This two intra-domain link failure scenario is not easy as the other two scenarios, and this 
becomes our main focus in this multiple failure part. When we notice the first failure, we 
apply local switch to it, and when doing this switch, we take the second link failure into 
account, so that this local switch will then switch to a virtual routing plane where the second 
link failure is not in place, therefore the dual intra-domain link failures can both be avoided.
By using local repair technique as we explained earlier in Section 3.2.1, we can also avoid dual 
link failures which may happen at the same time. For simplicity we consider two simultaneous 
network failures in this section. The basic idea is using local repair and consider the two failures 
simultaneously, if the first failure is an intra-domain failure, we do a local switch so the traffic 
will be switched onto one backup plane to avoid the first failure, and this backup plane should 
neither include the second failure if it is intra-domain failure nor leave the domain through the 
failed egress link if it is inter-domain failure. For the situations of two inter-domain failures, it 
would be easy simply to avoid both of them when selecting the proper egress router. We restrict 
that the local switch should happen only once in order to avoid the potential routing loop which 
would be likely to happen with careless local switching. Therefore at least two different routing 
planes (one primary plane and one back-up plane) are required to handle dual concurrent 
network failures.
Inter -domain route towards prefix k Inter -domain route towards prefix k
m ÎÎÎ
g
b /  \ d
g \  I
m
A
(a) Example Topology (b) Different routing paths on different planes
Figure 3-12 Topology of a simple example
Here we consider an example of two intra-domain failures using another simple example as 
shown in Figure 3- 12 (a). The IGP weight for each link is set to 1 except link r/to  c, which is 
set to 3. Inter-AS traffic is injected into the network via border routers r/ to rs and of these 
border routes, rj, r2 and rj have learnt a BGP route towards remote prefix k. We assume that 
three BGP routing planes are provisioned and r^ rg and o  are selected as the egress points in 
routing plane 0, 1 and 2 respectively. Plane 0 is considered as primary default routing plane and
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plane 1 and 2 are backup routing planes. In Figure 3- 12, the shortest IGP paths from every 
router towards the selected egress points in planes 0, 1 and 2 are indicated by solid line, dashed 
line and dotted line respectively.
Packets marked 
with “1”
Packets marke< 
with “0” Packets marked 
with “2”
Figure 3-13 Example of Dual Link Failure Scenario
We assume two failed intra-domain links inside this topology as an example: c—> r/ and a—> rg 
as shown in Figure 3- 13. To start with, we consider the first failed link c—> rj, this failed link is 
included in the default routing paths on the default routing plane shown by solid lines (plane 0), 
so we perform local switching to re-route affected traffic away from this failed link. We need to 
choose one backup routing plane to re-route the affected traffic, and this choice should be made 
taking the second link failure into account. Comparing the two backup routing planes shown in 
Figure 3- 12, we can see the traffic can either be switched to plane 1 (dashed line: c—> a—> r^) or 
to plane 2 (dotted line: c—> «—> b-> o ), and apparently the second failed link a—> r2 is included 
in the routing paths on plane 1, but the routing path on plane 2 is failure-free, therefore plane 2 
is selected as the backup routing plane in this example. Both of the failures can be avoided by 
simple one switch from plane 0 to plane 2.
For certain circumstances it is not possible for the head router of the first failed intra-domain 
link to find a feasible alternate path in any backup plane due to either fully shared links or 
encounters the second link failure. For instance, in Figure 3- 14 the two failed intra-domain 
links a.v& d —> a and b -9  rs. Consider the first failed link a and when head node d  needs to 
perform local switch, however we noticed the only alternative backup path which is plane 2 
(dotted line: d - ^ b —> rs) where we meet the second failed link b -^  rs. The head node d  therefore 
does not have any alternate route to bypass both failed links. Again, we adopt the IP crank-back 
mechanism as described in Section 3.2.2.
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Figure 3-14 Crank-back Example for Dual Link Failures
Recall that the plane 0 is selected as default routing plane, head node d  therefore broadcasts the 
failure notification message back along its default routing plane to router rj (through the similar 
procedure introduced in Section 3.2.2). Router rs therefore will find a feasible backup path to 
avoid both failed links to prefix k and the corresponding action afterwards follows the same 
style as local remarking. As the alternative path on backup plane 1 shown in dashed line: rs-y  
d - > a - ^ r 2 involves the first failed link again, the other alternative path shown in dotted line: 
rs-^  g - f  as shown in Figure 3- 14 on backup plane 2 can be found here which can 
successfully bypass both failed intra-domain links.
3.5.1 Egress Point Selection for Multiple Failure Scenario
The simulation is based on SRLG basis; therefore we define a group of SRLGs: SRLGs 
(S  E SRLGs where S  is one SRLG). As for multiple failures scenario, our aim is to maximize 
the ratio of successful local switches in order to minimize the network service down time caused 
by multiple failures. In order to do a successful local switch, we need to minimize the 
opportunity of those links inside the same SRLG group to be fully shared across all the routing 
planes, since as long as there is one routing path on one of those backup planes which does not 
include both failed links, we can successfully switch the affected traffic onto this plane to avoid 
the failures.
In summary, the overall objective is to determine the value of a set of X / ’"' (where the egress
router / is selected as the egress point for prefix k on plane m) for each independently advertised 
prefix k in each routing plane m in order to:
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S e  SRLGs l e S
Minimize ^ Q k
t:
subject to the same constraints as (3.5) (3.6).
(3.7)
START
m < M ?
ny backup plane foum 
^^successfully!?—^
m < M ?
C onsider ea ch  j  e Out(k)^ ,M& 
the routing path from the new  
head node a* to j  exclu d e the  
'" " --se c o n d  failed l i n k j ^ ^ ^
C onsider ea ch  j  e Out(k)*,fn\6. the routing 
path from head  node a  of first failed link /,to  j  
^ - ^ ^ e x c l u d e  the seco n d  failed link L
Out(k)* -  Out(k)* - { /} , m =  m + 7
Out(k)* =  Out(k)^ - { /} , m  =  m+1
Out(k)* = Out(k) - { 7 * } , m = 1
Select this router y as the 
backup egress point for plane m
Select this router y as the 
backup egress point for plane m
S e lec t  the primary e g r e s s  point7 * Out( k)in plane 0
Configure router to crank one hop back, new 
head node a*, Out(k)* = Out(k) -{j*}, m = 1
Figure 3-15 Flow Chart for Dual Intra-domain failure Scenario
For simplicity, the definitions of the SRLG groups are not randomly generated for each
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experiment but carefully selected and remain the same for all the experiments, this is reasonable 
assumption because SRLG is normally related to the physical topology and would not easily 
change.
Local switching may cause potential forwarding loop if traffic is switched many times. To avoid 
this problem, we consider only one step of local switch and see whether the result can meet our 
expectation. When for the scenarios where there is at least one intra-domain link failure 
involved, when the local switch cannot successfully avoid both failures, we can investigate 
further using crank-back for better performance.
A flow chart showing how we perform for dual intra-domain failure scenario is presented in 
Figure 3-15.
3.5.2 Performance Evaluation for Multiple Failure Scenario
We use the two real topologies: Abilene network (AS 11537) [92] and the GÉANT network 
(AS20965) [93] as described in Section 3.4 to examine the performance of our algorithm. For 
each experiment, we randomly select one routing plane as the default routing plane, and local 
switching is performed once a failure on the default routing path is detected, otherwise this 
procedure is ignored. Also for comparison, we calculated not only the results from our proposed 
algorithm (called optimized selection), but also random results where we choose the backup 
plane randomly other than carefully selected as shown in our algorithm (called random 
selection), both procedure exclude the default routing plane as an option. For simplicity, we do 
not examine the fully shared perspective of all the intra-domain links, but focus on the ratio of 
successful local switches out of all the local switch situations. In this metric, a higher value 
means better performance.
Figure 3-16  shows such successful ratio of three different dual failure situations for Abilene 
network, which include: ( 1 ) dual intra-domain failures, (2 ) one intra-domain failure and one 
inter-domain failure, (3) dual inter-domain failures. The results for the GÉANT network are 
shown in Figure 3-17.
The scenario of dual inter-domain failures is quite straightforward; our algorithm is simply 
designed to avoid selecting both egress routers related to both inter-domain failures. Therefore 
as long as there are more than 3 egress routers we can select from (there are 5 and 7 egress 
routers for Abilene and GÉANT respectively), we can successfully avoid both failures by using 
our proposed algorithm. The results show 100% success for both topologies by using our 
optimized egress selection. Also the random egress selection is apparently worse than the
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optimized egress selection by about 22% for Abilene and 18% for GÉANT.
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Figure 3-16 Results of successful ratio for Abilene network
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For the scenario of one intra-domain failure and one inter-domain failure, the intra-domain 
failure is considered first; affected traffic would be switched from the default plane to a backup 
plane which does not exit the network through the failed egress router relevant to the 
inter-domain failure. Our proposed optimized algorithm also performed quite well for Abilene 
network which can achieve 100% successful ratio no matter how many planes are used. On the 
other hand, the random selection results various with the number of planes in use and can be 40%
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worse at most. As we can see from the results of GÉANT network, the successful ratio from our 
optimized selection gets better as more number of planes is used; this trend is also quite similar 
to the results of single failure scenario. The random selection results on the other hand are quite 
random and have no connection with how many planes are used.
The dual intra-domain failures scenario is not as straightforward as the other two, the results are 
worse than the other two as well, and in order to avoid the potential forwarding loop problem 
caused by careless local switch, we allow only once local switch here. The trend of more routing 
planes, better successful ratio for our optimized algorithm remains true for both topologies and 
the results of random selection are still quite random and have no connection with how many 
numbers of planes are used.
As we can see from the figures, the results of dual intra-domain scenario are not as good as the 
other two scenarios and when we use only two routing planes, the successful ratio is only about 
20% for both topologies. Therefore we investigate crank-back mechanism and looking for better 
performance for this scenario. This crank-back procedure is similar to the crank-back procedure 
of single failure scenario, and for simplicity we only examined the results of one hop crank-back. 
The results for both topologies are shown in Figure 3- 18 and Figure 3- 19 respectively. From 
the figures we can see after one hop of crank back, the results can be further improved by at 
most 30% for Abilene topology and 20% for GÉANT topology, which indicates a quite 
promising direction for further research.
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Figure 3-18 Results Compare after Crank back for Abilene Network
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3.6 Further Techniques to Im prove Efficiency - M ulti-hop  
diversion
According to the description shown in Sections 3.2 and 3.5, once the affected packets have been 
diverted by either the head node of the failed link or a remote node on the crank-back path, they 
will be carried in the same backup plane until reaching the corresponding backup egress point. 
Put in other words, all affected packets are diverted only once given any single link failure 
scenario. In this section we present a more flexible Multi-hop diversion mechanism that allows 
affected packets to be remarked and diverted multiple times as they travel hop by hop within the 
local AS and can be used for further improvement of FRR efficiency. This technique can be 
regarded as a generalized scenario of the R BGP protocol [78] where diverted packets on 
failover paths can be switched again back to the primary one at an intermediate router that 
knows its primary route towards the destination will not involve the failed link. A distinct 
advantage of our proposed multi-hop diversion technique is to provide higher flexibility in 
traffic delivery, for instance by taking into account traffic engineering requirements. More 
specifically, in case a router is overwhelmed by the unexpectedly diverted traffic carried in one 
specific backup plane, if it has additional alternative next-hops according to its own backup 
forwarding table, it may remark the traffic to use the next-hop in another backup plane that 
currently has the lowest traffic loading. If a router knows that by switching the affected packets 
back to the default plane will not route them back to the failed link, it may also consider such an 
option, as suggested in [78]. And also, traffic diversion can be restricted within the local AS 
without necessarily switching egress points if the ISP desires to avoid this. Nevertheless,
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potential forwarding loops could be formed when multi-hop diversion is used without any 
restriction. Solutions for preventing forwarding loops will also be discussed in the rest of this 
section.
For instance, recall the example shown in Figure 3- 1 (b) on detecting the failure of link rj—>c, 
router rs remarks the traffic towards destination prefix k to the backup plane where rg is the 
selected egress point. When router b receives the diverted traffic, it may remark the packets 
back to the default plane. Hence the traffic will follow path rs—>b-ya-^rj to be delivered out of 
the local AS. In this scenario, we can see that the affected packets due to failed intra-AS links 
can be successfully routed around the failure within the local network, but they still stick to use 
the original default egress point. As a result, it can be guaranteed that the original traffic 
distribution across inter-AS links will not be impacted, as no egress point switching is 
performed for the affected traffic.
r, (default)
r.
(backuTplane 1 ) jj_(backupplane 2 )
.\ <•/ t. / /
Tg (backup plane 3)
Figure 3- 20 An example of forwarding loops in Multi-Hop Diversion
On the other hand, uncontrolled multi-hop diversion may introduce forwarding loops which 
further cause black-holes within the network. Let’s take Figure 3- 20 as an example where 
border routers r/, r2 , r? and rs have inter-AS routes towards a specific destination prefix k. We 
assume that r2 is selected as the default egress point to reach k, and r;, rj, rs are selected as 
alternative exit points in backup planes 1 ,2 ,3  respectively. Now we consider the scenario that 
ingress router is sending traffic towards k which is actually delivered along path r4 ^ a —>r2  
(shown in Figure 3- 1(b)). In case link a-^r 2  fails, let’s assume the following packet diversion 
behaviors: router a immediately remarks the affected traffic to use backup plane 3 where rs is 
the primary egress point (shown in the dashed line). When router c receives the diverted traffic, 
it decides to remark them to backup plane 2 where r3 is the primary egress (shown in the dotted 
line), for instance due to the detected traffic congestion on link c-yrs. Similarly, when router b 
receives the traffic, it decides to remark them to backup plane 1 where r/ is the primary egress
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(shown in the dash-dotted line). As a result the affected traffic finally comes back to the original 
repairing router a. From this example, we can see the necessity of imposing some rules on the 
remarking behavior of individual routers. Towards this end, we can propose a prefix-specific 
ranking scheme in the management plane for using backup planes which restricts the remarking 
behavior by individual routers. More specifically, a dedicated ranking of backup planes is 
determined and configured by the ISP for each prefix. Once traffic has been remarked into a 
higher backup plane in the ordered ranking list, it cannot be remarked to a lower-ranked plane 
by downstream routers. In fact, the ranking of backup planes is effectively the ranking of 
alternative egress point selection in those planes, i.e. a prioritized selection of backup egress 
points for each destination prefix. In the example shown in Figure 3- 20, if the actual ranking 
for prefix k  is planes {2,3, 1}, i.e. the prioritized selection of backup egress points is 
then once router a has marked the traffic to plane 3, the only possible alternative plane that can 
be used by downstream routers is plane 2. In this case router b has to stick to backup plane 2 
(remarked by c) and send the traffic towards rj, thus avoiding the forwarding loop as described 
above. However specification on such prioritized backup egress point selection is not presented 
in this chapter.
3.7 Summary
In this Chapter we have introduced a novel fast failure recovery scheme based on multi-plane 
BGP reroute. Once an intra- or inter-AS link fails, the directly attached repairing router may 
immediately divert the affected traffic towards optimally selected alternate BGP routes that are 
pre-installed in backup routing planes. A distinct benefit from the proposed scheme is that 
routing disruptions caused by intra-AS link failures (due to the hot potato routing effect) can be 
largely avoided, as the affected traffic will simply be diverted only once to the egress points that 
are pre-determined by the ISP, rather than unexpectedly switching to undesired ones which may 
therefore suffer from post-failure congestions. The time of the diversion (which is only once and 
also pre-determined) is apparently much shorter compare to the sub-second time scale for IGP 
re-convergence. In addition, we also proposed routing optimizations in terms of backup egress 
point selection for enhancing the failure recovery capability. Our simulations based on both real 
and synthetically generated network topologies show that only a small number of routing planes 
will lead to high degree of path diversity for fast reroute based on carefully selected backup 
egress points. These results indicate that the proposed approach can be regarded as an efficient 
and scalable solution for supporting high reliability in real-time multimedia communications.
Furthermore, we realize that multiple failure area is also unforgettable problem as more and
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more network failures happen on a daily basis, so it is quite likely that failures happen 
simultaneously in the network. In order to deal with the multiple failures scenario, we use the 
SRLG concept to define multiple failures, and by adopting similar failure recovery mechanism 
of local switching as proposed before, we shown in our simulation results good failure coverage 
of dual concurrent failures can be achieved. And for the situations of two intra-domain failures 
happen simultaneously where the improvement is comparably low, crank-back mechanism can 
also provide a method to achieve better performance.
As indicated before, we now continue to investigate new techniques for enhancing the 
efficiency of the proposed multi-plane based BGP FRR approach. As we notice that IGP link 
weights can be also tuned for maximizing failure recovery capability how to tune IGP link 
weights in order to maximize path diversity for the purpose of FRR, but without compromising 
the TE performance will be investigated in detail in Chapter 4. In the control plane, we also aim 
to make more efficient use of multiple BGP routing planes, for instance, to allow repairing 
routers to optimally split the affected traffic across multiple backup routes in order to further 
enhance load re-balancing after link failure happens. This is particularly useful in case a huge 
amount of traffic is to be diverted but no single backup next-hop has sufficient bandwidth 
capacity to handle it, this will be further examined in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4
4 Optimizing Link Weights to Enhance 
Network Resilience
4.1 Introduction
We proposed a holistic multi-plane based FRR mechanism in Chapter 3, where controlled fast 
egress router switching can be employed for bypassing traffic around both intra- and 
inter-domain link failures by strategically deflecting the affected traffic to pre-determined 
alternate egress points (same as in Chapter 3, in this Chapter by holistic we mean our FRR 
technique can protect both intra-domain and inter-domain failures). More specifically, in 
addition to the default path to the primary egress router which is used for traffic delivery in the 
failure-free state, additional backup egress routers can be pre-provisioned in alternate routing 
planes, so that the affected traffic can be immediately switched to the backup egress points in 
case of either intra- or inter-domain link failure on the default path. To achieve effective and fast 
failure recovery, alternative egress points used in back-up routing planes should be 
pre-provisioned carefully. The main idea is, for each remote destination prefix, to select both 
primary and backup egress points in the default and backup routing planes respectively in such a 
way as to maximize the degree of path diversity. Base on this intelligent selection, as long as 
there are no shared links between the paths towards the primary egress point and backup egress 
point, FRR can successfully reroute traffic to the backup egress point away from the primary 
egress point without traversing the failed link.
This FRR operation can be achieved by immediately remarking affected traffic from the default 
routing plane to one of the backup planes in which an alternate egress point towards the same 
destination is pre-determined. By employing this multi-plane based FRR technique, the overall 
failure recovery time can be significantly reduced. Nevertheless, the degree of path diversity 
largely determines the failure protection coverage in IP FRR techniques. In hop-by-hop IP 
routing, if the default next-hop is the same in all the backup next-hops for a specific destination 
prefix, affected traffic towards those destinations will not be able to successfully reroute around 
the failure. According to simulation results of Chapter 3, careful selection of alternate egress 
points in backup routing planes for maximizing path diversity can significantly improve the
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overall failure protection coverage. However, where a next-hop is fully shared by all routing 
planes, direct packet deflection from the failed next-hop is not an option. Although the 
crank-back operation, which was also introduced in Chapter 3 can be used, it needs some 
significant adaptation in the control/data plane of IP routers. Obviously, how to achieve full 
failure protection coverage without introducing additional complexity is an interesting research 
issue to be addressed.
One distinct observation is that the failure protection coverage depends on the physical topology 
as well as the routing configuration under the normal network condition. In particular, the IGP 
link weight setting in multi-plane routing plays an important role in influencing the protection 
coverage performance on intra-domain link failures. When the intra-domain link weights 
changed, the routing paths from ingress router to the pre-determined egress point also changed, 
therefore the existing critical links would also change, and can be expected that even been 
eliminated. A detailed example will be illustrated in Section 4.2. This observation motivates us 
to investigate how failure protection coverage can be enhanced or even guaranteed by tuning 
IGP link weights in the multi-plane routing environment. In this Chapter we first propose a 
Sequential genetic algorithm based heuristic solution for computing optimized IGP link weight 
in order to achieve guaranteed failure protection coverage without changing the egress router 
selection decision. It also comes to our interest that if we can try to tune the IGP link weights 
and also the egress router selection at the same time, the results might be promising, therefore 
we also proposed the Integrated GA approach. Based on our simulation experiments on two real 
operational networks and one synthetically generated network topology, we show that both 
proposed approaches which can perform IGP link weight optimization are able to achieve 100% 
failure protection coverage at most circumstances, and the Integrated approach performs better 
than the Sequential approach.
The rest of this Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we illustrate by examples how 
IGP link weight tuning can affect the path diversity performance. Then Section 4.3 gives the 
network modeling and formulates the problem. A detailed overview of GA is provided in 
Section 4.4, both the Sequential GA approach and the Integrated GA approach are explained in 
detail in this section as well. Section 4.5 is the performance evaluation and finally we 
summarize this Chapter in Section 4.6.
4.2 IGP Link Weights Tuning
If we recall the example used in Chapter 3 as Figure 3-1, where the egress routers r/to  r^can all 
reach destination prefix k and unit link weights are used as shown in Figure 4- 1(a), r/ is
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selected as the primary egress router on the default plane (solid lines) to reach prefix k. If r2 is 
selected as the egress router of backup forwarding plane (dashed lines) when two routing planes 
are provisioned, there are two critical links r4 ~^a and c— which are fully shared by both two 
planes. Using the FRR technique we proposed in Chapter 3, the backup plane can be changed to 
traverse through egress router rj instead rg of to avoid both critical links, as shown in dotted 
lines in Figure 4- 1(b). Although as we saw in Chapter 3, multiple routing planes technique is an 
effective means to achieve fast reroute, there is still one distinct issue, which is how to maintain 
high protection coverage in the situation where egress points do not have high reachability 
towards remote destination prefixes. For instance in the previous example of Figure 3-1, and we 
shown it here in Figure 4 -1(a), is it possible to still avoid fully shared links even if o  does not 
have a BGP route towards prefix k l
eBG advertisements 
1
Backup 
foxwiudxiigpatli 
toward egieggtoward «
Default 
forwardiim 
patli
Backup 
path toward
\  egiesis? 7 5
(a) Network topology ( h) F o i vv,tttlmg pallLS 
for default and backup planes
Figure 4-1 Same Example as shown in Chapter 3
We notice that IGP link weight setting can also influence the protection coverage on 
intra-domain link failures as an alternative approach to egress point selection. So now without 
changing the backup egress router, we consider how modified link weight value can adjust the 
traffic engineering of the network use the same example. As shown in Figure 4- 2 (a), r, and r2  
still remain as the primary default and backup egress points, but the IGP link weights for certain 
links are configured differently from the previous example shown in Figure 4-2(a). The 
corresponding IGP shortest paths towards the same egress point r2  are now different, shown in 
Figure 4-2 (b) by dashed lines.
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eBGP advertisements toward prefix k
r I
(b) New IGP link weights setting (a) New IGP link weights setting
Figure 4- 2 IGP link weight tuning for eliminating critical links
Here we can see that under the newly configured IGP link weights, the two critical links 
and c—>a in Figure 4- 1 can be successfully eliminated without changing the original egress 
point selection (note in this example the degree of node r? is 1 , therefore the link r j—>b is a 
critical link and this cannot be avoided). In this example, what we need to do is simply to 
change the IGP link weights to optimized settings and then use multi-plane FRR technique to 
achieve optimized resilience performance; by changing those link weights, it might not be 
necessary to change the egress router selection decisions if link weight tuning can achieve the 
same level of performance.
As the IGP link weight tuning is an off-line operation, the values are settled before hand, this 
observation is also significant and effective, as it provides opportunities to achieve fast failure 
recovery when border routers are not able to provide any external route towards the destination 
prefix. It also suggests that an integrated optimization of egress point selection with IGP link 
weight tuning in the management plane can be a promising approach to achieve a more efficient 
FRR as we will show later in Section 4.4.
4.3 Network Modeling and Problem Formulation
As previously mentioned, the problem we consider in this chapter is how to optimize IGP link 
weights to achieve maximum intra-domain path diversity for BGP fast reroute in the case of 
intra-domain link failures on top of the multiple BGP routing planes. As in Chapter 3 we model 
the network topology of one AS as a directed graph and the definitions of the principal symbols 
of the topology are shown in Table 4 - l a s  a reminder. Our objective is to find a set of IGP link
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weights W = V '^ u,v > 0, where each link (u,v)e E and u ,v e V  ,
Notation Description
Ch Chromosome, Ch^ and Ch[a.ve. the two parent chromosomes at generation g, 
Ch is the new child chromosome goes into next generation (g+1 )
E A set of intra-domain links (l^  E)
f Fitness value used to evaluate each chromosome
J A set of egress routers (j^  J)
K A set of destination prefixes {k^ K)
M A set of planes (m^ M)
Out(k) A set of egress routers that can reach destination prefix k
Qi True (1)/False (0); whether the intra-domain link 1 is the fully-shared link
s Number of sets of IGP link weights are considered (population size)
Tc Crossover threshold for GA
Tm Mutation threshold for GA
V A set of AS nodes (m, V)
W a set of IGP link weights W = {w„ y}:  ^> 0 , where each link (u,v)e E
True (1)/False (0); whether egress router j  has been selected for prefix k on plane m
ykm True (1)/False (0); whether intra-domain link I constitutes the path from its head 
node to prefix k on plane m
Table 4-1 List of Principal Symbols used in Chapter 4
It is also worth mentioning that the intra-domain routing protocol running within the local AS is 
a standard IGP such as OSPF or IS-IS, which is not multi-plane aware. We therefore assume that 
the IGP distance between each ingress/egress pair under the set of IGP link weights is the same 
across all routing planes. A list of principal symbols used in this chapter is shown in Table 4- 1, 
some symbols relating to GA will be explained in the following section.
The failure of a fully-shared link makes it impossible to perform fast reroute for traffic affected 
by the failure, and it is likely that IGP needs to re-converge before the traffic delivery service is
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restored. Therefore the number of fully-shared links should be minimized. As in Chapter 3, we
use the binary variable to indicate whether intra-domain link / is a fully-shared link with 
regard to each aggregate flow destined to prefix k. More specifically
q [ =
M
m & M (4.1)
0 Otherwise
where
y l , m  _  
-
1 if 1 constitute s the IGP path in plane m
for traffi c destined to prefix k 
0  otherwise
We also re-use the binary variable X /’"* to indicate the actual egress point selection for prefix
k  in each plane m. In this chapter we assume Single Egress point Selection, which means one 
single egress is selected for each prefix across all ingress routers within each plane. That is
fl if jis  selectedfor prefixk as theegressrouterin planem 
^ [0 otherwise
As with Chapter 3, the overall objective is to determine the value of a set of IGP link weights 
for each intra-domain link l^E  and also the local-pref value setting for egress router selection in 
order to:
Minimize (4.4)
keKleE
Subject to the following constraints:
y  _  1
If ^  ,iheuj^O ut(k) Vj e J, 0<m<M  (4.5)
{0 ,1 } 0 < m < M  (4.6)
Constraint (4.5) means the selected egress router j  must be able to reach the destination prefix k. 
Constraint (4.6) makes sure that both variables X  and Y are binary.
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4.4 Genetic Algorithm and Heuristic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm is a popular meta-heuristic method for solving optimization problems 
[40] [96] [97]. It is so far generally the best and most robust kind of evolutionary algorithm and 
works well in any search space, for most problems you don't have any formula for solving the 
problem because it is too complex, or if you do, it just takes too long to calculate the solution 
exactly. Genetic algorithms tend to thrive in an environment in which there is a very large set of 
candidate solutions. Considering the fact of the large search space of intra-domain link weights 
and we do not have particular formula in finding the optimal solution, and also our optimization 
problem is NP-hard, we choose to use genetic algorithms to solve the joint optimal egress point 
selection and IGP link weight optimization problem for maximizing intra-domain path-diversity. 
We propose two different GA strategies in this Chapter, namely the Sequential approach and the 
Integrated approach. The Sequential approach solves the egress point selection and the IGP link 
weight optimization problem individually and sequentially, while the Integrated approach solves 
the two problem jointly.
The variants of genetic algorithm is premised on the evolutionary ideas of natural selection and 
genetic, a kind of adaptive heuristic search algorithm. Inspired mainly by the principles of 
survival of the fittest which was first laid down by Charles Darwin, GA is designed to simulate 
this natural evolution processes. As such they represent an intelligent evolution of a random 
global search within a defined search space to solve an optimization problem. GA was first used 
by Holland in the 1960s [98] and has been widely studied in many fields in engineering worlds. 
As an alternative way to solve problems, GA consistently outperforms other traditional methods 
in most problems especially for optimization problems, which might prove difficult for 
traditional methods [99] [100]. However, GA is not only a function optimizer, but also 
introduced as a computational analogy of adaptive systems. Therefore GA is modeled based on 
the principles of the evolution via natural selection, employing a population of individuals 
called as chromosomes that undergo operations such as recombination (crossover) and mutation 
to select optimized variations. A fitness function is used to evaluate individuals, and 
reproductive success varies with fitness.
Generally in GA, we call a candidate solution for the optimization problem chromosome-, these 
candidate solutions evolve gradually in each iteration toward the desired performance as 
specified in the optimization objectives. Initially, the algorithm starts from a population of 
chromosomes which is randomly generated. The population size depends on the nature of the 
problem, but typically contains several hundreds or thousands of possible solutions.
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Traditionally, the population is generated randomly, covering the entire range of possible 
solutions (the search space). Occasionally, the solutions may be focused in areas where optimal 
solutions are likely to be found [98].
Thereafter, the fitness value of each chromosome in the current population is evaluated 
according to a pre-defined cost function. From the current population, the algorithm randomly 
selects two parent chromosomes based on their fitness values. Chromosomes with higher fitness 
have a higher probability of being inherited by the next generation. Thereafter the selected 
parent chromosomes are recombined through crossover operations and randomly mutated to 
form child chromosomes, and then replace some parent chromosomes to generate a new 
population. Those iterations evolve to produce better solutions until either a predefined number 
of iterations have been reached, or the fitness values of individual chromosomes have 
converged.
Crossover and mutation are the basic operators of GA and largely decide the performance of 
GA. There are many different kinds of crossover; the most common type is single point 
crossover, where only one crossover point is selected as the threshold at which you swap the 
remaining genes from one parent to the other. The child chromosome takes one section of the 
chromosome from each parent and the broke point depends on the randomly selected crossover 
point. Sometimes only one child is created or sometimes both offspring are created and put into 
the new population. In this Chapter we adopt this single point crossover, create only one child 
from crossover step and use it to replace one of the two parent chromosomes whose has lower 
fitness value. After crossover, in order to maintain the genetic diversity from one generation of 
the population to the next, we allow for a small chance of mutation, mutation prevents the 
population of chromosomes becoming too similar to each other thus slowing or even stopping 
evolution. The most common type is single point mutation, where for the gene which is selected 
for mutation, we can either change it by a small amount or replace it with a new value. In this 
Chapter we adopt the single point mutation, and for each mutation we choose to replace the old 
gene with a new randomly generated value.
4.4.1 The Sequential GA Approach
The Sequential GA solves the joint egress point selection problem and IGP link weight tuning 
problem in two stages. Intelligent egress router selection (the same as illustrated in Section 3.3) 
is initially performed at the first stage to select the egress points for the default plane and all the 
backup planes, when we perform the egress router selection procedure, real link weights are 
used for the topologies we used (for random generated topology, unity link weights are used as
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we assumed in Chapter 3), by now there is no genetic algorithm based procedure involved in 
this first stage. Then the outcome becomes an input to the IGP link weight optimization problem 
for the GA to determine an optimal link weight setting.
The GA starts from a population of chromosomes with randomly generated IGP link weights 
^  = >0 (as shown in Table 4- 2) where each link(M,v)eE and u,veV  . The rows
and columns represent two nodes u and v from the node set V and  ^ is the link weight of the
link connected between the two nodes.
IGP link weight 1 2 V . . . IVI
1 0 n,2
2 M'2,1 0 . . . ^ 2 .v . . . ^ 2 , IVI
. . . . . . 0 . . .
u . . . . . .
. . . . . . 0 . . .
\v\ ^m,i ^IVI,2 ^ IV U 0
Table 4- 2 Illustration of an IGP link weight chromosome
If there is no link between the two ends, the matrix value of link weight would be infinity. The 
fitness of a chromosome takes into account the total number of fully shared links so this value 
can illustrate the extent of path diversity and is defined as
1
Fitness/ = +1 (4.7)
keKleE
Obviously, the higher the fitness of a chromosome, the fewer the number of critical links in the 
solution and better path diversity can be achieved. Therefore, a high-fitness chromosome is 
desired, and the fitness function has a maximum value f=\. Given the evolutionary nature of GA, 
we can say that chromosomes with higher fitness values share higher probability to be inherited 
by the next generation. After calculating the fitness according to the defined fitness function for 
each chromosome, two parent chromosomes are randomly selected according to certain rule
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which would be explained in detail in the following section. Then a child chromosome is 
formed by crossover and mutation procedures on the parent chromosomes and we aim to 
generate child chromosome with better fitness value during those procedures. This child 
chromosome then replaces the parent chromosome that has lower fitness value between the two 
parents in the current population. A new population is thus generated.
4.4.2 The Integrated GA Approach
Integrated GA aims to solve the joint optimization problem by simultaneously optimizing the 
egress router selection and the IGP link weight setting, which means that both stages as we just 
talked about in the Sequential GA approach are involved in GA procedures. In this scenario, 
each chromosome consists of two parts: first part is the IGP link weights, and the second part is 
the egress router mapping, i.e. which egress router is selected in each routing plane (as shown in 
Table 4- 3).
Routing Plane 0 1 m . . . M-2 M-1
Egress Router ER^ ER^ . .. ER„. . . . ERm-2 ERm-\
Table 4- 3 Illustration of the Egress Router Selection Chromosome Part
The IGP link weight part of the initial generation of the chromosomes is formed of a set of 
randomly generated IGP link weights just the same as the initial random population as explained 
in Chapter 4.4.1 and shown in Table 4- 2. Then the egress router mapping part of the initial 
generation of the chromosomes is generated using previous defined intelligent egress router 
selection procedure as we explained in Chapter 3. In order to relate the two parts of 
chromosome together, instead of using the egress router selection results calculated using real 
link weights of the topologies as we did in Sequential GA approach, we use the corresponding 
IGP link weight values randomly generated as the initial link weight population. For example, 
the first set of IGP link weights are used to generate the first set of egress router mapping values 
and the first chromosome is therefore generated; the second set of IGP link weights are used to 
generate the second set of egress router mapping values and the second chromosome is therefore 
generated, and so on.
The fitness value of each chromosome is calculated from its set of IGP link weights and egress 
router selection, and the same fitness function is used here as in the Sequential approach, as 
shown in Equation 4.7.
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Fitness/=  ^  ^  + 1 (47)
keKleE
At first, two parent chromosomes are randomly selected from the initial population according to 
a certain rule which will be described later, where for each parent chromosome: a set of egress 
router mapping and a set of link weights are included. Then both parts of the parent 
chromosomes are processed together under crossover and mutation procedures simultaneously. 
Thereafter the child chromosome is generated and then replaces both the link weight setting and 
the egress router mapping part of one parent chromosome that has the lower fitness value, that’s 
how a new population is generated for the next iteration.
Both approaches can guarantee that the produced solutions are no worse than the input solutions. 
But different from the Sequential approach, the Integrated approach optimizes the performance 
not only through tuning IGP link weight but also by intelligently selecting the egress router at 
the same time, and hence we might expect its solutions to be better than the Sequential one and 
this is demonstrated later in the simulation results. The corresponding performance evaluation is 
presented in Chapter 4.5. The flow chart of the proposed algorithm to use the Integrated GA 
approach is shown in Figure 4- 3 and we now describe the main steps.
Step 1. Generate a set of randomly assigned link weights for the considered topology; this is the 
first part of our chromosomes. We generate S  sets of link weights for all the intra-domain links 
IF = where \E\ is the total number of intra-domain links in the network topology;
the link weight value is generated between a range of 1 and MaxLinkWeight. In our experiment, 
we set the chromosome population 8=100 and define MaxLinkWeight to be 128.
Step 2. Based on Chapter 3’s egress router selection algorithm, create a mapping table which 
maps selected egress routers for each routing plane m which can deliver the customer traffic 
towards each destination prefix k (kG  K )  as shown in Table 4- 3, this being the second part of 
our chromosomes. The values are calculated using the corresponding IGP link weights 
generated in Step 1, and the egress router selection procedure follows the Chapter 3’s single 
failure scenario algorithm. We consider 100 prefixes in the experiment, so K=IOO sets of 
different results are generated and each contains different results for M  different planes and they 
constitutes another half of the initial chromosome population. Here the value of K  should be 
exactly the same with S to complete the whole chromosome set. Therefore K=S initial 
chromosomes are produced.
Step 3. Decode each chromosome to calculate its fitness value. The fitness value is calculated 
by taking into account the egress router selection in each chromosome and the matching part of
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IGP link weights in the same chromosome. As we discussed before, fewer fully shared links 
among default plane and backup planes means better path diversity and therefore is desirable, so 
in terms of Fitness the largest possible value is equal to 1 which would means =0 and
the degree of path diversity is maximized.
k ^ K l s E
START
Randomly generate initial chromosomes
Calculate fitness value for each chromosome
*
Parent selection
Crossover selected parents to Generate offspring
M utation to improve offspring
NoNew chromosome with largest 
fitness not smaller than old one?
Yes
Replace the lowest fitness chromosome with new offspring
No
Pre- define d ite ration numb er 
reached?
Y es
End
Figure 4- 3 Flow Chart for the Proposed Integrated Genetic Algorithm
Step 4. From the whole set of chromosomes we need to select two parent chromosomes for
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reproduction. We wish to ensure that the chromosomes that have higher fitness values have a 
higher probability of being inherited in the next generation. Therefore, we first sort all the 
chromosomes in the descending order according to their fitness values. We then partition them 
by half into two disjoined sets: UC-upper class (top S/2 chromosomes with higher fitness values) 
and LC-lower class (bottom S/2 chromosomes with lower fitness values). We select one parent 
chromosome Chf, randomly from UC and another parent Chi randomly from LC in 
generation g for creating the child in generation (g+1) through crossover and mutation
procedures in the next step.
Step 5. We use a crossover probability threshold [0 ,0 .5 ) to decide the genes of which
parent to be inherited into the child chromosome in the crossover procedure. We also introduce 
a mutation probability threshold e [0 ,0 .1) to randomly replace some old genes with new ones. 
If a random generated number (in the range [0 ,1 )] is larger than Tc, the gene of the parent from 
upper class is inherited into the child; otherwise the gene of the parent from lower class is 
inherited into the child. However if this random number is even lower than Tm, the old genes 
will be replaced by randomly generated new genes. It is worth mentioning that when we do the 
crossover and mutation, they are applied to both parts of the chromosomes.
Step 6. Replace one parent chromosome in current population by the improved child 
chromosome. In our replacement scheme, the chromosome with lower fitness is always replaced. 
This is the end of a successful iteration as long as the largest fitness value in the new population 
is not lower than the largest fitness in the old population.
Step 7. Repeat step 3-6 until the maximum number of iteration is reached.
4.5 Performance Evaluation
4.5.1 Experimental Setup
As in Chapter 3, we evaluate the performance of our algorithms on the Abilene network 
(AS 11537)[92] and the GÉANT network (AS20965)[93]. Again, our evaluation is also 
conducted on one synthetic network topology generated by BRTTE [95]. Same as we already 
explained in Chapter3, the egress routers are carefully selected out of all the border routers 
consider real physical situations, which is 5 egress routers for Abilene and 7 egress routers for 
GÉANT. The synthetic topology contains 50 nodes with border routers being randomly selected, 
and we consider 5, 10, 15 and 20 egress routers in these topologies. According to [94], a small 
fraction of IP routing prefixes account for a large fraction of the Internet traffic. Therefore, we
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consider 100 popular routing prefixes in our experiments. As these routing prefixes are usually 
popular destinations, we assume that each destination prefix is considered to be independently 
advertised to all the egress routers. For each experiment, 10 independent trials are performed 
and the average result is taken and presented in the results below.
4.5.2 Evaluation Results
For each experiment, the fitness value of the best solution produced by the Sequential GA 
approach and the Integrated GA approach are obtained for comparison. In addition, the values 
calculated under the actual link weights and the initial randomly generated IGF link weights of 
both Abilene and GÉANT topologies are also presented for comparison (they are represented in 
following figures by “Average Value with Real Link Weights” and “Best Original Value” 
respectively). “Average value under real link weights” is the fitness value calculated using 
Abilene and GÉANT’s real IGF link weights and averaged over the results for 100 prefixes. 
“Best Original Value” gives the best fitness value out of the 100 sets originally random 
generated IGF link weights, because we expect to find only one set of optimal IGF link weights, 
showing the best original value is more reasonable than showing the average original value. 
While for the random generated topology, unity link weights are used as the real link weights 
like what we did in Chapter 3, so the results are indicated by “Average Value with Unity Link 
Weights” and “Best Original Value” respectively. Of course, all those results are averaged over 
10 independent trails for accuracy. In order to show more clearly how the results defer, 
especially for two different GA approaches, we first fix the maximum number of iterations as 
10,000 iterations to run the genetic algorithms, and how they perform if we allow the GA 
approaches to run long enough will be described later after this. Typically running on a 
Intel(R)Core(TM)i5 CFU, M430@2.27Hz Frocessor and 2GB memory laptop, running 10,000 
iterations of GAin the Random Topology generally take only 17 seconds.
1 ). ABILENE topology
Since the Abilene topology has 5 egress routers, up to 5 routing planes can be used. We can see 
from Figure 4-4 that, as the number of planes used increases, the fitness value (i.e. the 
achievable path diversity) improves. This is expected since additional routing plane may offer 
more diverse intra-domain paths towards a destination prefix.
We can see from the above figure that the real link weights perform worse than random link 
weights, which are because the real link weights are optimized for other aspects of traffic 
engineering, not for FRR. Under the real Abilene link weights, optimal path diversity (i.e. when 
the fitness value is equal to 1) can be achieved when 3 or 4 planes are used. This means that
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there are no fully shared links between primary plane and backup planes, so a GA for improving 
path diversity is not needed. However, when 2 planes are used, neither the real link weights nor 
the initially random generated link weights can achieve optimal path diversity. Therefore we can 
apply the G A to improve the result. We can see that the integrated approach works better than 
the sequential one as it can achieve optimal path diversity whereas the sequential approach is 
still 5% away from the optimum. Nevertheless, the results showed that our GA approaches can 
significantly improve the overall path diversity. With the Integrated GA approach, optimal path 
diversity can be achieved with a minimal number of routing planes, thereby reducing the 
required overheads on implementation.
1
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Average Value a f t e r  In teg ra te d  GA 
Average Value a f te r  Sequential GA 
Best O rig inal Value 
Average Value under Real Link Weight
0.2
0
2 3 54
Number of Planes
Figure 4- 4 Average result of Genetic Algorithm for ABILENE topology
2). GÉANT topology
We examine up to 7 planes in the GÉANT topology because there are 7 egress routers in the 
topology. In comparison to the results in the Abilene network. Figure 4-5 shows that it is more 
difficult to achieve optimal path diversity in GÉANT due to network connectivity. Same as in 
ABILENE, the real link weights perform worse than random link weights, which are because 
the real link weights are optimized for other aspects of traffic engineering, not for FRR. Under 
the real GÉANT link weights, the performance is poor even when the number of planes is high. 
The performance is only 14% of the optimum even when 7 planes are used Figure 4- 5. In 
comparison, the approach under the set of randomly generated chromosomes works better, but 
still at best only 75% of optimum. Therefore we can apply the genetic algorithm to improve the 
situation. With the increasing numbers of planes to be used, our GA approach finds better 
solutions. As with the Abilene results, the integrated approach works better than the sequential 
approach irrespective of the number of network planes evaluated. Because all the data by now 
are the average values of 10 independent experiments, for the Integrated GA approach, we also
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show the best case results out of these 1 0  experiments using the vertical lines shown in the 
figure. We can see when we use 3 or more than 3 planes, optimal IGP link weights can be found 
at the best case experiment by running less than 10,000 iterations Integrated G A.
“♦ Average Value a f te r  In teg ra ted  GA 
■■ Average Value a f te r  seq u en tia l GA 
Best O rig inal Value 
Average Value under Real Link Weight
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Figure 4- 5 Average result of Genetic Algorithm for GÉANT topology
3). RANDOM topology
For the random BRITE topology, which has 50 PoP nodes, we consider two scenarios with 10 
and 20 egress routers. For 10 egress routers the results are similar when using more than 6  
routing planes, and for 2 0  egress routers, the results are similar when using more than 1 0  
routing planes. Therefore we show in Figure 4-6(a) and Figure 4-6(b) the results for up to 6  
planes and 1 0  planes when using 1 0  and 2 0  egress routers respectively.
We notice that that real link weights (assuming real IGP link weights are all equal to 1) 
performed badly in obtaining optimal results no matter how many planes we used, being at best 
34% of optimal path diversity. The 100 sets of random generated chromosomes works better 
than real link weights but still we can see that when there are 1 0  egress router, the result is at 
best 55% of the optimal result. Therefore we apply genetic algorithm to improve the result. As 
the number of planes increases, it becomes quicker to find the optimal results in both the 
Sequential approach and the Integrated approach. The Sequential approach and Integrated 
approach are quite similar in this case, however the Integrated approach still works better.
The results showed here are average values of 10 independent experiments, and if we look at 
best case result of Integrated Approach, as shown in Figure 4-6 using vertical lines, optimal path 
diversity be achieved within 10,000 iterations if we use more than 3 planes when there are 10 
egress routers and more than 2 planes when there are 20 egress routers. This is also true for the
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Sequential approach. The improvement in terms of fitness when using both approaches can be 
up to 6 6 % on average compared to actual link weight when there are 1 0  or 2 0  egress routers.
Average Value after Integrated G A 
"■ Average Value after sequential GA
Average Original Value 
^  Average Value with Unity Link Weight
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Number of Planes
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Figure 4- 6  Average result of Genetic Algorithm for RANDOM topology
If we change our GA stopping criteria from maximum 10,000 iterations to much higher iteration 
number, for some cases where optimal results cannot be found as showed above, optimal path 
diversity can be achieved. Typically running on the same Intel(R)Core(TM)i5 CPU, 
M430@2.27Hz Processor and 2GB memory laptop, 4,000,000 iterations of GA in Random 
topology (20 egress routers and 2 routing planes case) take about 108 minutes. The iteration 
number results when optimal results are achieved and which are averaged over 1 0  independent 
trials are shown in Table 4- 4. When more than 2 routing planes are used, optimal results can be 
guaranteed in our assumption of 4,000,000 iterations. As we can see from the results of Abilene 
and GÉANT shown in Table 4- 4 (a), even when we as less as two planes, optimal results can be 
guaranteed. However when we use only 2 routing planes in the random topology, an optimal
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result cannot always be obtained; the best case is after 1,687,230 iterations (this value is not 
shown in the table) when there are 20 egress routers in the topology and the Integrated approach 
is used, an optimal result can be reached.
GA Abilene-Sequential Abilene-Integrated GÉANT-Sequential GÉANT-Integrated
2  planes 1139 0 849337 499983
3 planes 0 0 298601 14291
4 planes 0 0 4894 2557
5 planes 0 0 1 1 1 1 975
(a) Iteration number results for Abilene and GÉANT topologies
GA 1 0  egress routers 
-Sequential
1 0  egress routers 
-Integrated
2 0  egress routers 
-Sequential
2 0  egress routers 
-Integrated
2  planes NA NA NA NA
3 planes 408536 365509 185840 205657
4 planes 14634 7583 8955 5551
5 planes 2032 2370 749 714
6  planes 293 41 152 31
7 planes 1 1 0
8  planes 0 0
9 planes 0 0
1 0  planes 0 0
(b) Iteration number results for random topology
Table 4- 4 Iteration number results
If we use the Sequential approach, even after 4,000,000 iterations, there are still 2 shared links 
in the network. When there are only 10 egress routers in the topology, 2 routing planes cannot 
guarantee an optimized solution; however the best case is by running the Sequential approach 
for 615,434 iterations or Integrated GA for 19,414 iterations (those values are not shown in the 
table), total number of shared links can be reduced from 7 to 2, which is still quite a significant 
improvement in path diversity.
As there are cases that optimal solution cannot be guaranteed, we also tried to tune the values of 
Tm and Tc to see whether better results can be obtained if we use different values. We first set
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the maximum iteration number as 1 0 , 0 0 0  to see how the fitness values differ with different 
selections of and Tc values (Shown in Figure 4- 7), and then we also change the maximum 
iteration number as 4,000,000 to allow the GA approaches to run long enough to get optimized 
fitness values and examine the different iteration number needed to achieve the optimization 
(shown in Table 4- 5). We pick the typical situations to run those tests, which are Integrated GA 
approach under GÉANT topology and random topology with 20 egress routers, data points of 
using 2 routing planes and 3 routing planes are also obtained.
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•GEANT-2 planes 
' Random-2 planes
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Figure 4- 7 Fitness Value compare when choosing different T„ values
Topology and 
Number of planes
Values of 7, When fix Tm=0.05
0 . 1 0 . 2 0.3 0.4 0.49
GÉANT-2 planes 834011 766309 434125 499983 423541
GÉANT-3 planes 71501 13027 19764 14291 12503
Random-3 planes 393087 452614 179948 205657 404836
Topology and Values of When fix Tc=0.4
Number of planes 0 . 0 1 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.09
GÉANT-2 planes 675392 596261 499983 800407 413471
GÉANT-3 planes 16687 22911 14291 18129 18566
Random-3 planes 194357 306771 205657 182563 132290
Table 4- 5 Iteration number compare when choosing different T„ values
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We can see from the above results, that the choices of Tm and Tc values are quite independent 
with either fitness value results or the iteration number results. Some data point which performs 
better in GÉANT topology but might be worse in random topology, some performs better in 2 
routing planes scenario but might be worse in 3 routing planes scenario. Therefore we remain to 
use our original assigned values of Tm and Tc.
4.6 Summary
The current BGP does not take full advantage of rich path diversity offered by the present 
Internet topology since it employs single-path routing. Our previous work from Chapter 3 
attempted to extend BGP with multi-plane functionality in order to achieve Fast Rerouting 
under intra- or inter-domain link failure. By employing multi-plane BGP, traffic destined to a 
large number of routing prefixes can be protected by FRR. Yet, full failure protection (i.e. 
protection for all routing prefixes) may not be achieved under certain network configurations. In 
this Chapter, we have proposed an optimization problem of IGP link weight setting together 
with egress point selection in order to achieve full failure protection under intra-domain link 
failures. We presented IGP link weight optimization schemes on top of the multiple BGP routing 
planes which aim to optimize the path diversity among those planes. We proposed two variants 
of genetic algorithms, namely Sequential and Integrated approach, the Sequential GA approach 
focus on intelligently manipulate IGP link weights, while the Integrated GA approach try to 
manipulate the IGP link weights and at the same time change the egress router selection 
decision for better results. We conducted our experiments on real and synthetic networks; the 
results showed that in most cases a set of IGP link weights that result in no critical shared link 
among all the diverse paths on each routing plane can be found. As a result, optimal path 
diversity can be achieved. We also found that the Integrated GA approach works better than the 
Sequential GA approach. Both problems raise in Chapter 3 and 4 didn’t take traffic engineering 
into consideration, what is the traffic engineering performance when using our proposed 
multi-plane technique? Therefore in the next Chapter we are going to examine how to maintain 
load balancing on intra-domain and inter-domain links while achieving maximum path diversity 
using multiple routing planes.
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Chapter 5
5 Fast BGP Reroute and Load Balancing 
with Traffic Engineering
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3 we showed that we could use multiple planes within a domain to provide fast 
switching to an alternate egress router in the event of either intra-domain or inter-domain link 
failure. We then used a genetic algorithm in Chapter 4 to optimize the link weights so as to 
optimize the path diversity among the different routing planes. In this Chapter, we now consider 
how the multi-plane techniques of Chapter 3 and 4 can be used to provide a holistic solution for 
achieving both FRR and maximizing available bandwidth resource at the same time, both of 
which are vital for supporting QoS assurance. Now in this Chapter, by holistic we mean an 
approach can not only protect both intra-domain and inter-domain failures, but also taken traffic 
engineering objectives into consideration. More specifically, we consider how to enable 
controlled fast egress router switching for handling intra-domain link failures through 
multi-plane aware BGP protocols. The main idea is that additional egress routers can be 
pre-provisioned in backup routing planes, so that the affected transit traffic can be immediately 
switched to backup egress points without waiting for IGP re-convergence. A fundamental issue 
to be considered in the management plane is how the primary and backup egress points for each 
destination prefix are selected in multiple planes in order to maximize intra-domain path 
diversity for high failure coverage. Based on this multi-plane routing technique, existing egress 
point selection algorithms based on conventional BGP routing are extended for achieving 
improved load balancing across inter-domain links.
Multi-plane technology is also proposed to use several virtual planes to intelligently assign the 
customer traffic onto specific paths on each plane proportionally for our engineering objectives 
and service requirements, which is similar to the basic idea of multi-topology. As we know, in 
practice, some destination prefix are the destination of a large amount of traffic [69], thus in 
normal BGP traffic engineering, all these customer traffic need to be assigned into one selected 
egress router and follow corresponding inter-domain links to the prefix, which means the huge 
customer traffic may cause potential inter-domain link failure or congestion. If we choose to use
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multiple routing planes, the huge amount of traffic can be split and spread among several 
selected egress routers and follow several corresponding inter-domain links, which can ease the 
total burden of one single egress router and inter-domain link to avoid link failure or congestion.
As we know inter-domain links normally have limited bandwidth capacity, therefore if they 
encounter large amount of traffic demand as might be expected in operational networks, it is 
likely that potential traffic congestion will occur if the traffic can only transit across domains 
through one single path according to current BGP routing. The multi-plane technology can 
therefore also be adopted here to achieve improved load balancing without considering path 
diversity issue. We can define several virtual planes; large amounts of customer traffic can be 
intelligently split into sub-flows and spread among different routing planes to follow specific 
routing paths on each plane, in this way potential link failure or network congestion can be 
avoided and also primarily aim to balance traffic load effectively.
The concept of load balancing is also known as load sharing, which can enhance the speed and 
scalability for the whole network. In order to achieve load balancing, we can use multi-plane 
technology to split traffic in different proportion and deliver them in individual planes for our 
engineering objectives and service requirements. Traffic splitting is a method that divides one 
group of traffic into different proportional traffic according to some certain rate, the splitting 
ratio is therefore very important for achieving improved load balancing and should vary 
according to the corresponding capacity, available bandwidth of links and other factors [85]. It 
is worth mentioning that we assume the traffic flow are aggregate flow of individual traffic 
flows, therefore we only split the aggregate traffic flow that different flow follow different path 
but individual customer flow within an aggregate of many flows must not be split between the 
source and the destination to avoid problems such as packet re-ordering, which can reduce 
throughput in protocols such as TCP.
In practice, load balancing is extremely important for the efficiency of network resources 
utilization, however there exits the trade-off between the delay to reach balanced state and the 
oscillations occurred by splitting the traffic. An enhanced variable splitting ratio based 
algorithm [1 0 1 ] can overcome this problem by reduce the delay without oscillation, and the 
proposed splitting ratio depends on the difference between the maximum path load and the 
minimum path load.
The rest of this Chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 gives an overview of the 
multi-plane FRR and load balancing problem. Then in Section 5.3 we model the network and 
formulate both the multi-plane FRR and load balancing problem. Step by step description of 
greedy heuristic is shown in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 is the performance evaluation and finally 
we summarize this Chapter in Section 5.6.
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5.2 Multi-plane BGP Fast Reroute and Load Balancing 
Overview
5.2.1 Multi plane BGP Fast Reroute
In our proposed scheme, multi-plane routing is used to enable fast reroute for customer traffic 
when intra-domain links fail without waiting for IGP re-convergence based on the work 
described in Chapter 3 and 4. In addition, intelligent egress router selection is also addressed for 
achieving improved load balancing on inter-domain links. We first consider the scenario where 
conventional BGP is used as the underlying routing protocol without any fast reroute support. 
Once an intra-domain link fails, the IGP routing protocol needs to re-converge before the 
updated routing table is populated. In addition, the new IGP path may force BGP to switch 
egress points for some affected traffic due to the hot potato routing effect during the route 
selection process, as some ingress points may find that other border routers become closer (in 
terms of IGP distance) than the original primary egress points after the intra-domain link fails, 
and something like “Next Hop” attribute can be used to change the selected egress point once an 
intra-domain link fails. Such egress point switching might not be always anticipated by the 
network administrator, and as a result post-failure network congestion may happen due to 
uncontrolled traffic shifting across inter-domain links.
In our proposed scheme, if multiple border routers have received BGP advertisements towards a 
specific destination prefix, instead of only installing one single route a dedicated egress point 
can be enforced within each BGP routing plane. In the normal state, only the egress router in the 
primary routing plane is used for delivering traffic. Once an intra-domain link fails, its head 
node, which is also called repairing router, immediately switches to use alternative egress 
point(s) installed in other routing planes by changing the tag (also known as remarking) of the 
IP packets, which indicates which plane should be used for carrying the affected traffic. Take the 
BGP path splicing [79][80] as an example, only log2  (M) bits are used in the splicing header for 
indicating the active routing plane out of M  planes (as we explained in Section 3.2.1). This 
value can be remarked at the repairing routers for achieving path switching. As far as BGP FRR 
is concerned, a basic requirement is that the failed link should not be included in the shortest 
IGP path from the repairing router to the backup egress point. In order to enable fast recovery, 
careful egress point selection needs to be performed in order to achieve maximum intra-domain 
path diversity across multiple routing planes. To be compliant with the current BGP route 
enforcement, the rule of Single Egress Selection [5] is followed within each specific plane, 
which means that all the customer traffic assigned to that plane to a certain prefix should exit
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through one single egress router. This is effectively enforced by assigning the highest BGP local 
preference value to the selected egress point in each plane.
As with Chapter 3, we take the simple network shown in Figure 5-1 as an example where 
individual routers have full-mesh iBGP sessions, and ingress routers // and have transit traffic 
to be delivered towards a specific remote prefix k, which can be reached via border routers j i , j 2  
and As Figure 5-1(a) shows, the IGP link weights of all intra-domain links are assumed to be 
1 except the one between // and c which is 3. As shown in the Figure 5 -1(b), we assume egress 
router j j  is selected as the primary egress router (solid lines) on default routing plane in normal 
state to reach prefix k, and j 2  and y’j are the egress routers of backup routing planes where the 
shortest routing path are indicated by dashed lines and dotted lines respectively.
-  Primary routing path
- Backup routing path towards j 2
Backup routing path towards
Inter -domain route towards prefix k Inter -domain route towards prefix k
J i
Incoming traffic destined to prefix k
J
Incoming traffic destined to prefix k
(a) (b)
Figure 5-1 IGP paths in different routing planes
If the head router c of link c~^b has detected the failure of the link, it can immediately remarks 
the traffic toward prefix k to switch the customer traffic from the default plane (c -^jj) to an 
alternative plane where the failed link is not involved in the corresponding IGP paths (for 
example use the backup plane towards 7 2 and follow the path c ^ d - ^ j 2) without waiting for the 
underlying IGP to re-converge. A more general case is to activate more than one backup plane 
so that the affected traffic can be delivered out of the local domain via multiple alternative 
egress points. The proportion of the shifted traffic across these backup planes can be determined 
according to the current available bandwidth associated with these alternative egress routers.
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however this is not investigated in this thesis.
A key issue to be considered in the management plane is how to optimize the egress router 
selection in individual planes in order to maximize protection coverage against intra-domain 
link failures. As we explained in Chapter 3, the egress router selection should aim to minimize 
the fully shared links (e.g. link ij-^a  in Figure 5-1(b)) in order to obtain high path diversity 
inside the local network across individual planes. As a result there is a high chance of having 
alternative feasible egress points that do not involve the failed intra-domain link. As far as 
traffic engineering is concerned, we consider how transit traffic can be balanced across 
individual inter-domain links based on multi-plane BGP routing. In the literature, optimized 
egress point selection for inter-domain TE based on conventional BGP routing has been widely 
investigated. In this Chapter we address the issue of achieving both BGP fast reroute and 
inter-domain traffic engineering in order to provide a holistic solution for resilience against link 
failures.
More specifically, an optimization problem is formulated and solved with a heuristic for 
maximizing link failure protection as well as load balancing across multiple inter-domain links. 
Finally it should be noted that, we only propose in this Chapter a generic optimization problem 
in the management plane rather than going into details on how the idea is actually implemented 
using any specific routing mechanism. On the other hand, although we use multi-plane BGP 
protocols where packets can be tagged to indicate the active planes for traffic delivery, other 
advanced BGP protocols are also applicable, e.g. the MIRO scheme[77]. In this case packets 
need to be encapsulated in order to be tunnelled to alternative egress points, rather than 
changing the tag of the packets to be rerouted. Finally, it can be easily inferred that the proposed 
scheme can be also used for inter-domain link failures, as any primary egress router can also 
remark the affected traffic to use backup ones in other routing planes when it detects the failure 
of the directly attached inter-domain link.
5.2.2 Achieving Load Balancing using Multiple Routing 
Planes
In order to achieve load balancing, an intelligent egress router selection and splitting method 
based on multiple routing planes is also proposed is this Chapter. Egress router selection is the 
first step; the rule of Single Egress Selection (SES) is also followed here within each routing 
plane in order to be compliant with current BGP route enforcement, which means that all traffic 
heading to a specific prefix should use one single egress router on each plane. Egress routers are 
selected according to the corresponding available bandwidth of inter-domain links which are
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connected to those egress routers. In order to deal with as much traffic as possible egress routers 
with higher available inter-domain link bandwidth are always preferred, and random selection 
would be performed in case of equal available bandwidth.
The splitting ratio thereafter is decided by network conditions, for each new flow we defined it 
to be proportional to the available (i.e. currently unused) bandwidth of the inter-domain links 
connected to the selected egress routers. The customer traffic can then be split and assigned 
proportionally according to the calculated splitting ratio to each plane to follow distinct path to 
destination. In this Chapter we assume the traffic flow are aggregate flow of individual traffic 
flows, talking about splitting traffic we only split the aggregate traffic flow but we don’t split a 
single flow between the source and the destination to avoid packets re-ordering. In this way, 
better load balancing is achieved and make use of the limited network resources more efficiently. 
The main objective is how to carry out the egress router selection procedure and after that, how 
to intelligently decide the splitting ratio for inter-domain links which are connected to the 
selected egress routers, considering the purpose of load balancing among the inter-domain links.
Inter -domain route towards prefix k-,
lOOMbps
lOOMbps
lOOMbps
20Mbps
Incoming traffic destined to prefix k,
Inter -domain route towards prefix kg 
90Mbps i
9 0 M h p s | | |  j  2
j  1 90Mbps
I I I  lOOMbps
90Mbps
90Mb6s
80Mbps f i  
/
(a)
6 Mbps 11 I I I
Incoming traffic destined to prefix kg 
(b)
Figure 5- 2 Example model to illustrate multi plane scheme for load balancing
We use the same example as shown in Figure 5-1 (a) to illustrate our scheme. Assume the 
bandwidth capacity of the inter-domain links connecting with egress routers j i , j 2  and are all 
set to lOOMbps. Assume two routing planes are used in this example and therefore customer 
traffic will be split and spread over two planes. If there is customer traffic (20Mbps) is injected 
into the domain through ingress router /'/ towards a destination prefix k / ,  two egress routers 
should be selected to be used at two routing planes respectively, as shown in Figure 5-2 (a).
Due to the equal available bandwidth before any traffic is assigned, egress routers are selected
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randomly, assume egress routers j i  and jg are selected. Then the traffic should be split evenly 
due to the same available bandwidth of both inter-domain links. The available bandwidth of the 
inter-domains links connecting to j i  and y'g after this traffic assignment dropped to 90Mbps and 
90Mbps respectively as shown in Figure 5-2(b).
In this Chapter, we only consider the load balancing for inter-domain links, thus the same traffic 
splitting ratio calculated from the inter-domain scenario is applied to intra-domain scenario. We 
also assume all the intra-domain links share the same bandwidth capacity which is lOOMbps. 
As we explain in Chapter 5.2.1, intra-domain paths from 0 to the two selected egress routers ji  
and 7 2  are indicated in solid line ij-^a-^ji and dotted line 0  - : ^ 2  respectively as shown in
Figure 5-l(a). The traffic is also evenly split to follow the two different intra-domain paths, 
therefore the available bandwidth of the intra-domain links after traffic assignment is shown in 
Figure 5-2(b) (those links not indicated in the figure are still lOOMbps as not changed).
Inter -dom ain route towards prefix k
S7.1Ô M  bps  L A A
» /  >£«*<■=;
/ ■  ^M ^s\ÿ6.8W bps
I ,m
Incoming traffic destined to prefix k
Figure 5- 3 Available bandwidth values after traffic assignment for both inter- and 
intra-domain links when using two routing planes
Assume there is another customer traffic (6 Mbps) need to be conveyed from ingress router // to 
another destination prefix kg. This time, among the three available egress routers, the one with 
higher available bandwidth will be selected. We can see router y? will be selected for the first 
plane for sure because it has the highest available bandwidth which is HXlMbps, the other 
egress router for the second plane will be randomly selected between A and B because they 
share the same available bandwidth, assume jg is selected. The splitting ratio according to our
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scheme is proportional to the available bandwidth of the two inter-domain links connecting with 
the selected egress routers which are 90Mbps and lOOMbps respectively. Therefore the traffic is 
split into 2.84Mbps assigned onto the first plane through egress yg and 3.16Mbps onto the 
second plane through egress js. Then the available bandwidth of each inter-domain link drop to 
90Mbps, 87.16Mbps and 96.84Mbps respectively as shown in Figure 5-3.
For the intra-domain concern, the same traffic splitting ratio calculated form inter-domain 
scenario is applied. Thus there will be 2.84Mbps traffic assigned onto the first plane to egress 
router jg follow the dotted line ii-^a-^b~^j2  and 3.16Mbps traffic assigned onto the second 
plane to egress js follow the dashed line ij-^a -^b^d -^jsa s  shown in Figure 5-2(b). Therefore 
the available bandwidth of all intra-domain links after traffic assignment is shown in Figure 5-3 
(those links not indicated in the figure are still lOOMbps as not changed).
In the traditional routing scheme where only one single path is used, we can assume egress 
routers Ji and y'g is selected for the assumed customer traffic towards destination prefix k, and kg. 
The available bandwidth of the egress routers j i  j 2  and js after the traffic assignment will be 
80Mbps, 94Mbps and lOOMbps respectively as shown in Figure 5-4.
Inter -dom ain route towards prefix k
94 Mbps  AAA
m
f \  III
/  1 \
\
lOOMbps
Incoming traffic destined to prefix k
Figure 5- 4 Available bandwidth values after traffic assignment for both inter- and 
intra-domain links when using single routing plane
Compare to the values 90Mbps, 87.16Mbps and 96.84Mbps when we use two routing planes, it 
is obvious that multiple routing planes can achieve better load balanced than single plane. 
Consider intra-domain links, the available bandwidth after the traffic assignment is also shown 
in Figure 5-4 and if compare to the results when using two routing planes, same conclusion 
drives that multiple routing planes can achieve better load balanced than single plane. Though
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we aimed to achieve load balancing for inter-domain links only, the result turns out that 
intra-domain links are also better balanced in this scenario. And we can also infer that the more 
routing planes we use, the better load balancing can be achieved.
5.3 Egress Router Selection for Path Diversity and Load 
Balancing
5.3.1 Network Modeling
As previously mentioned, the problem we are considering is to perform intelligent egress point 
selection across multiple planes for achieving ( 1 ) maximum intra-domain path diversity in order 
to maximize the chance for controlled fast BGP reroute in case of intra-domain link failures, and 
(2) load balancing on inter-domain links in the normal state. As in Chapter 3 and 4 we model the 
network topology of one AS as a directed graph and the definitions of the principal symbols of 
the topology are shown in Table 5-1 as a reminder. We also define the set of border routers as 
ingress router set 7, through which transit traffic is injected into the network. Therefore all the 
border routers are ingress routers but egress routers are carefully selected among them, of 
course some routers can be both ingress and egress. In addition an AS may contain some core 
routers that are not directly cormected to customers or other ASes. On the other hand, the overall 
customer flows entering the domain through individual ingress routers with destination prefix k 
need to be estimated a priori before being assigned to individual egress routers. We use t(i, k) to 
denote the aggregate traffic demand with destination prefix k (k^K) that is injected into the
domain through ingress router i (f^T), Qnter denotes the capacity of inter-domain link
connected to the egress router j  and denotes the current availability i.e. unallocated
bandwidth on link capacity Qnter. It is also worth mentioning that the intra-domain routing 
protocol running within the local domain is standard IGP which is not multi-plane aware. In this 
case the IGP distance between each ingress/egress pair is the same across all routing planes.
A list of principal symbols used in this chapter is shown in Table 5-1; in addition some symbols 
are explained later in this Chapter.
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Notation Description
E A set of intra-domain links (/^ E)
K A  set of destination prefixes (k^ K)
I A  set of ingress routers (/^ I)
J A  set of egress routers (j^  J)
M A  set of planes (m^ M)
t(i,k) The aggregated bandwidth requirement of customer traffic flows destined to 
destination prefix k at ingress router i
Out(k) A  set of egress routers that can reach destination prefix k
Qnter The capacity of inter-domain link connected to the egress router j
The current availability (unallocated bandwidth) on Qnter
the proportion of traffic which is split and assigned into the inter-domain link 
connected the selected egress router j  for destination prefix k on plane m
True (1)/False (0); whether egress router j  has been selected to reach destination 
prefix k on plane m
C ) True (1)/False (0); whether the customer traffic flow t(i,k) has consumed bandwidth on the intra-domain link I on plane m
P L True (1)/False (0); whether the intra-domain link I is the fully-shared link under 
customer traffic flow t(i,k)
Table 5-1 List of Principal Symbols used in Chapter 5
5.3.2 Problem Formulation for Better Path Diversity
As with Chapters 3 and 4, we use the concept of fully shared links, for instance, the link ij -^a in 
Figure 5-1, which is fully shared by the IGP paths from i across all three planes (if we assume to 
use three planes). As explained in Section 3.3.1, if a critical link fails, there are no alternate 
paths in any plane for its head node to directly divert the affected traffic hence either crank-back 
or IGP re-convergence is needed. It is therefore desirable to select egress routers such that there 
is a minimum number of critical links. Similar as with Chapters 3 and 4, we define the 
following formulations for path diversity purposes, but take traffic information t(i,k) into
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consideration. We design a variable p^ .^  ^ to indicate whether the intra-domain link I is the
fully-shared link with regard to each aggregate customer flow injected from ingress router i and 
destined to prefix k. More specifically
1  , , , ,  
msM  \0.iy
0  otherwise
where
nl.m
f l ,  i f  I constitutes the IGP path in plane m f o r  the injected  
t r a f f ic  f ro m  ingress i and destined to prefix  k
lO, otherwise
The same binary variable as used in Chapters 3 and 4 x f" '  is used to indicate the actual egress
point selection for prefix k  in each plane m. As previously mentioned. Single Egress point 
Selection is adopted in our scheme, which means one single egress is selected for each prefix 
across all ingress routers within each plane. That is
j,m A ^  j  is selected for prefix k as the egress router in plane m _
X k’ = <
[0 otherwise
In summary, the overall objective is to determine the value of a set of X / '” for each 
considered prefix k in each routing plane m in order to:
Minimize X 2 X ^ 9 4 )  (54)
i e l  k e K l e E
subject to the following constraints:
If x f'"  = l,thenj^O ut(k) \pjeJ, m EM ,kEK  (5.5)
A-/”  e { 0 , 1 ) , e {0,1) V je J .m eM .k e K  (5.6)
(5.7)
meM i e l  k eK
Constraint (5.5) means the selected egress router j  must be able to reach the destination prefix k. 
Constraint (5.6) makes sure that both variables X  and R are binary. Constraint (5.7) indicates the 
inter-domain link capacity constraint, meaning that all the customer traffic going through the 
selected egress router j  should not exceed its inter-domain link capacity indicated by C^ ^ .
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5.3.3 Problem Formulation for Load Balancing
We now consider the problem formulation for load balancing and as mentioned before, as traffic 
splitting is concerned for the purpose of load balancing, the splitting ratio is calculated as 
proportional to the available bandwidth of the inter-domain links which is connected to the
selected egress routers. Due to such traffic splitting ratio, we define 77/’'” as the proportion of
traffic which is split and assigned into the inter-domain link connected the selected egress router 
j  for destination prefix k on plane m:
BWLr^Xr
m eM  j e J
Where BW-Lr represent the corresponding available bandwidth of the inter-domain links 
after assigning customer traffic, by using x X / ’'”) , we only consider the
ffieAf j £ j
available bandwidth of the inter-domain links connected to the selected egress routers, and the 
other egress routers out of our selection are not included when calculating the splitting ratio.
Therefore, the value of 77/’'" is the proportion of the total flow bandwidth that will be
assigned to egress router j.
In summary, the objective of achieving load balancing is to effectively balance customer traffic 
through multiple inter-domain peering links at selected egress routers, and we examine the 
extent of load balancing as the value of the difference between the maximum and the minimum 
bandwidth utilization of the inter-domain links connected to the egress routers. It is obvious that 
a smaller value of this difference means traffic is better balanced between those inter-domain 
links, therefore smaller value is desirable here. The overall objective here is to minimize the 
extent of load balancing across inter-domain links, which is:
Minimize Max (  ) _ Min (-f 'j  (-< J'-'inter int er
(5.9)
Where is the bandwidth capacity of the inter-domain link connected to egress j, and
^ ( ^ t { i , k ) x H i ”') is the total amount of traffic which has been assigned to the
me M 16 /
Cy — y '(y 't( i ,k )x  H^
inter-domain link connecting to egress router j, and ’ * represents the
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bandwidth utilization of the inter-domain link connected to egress router j  after assigning all the 
calculated portions of customer traffic which has selected egress router j  as out-going egress.
However in this Chapter, for simplicity we assume all inter-domain and intra-domain links have 
the same bandwidth capacity, as a result, the extend of load balancing can be examined as the 
difference between maximum available bandwidth and minimum available bandwidth of those 
peering links after assigned all customer traffic, the formula for this is displayed below, which 
is:
Minimize
m e M \ ie l
Max(CLr-'Z ~ p ) (5.10)
This is equal to the following equation:
M inim ize
\  m e M \  i e l meM  ie l
(5.11)
In these formulas, ^  ' ^ t ( i , k ) x H f
Kiel
represents the total amount of customer traffic
assigned onto the inter-domain link connecting to egress router j. We define this as our load 
balancing metric to examine the extent of load balancing, which is the value difference between 
the maximum and minimum available bandwidth of the inter-domain links after traffic 
assignment, and our purpose is therefore to minimize load balancing metric A:
A  =
m eM  ie l meM i e l
(5.12)
In order to examine the improvement rate when using multiple planes compared to using one 
plane. We also define metric B:
B A (5.13)
where A/ is the load balancing metric when we use only one single plane, and A^is the load 
balancing metric when we use m planes ( m  9^= 1 ), As we can seeO < < Aj the value of B
should lie in the range (0 , 1 ].
The above formulas are subject to the following constraints:
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If Z / ’'"= l,then jeO ut(k ) \ /J g J , m e  M , k e  K  (5.14)
0 < 7 7 /"  < 1 \ / j e  J , m e M , k E  K  (5.15)
y j e J , m e M , k e K  (5.16)
\ / m e M , k e K  (5.17)
meM ie l
Constraint (5.14) ensures the selected egress router is a feasible egress router which can reach 
the destination prefix. Constraint (5.15) means the traffic splitting proportion value should be a
value between 0 and 1, constraint (5.16) shows X / ’"* must be a binary value, constraint (5.17)
indicates all the customer traffic going through the selected egress router j could not surpass its 
inter-domain link bandwidth capacity.
5.4 Proposed Heuristic Algorithms
We proposed different heuristic algorithms to solve the problems of path diversity and load 
balancing separately, and they will be explained in detail in this section.
5.4.1 Proposed Heuristic Algorithm for Path Diversity
For path diversity purpose, we adopt single plane traffic assignment in the normal state, that is, 
customer traffic is always assigned to the single egress router selected for the default plane. 
Other backup planes are only used when they are needed for fast BGP reroute in case of link 
failures. Entries for these additional egress routers selected for other planes are maintained in 
the router memory. Since the problem of optimally selecting egress points is NP-hard, 
heuristic-based approximation methods are useful for approaching optimality; we therefore 
designed the following greedy heuristic algorithm:
Step 1. Sort all the destination prefixes in the descending order according to their overall 
customer traffic demand, which is represented a s ^ ^ t( i ,k )  . This strategy gives higher priority
i e l
in the egress point assignment for the prefixes with higher traffic volume and is therefore a 
greedy heuristic. Following that all the egress routers that satisfy the reachability constraint 
jGOut(k) are taken into consideration which ensures that by selecting egress router j ,  each 
destination prefix k can be reached. Any egress routers that cannot satisfy this constraint are not 
considered any further.
Step 2. This step can be viewed as a pre-selection phase regarding bandwidth availability on
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candidate egress routers. In each plane, the problem is based on the Single egress selection 
problem, so all the customer traffic assigned to that plane to the same prefix from different 
ingresses should exit through a single selected egress router. Before the selection algorithm 
proceeds, the feasibility in terms of bandwidth constraint is checked. More specifically, any 
candidate egress router that does not have sufficient bandwidth resources to accommodate the 
traffic demand associated with the current destination prefix is excluded.
Step 3. For the first (default) plane, the egress router with the currently lowest bandwidth 
utilization is selected. This utilization is represented as the ratio of bandwidth used up by 
previously assigned traffic to the capacity of the inter-domain link. If there are two or more links 
the lowest utilization, one is selected randomly. Once the egress router in the default plane is 
selected for the prefix, we map the overall traffic demand onto the corresponding inter-domain 
link and update its bandwidth utilization.
Step 4. Now we consider the backup egress point selection in other planes. A key problem is 
how to perform the selection that can achieve the highest path diversity, and as we explained in 
Section 5.3.2 we are now minimizing the fully shared links as Equation 5.4. For each backup 
plane, we consider the IGP paths the customer traffic will follow if we choose a certain egress 
router, and compare them with the paths already fixed for the default plane in the previous step, 
step 3 above. We first count and sum up the total number of shared links between the two trees 
(the egress routers being considered as the root, and individual ingress routers as leaves). The 
egress router with the smallest summation value (shared links) is then selected. If there are 
several egress routers with equal number of fully shared links, the selection will tie-break on the 
minimum bandwidth utilization of the inter-domain link associated with the egress router. If 
there are still equal candidates, one will be selected randomly. We then consider the next plane 
and follow the above selection process until all the planes have been considered. Until now, the 
selection process for one prefix is completed and the customer traffic for this prefix will all be 
assigned to the egress router selected for the default plane.
Step 5. We then consider the next prefix in the sorted order and repeat the procedure from steps 
2 to 4. The heuristic finishes when all the prefixes have been considered.
5.4.2 Proposed Heuristic Algorithm for Load Balancing
For the purpose of load balancing of the customer traffic flows across all the inter-domain links, 
we now propose a second Greedy Heuristic Algorithm to achieve load balancing. As explained 
before, in this case we split customer traffic flows into different proportions according to 
different situations and assign them into several different virtual planes. Each plane is assumed
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to follow different inter-domain links which are connected to different egress routers to distant 
prefix destinations, therefore those split customer traffic can follow different paths to the 
destination. By doing this, a large amount of customer traffic is split into several parts and 
spread among different paths, which avoids the potential network congestion if a large amount 
of customer traffic is assigned to one single link and customer traffic can be more evenly spread 
among inter-domain links, therefore the network is more stable in this way than not using this 
technology. The flowchart of the proposed heuristic algorithm is shown in Figure 5-5 and the 
steps are described here.
Step 1. Sort all the destination prefixes in the descending order of the total amount of customer 
traffic with that prefix as destination, which is represented . This strategy gives
ie l
higher priority in the egress point assignment for the prefixes with higher traffic volume in order 
to handle as much traffic as possible. After adopting this strategy, we choose one prefix each 
time in the sorted order, which is from the prefix with largest traffic to the prefix with smallest 
traffic.
Step 2. Before starting our algorithm, we need to perform is a step for pre-selection to 
make sure all the egress routers ready for selection are all feasible for one single 
destination prefix. If egress router j satisfies these following constraints below, we can 
say it is feasible:
If thenjeOut(k) \ / j e  J , m e  M , k e  K  (5.18)
V j e J , m e M , k e K  (5.19)
keK  ie l
The first constraint ensures the selected egress router can reach the destination prefix, in 
other words, the egress router can receive advertisement from the destination prefix. 
The second constraint indicates all the customer traffic going through the selected 
egress router j  could not exceed its inter-domain link bandwidth capacity. As a result, 
the pre-selection step ensures that the feasible egress routers are able to reach the 
destination prefix and also satisfy the bandwidth capacity requirements.
Step 3. Take into consideration that our problem is based on single egress selection (SES) 
problem; therefore to start with we need to find one single egress router for each plane 
with the best performance considering our purpose of load balancing. As discussed 
before, given we aim at load balancing, we focus on minimizing the largest bandwidth
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Utilization difference among those inter-domain links, which means we should load 
more traffic on the links with lower bandwidth utilization and load less traffic on the 
links with larger bandwidth utilization. Therefore each time we are always trying to 
choose links with lower bandwidth utilization to assign the coming traffic, and 
considering the assumption of equal bandwidth capacity among those links, we are 
trying to choose the links with larger available bandwidth. The larger the available 
bandwidth of inter-domain link, the more likely that the egress router connected to this 
inter-domain link will be selected. Therefore for the ni^ plane, the egress router whose 
connecting inter-domain link has the rri'^  largest available bandwidth is selected.
S ta r t
Step 1 :
Sort the destination prefixes in the descending order o f  the 
amount o f  total customer traffic destined to that prefix 
______ Select one prefix each time in descending order_____
Step 2:
Pre-selection o f  egress routers reachable to destination prefixes 
and capacity constraint
Step 3 :
Consider one plane for each time
The egress router whose connecting 
inter-domain link has the largest 
available bandwidth is selected
Step 4:
Maye all the planes been considers
Y e s
No
Step 5:
Each inter-domain link need minus the part o f  traffic 
assigned to them after assigning the customer traffic
T
— Step 6:
Select the next prefix until all destinatiorT 
.^prefixes have been considered.
N o
Yes
Stop
Figure 5- 5 Flowchart of the proposed load balancing heuristic algorithm
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Step 4. Repeat step 3 until all the planes have been considered for one single destination 
prefix. In case of equal available bandwidth during selection procedure, random 
selection will be adopted as tie-break. The total customer traffic heading to this prefix 
will be intelligently split and delivered among those selected egress routers.
Step 5. The traffic splitting ratio / / / ’"* as mentioned in the problem formulation (Section
5.3.3) is then calculated for each egress router. The total customer traffic to one prefix 
^ t ( i , k )  are split according to the calculated ratio and spread among the selected
ie l
egress routers accordingly. After assigning the customer traffic, all the available 
bandwidth of inter-domain links would be changed accordingly. If we use only one 
plane, i.e. the same as normal BGP routing, it can also fit in our algorithm as a special 
case. In our results we compare the use of one single plane with the result of using 
multiple routing planes.
Step 6. Select the next prefix in the descending order of customer traffic amount and 
repeat Step 2 to 5, until all the destination prefixes have been considered.
5.5 Performance Evaluation
5.5.1 Experiment Setup
As with Chapter 3 and 4, we use the Abilene network [92] and the GÉANT network [93] to 
evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. We use the actual IGP link weights 
configured in both operational networks. According to [102], only a small fraction of IP address 
prefixes are responsible for a large fraction of the Internet traffic. Based on this, we consider 
100 popular routing prefixes for path diversity purpose and 30 destination prefixes for load 
balancing purpose in our experiments. As these routing prefixes are usually popular destinations, 
we assume that each egress router can reach all of them. For simplicity we assume that all 
inter-domain links have the same bandwidth capacity for individual network topology, and the 
traffic demand associated with each destination prefix is randomly generated with the traffic 
size restricted to between 0 to 49 Mbps. Although maximum/ minimum traffic levels might 
happen on inter-domain links, absolute maximum/ minimum traffic is not practical example that 
might happens only couple of times in one year’s scale, therefore is not considered in this 
Chapter. To produce more accurate results, each of the data points is an average of 10 
independent trials.
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5.5.2 Experiment Results for Path Diversity
We first examine the overall path diversity performance by comparing the percentage of links 
that are fully shared by all M  planes over the total number of links used by these planes {M is 
the number of planes used in the network). We assume 5 and 7 egress routers associated with 
the Abilene and the GÉANT networks respectively. It should be noted that the total number of 
egress routers can be used as the upper bound for the number of routing planes to be used, as 
any additional routing plane will not help to increase path diversity any further. Assume the 
bandwidth capacity of all the inter-domain links is 200Mps in Abilene topology and 5000Mbps 
in GÉANT topology. What we are interested in is the proportion of those links that are fully 
shared or nearly fully shared by all routing planes as far as each ingress-prefix pair {i, k) is 
concerned. The reason for this is as follows.
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Figure 5- 6 Percentage of links shared by M, (M-1) and (M-2) planes separately in the
Abilene network (M=number of planes)
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In order to maximize the chance of BGP fast reroute in case of intra-domain link failures, a 
minimum number of fully shared links is desired. In addition, for those links that are not fully 
shared but are nearly fully shared by all routing planes, although it is still possible to perform 
fast reroute, as the number of feasible alternative egress routers is low, chances might be that 
these egress routers could suffer from congestion as the head node of the failed link has no 
alternative but to switch to them after the failure. Instead, if each head node has ample 
alternative egress routers in backup planes, it is able to perform intelligent egress router 
switching in order to avoid post-failure congestion at backup egress routers. Figures 5-6 and 
Figure 5-7 present the percentage of links shared by M, (M-I) and (M-2) planes in the Abilene 
and GÉANT topologies respectively.
Both figures above show that by increasing the total number of planes used in the network, the 
percentage of links shared by all M  planes decrease. This can be explained as follows. When the 
number of planes increases, the total number of diverse paths that can be used to deliver 
customer traffic also increases; this can be reflected by the dramatic decreased number of shared 
links across individual topologies. For instance, if only one single topology is used (i.e. the 
conventional BGP routing), there is only one single intra-domain path from each of the ingress 
routers towards the selected egress point and apparently fast BGP reroute cannot happen in case 
of intra-domain link failures. If two routing topologies are used (M=2), the overall proportion of 
fully shared link drops significantly down to 12% and 27% in the Abilene and GÉANT 
networks respectively. As far as BGP fast reroute is concerned, let us assume one particular link 
fails in the current IGP path in the default plane from an ingress router to an egress router. If we 
use only one single plane, the traffic delivery will be disrupted because the traffic is unable to 
use the path until IGP re-con verges. However by using two planes, there is 73% chance in 
GÉANT to successfully fast reroute the affected traffic by remarking it to backup planes which 
are already in place. If we continue to increase the number planes to 5 planes in Abilene and up 
to 7 planes in GÉANT, there is some further improvement but not significant.
We also implemented a Random Selection Algorithm where no consideration is taken to 
maximize path-diversity or load-balancing purpose. More specifically, in Step 3 and Step 4 in 
the original Greedy Path Diversity Heuristic (shown in Section 5.4.1), we ignore the procedure 
of choosing the egress router with least fully shared links and the lowest bandwidth utilization, 
and instead we perform a purely random selection procedure. The results of the fully shared 
links in the random selection algorithm are also shown in Figure 5-6 and 5-7 so they can be 
directly compared with the results from Greedy Path Diversity Heuristic. We can see as long as 
we are using the idea of multiple planes, even without any intelligent selection of egress routers, 
the percentage of fully shared links are reduced to 39% in Abilene and 44% in GÉANT,
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although the reduction in number of fully shared links is not good as the greedy path diversity 
heuristic.
Another important feature is load balancing performance across inter-domain links of our 
proposed greedy path diversity heuristic. In addition to the path diversity performance we have 
already discussed, Figures 5-8 and Figure 5-9 illustrate the maximum bandwidth utilization of 
each inter-domain link after network configuration using the Greedy Path Diversity Heuristic 
and Random Selection Algorithm separately.
Figures 5-8 and Figure 5-9 show 21%-41% improvements in the maximum bandwidth 
utilization when compare the results from Greedy Path Diversity Heuristic and Random 
Selection Algorithm. This is because the Greedy Path Diversity Heuristic takes bandwidth 
utilization into consideration in the path selection process, while Random Selection Algorithm 
does not have such concern. Therefore in the Greedy Path Diversity Heuristic the bandwidth 
utilization of the egress links among the egress routers are better more than in the Random 
Selection Algorithm. It can be also noticed that the maximum bandwidth utilization does not 
decrease with the increase in the number of routing planes. This is because we adopt the strategy 
that only one default plane is used for traffic delivery in the normal state with additional planes 
only activated in case of intra-domain link failures for fast reroute purposes. Of course further 
load balancing can be achieved in the normal state by effectively splitting the traffic across 
multiple active routing planes, therefore they can follow different IGP paths and use more than 
one egress router to be delivered out of the local domain, and such results are showed in the 
following section.
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Figure 5- 8  Bandwidth utilization of each egress in the Abilene network
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Figure 5- 9 Bandwidth utilization of each egress in the GÉANT network
5.5.3 Results for Load Balancing
We assume all the bandwidth capacity of intra-domain and inter-domain links are the same in 
those experiments and equals to 5000 Mbps for Abilene topology and 10000 Mbps for GÉANT 
topology. Customer traffic is generated randomly and set to be lower than 100 Mbps.
We will define different numbers of planes to achieve traffic load balancing in the two 
topologies considering the different number of egress routers each topology has. As explained 
before the total number of egress routes can be used as the upper bound for the number of 
routing planes to be adopted, as any additional routing plane will not help us to increase load 
balancing any further, therefore Abilene can use up to 5 planes and GÉANT can use up to 7 
planes. Multiple plane results will be compared with the case where only a single plane is used. 
As before, we assume these routing prefixes are usually popular destinations, and therefore each 
egress router can reach all of them. In terms of customer traffic, the traffic demand from each 
ingress router to any destination prefix is randomly generated. Finally, as before, to get more 
accurate results, each of the data points is an average of ten independent trials with the same 
topology but different traffic volumes.
As discussed above in the problem formulation, what we are interested here is to investigate the 
load balancing metric A (Equation 5.12) in the light of different number of planes we used 
which in fact shows the extent of load balancing, furthermore, the improvement rate metric B 
(Equation 5.13) with the growing number of planes we use compared to one single plane is 
another objective we need study. We tried to verify that multi-plane technology is better than 
using single plane which is adopted by the majority of nowadays network. As we know, the
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more planes used in actual network, more resource needed to store the routing information to 
enable multi-plane routing [79]. Therefore it is also quite important to investigate the balance 
point between more planes and better load balancing performance.
5.5.3.1 Abilene Topology Results for Load Balancing
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Figure 5-10 Available bandwidth values of inter-domain links after traffic assignment in
Abilene topology
Firstly the result of available bandwidth of all the inter-domain links which are connected to the 
egress routers after assigned all the customer traffic in Abilene topology is shown in Figure 5-10, 
which has 5 egress routers and up to 5 routing planes is used. It is clear that as the number of 
planes increase, the traffic is better balanced among the 5 egress routers, and when we use 5 
planes, customer traffic are equally balanced among all the inter-domain links. Furthermore the 
results of load balancing metrics A and improvement rate B calculated from the above values are 
shown in Table 5-2 below.
Plane Load balancing metric A/Mbps 
(Equation 5.12)
B\ Improvement compared to 1 plane 
(Equation 5.13)
1 56 ----
2 25A182 55%
3 18.2383 67%
4 14.4902 74%
5 0 1 0 0 %
Table 5- 2 Load balancing metric and improvement rate metric Results for Abilene
Network
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The above table shows that with growing number of planes we used, the load balancing metric 
value is decreasing and the improvement rate metric is increasing which indicates that traffic is 
better balanced with more planes in use. When we use all the 5 available routing planes, all the 
customer traffic is equally split and spread among all the egress routers on each plane, which 
means the value for any egress router on any plane are equally same, and results in A,„=0,
therefore the improvement rate metric B compared to a single plane equal to 100%. If we use 
only one plane, which means there is no multi-plane technology in place, in this way, the value 
of difference between maximum available bandwidth and minimum available bandwidth of 
those inter-domain links is much larger than the way of multi plane technique has been used. If 
we use 2 planes, the value of improvement rate metric is approximately 50%, which is 
dramatically increased compared to when we use only one plane. However, with the increasing 
number of planes we used, if we use 3 or 4 planes, the improvement rate is less dramatic, being 
67% and 74%.
5.5.3.2 GÉANT Topology Results for Load Balancing
We now consider the GÉANT topology which has 7 egress routers and again we assume each 
egress router can reach all destination prefixes. By implementing the GÉANT network using up 
to 7 planes, we could compare the results of using different number of planes (Shown in Figure 
5-11).
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Figure 5-11 Available bandwidth on each inter-domain link after assigned traffic in
GÉANT topology
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From the above figures we derive the same conclusion, that as the number of planes increase, 
the traffic gets more and more balanced, and when we use all the 7 planes, it is equally balanced 
among all the inter-domain links. Furthermore the results of load balancing metrics calculated 
from the above values are shown in Table 5-3 below.
Plane Load balancing metric A/Mbps 
(Equation 5.12)
B: Improvement compared to 1 plane 
(Equation 5.13)
1 971
2 482.382 50%
3 307.166 6 8 %
4 220.843 77%
5 186.868 81%
6 154.119 84%
7 0 1 0 0 %
Table 5- 3 Results for GÉANT Network
From the table above we can also see the rate of improvement of difference by using the 
GÉANT network, which is almost same as we got from Abilene topology. When we use only 
one plane, the value of load balancing metric equals to nearly 971 Mbps, while when we use 2 
planes, this value decreases to 482 Mbps which is less than half. If look at the improvement rate, 
even use only 2 planes, the improvement is 50% better compared to not use multiple plane, and 
when we continue to increase the number of planes from 3 to 6  planes, the improvement 
continue to increase, but at a lower rate. While when we use 7 planes, the improvement rate is 
as large as 100%, which is same like Abilene. We can say, therefore, the more planes we used, 
the better load balancing we can achieve.
We show the improvement rate metric compared to one plane from both topologies in Figure 
5-12. If we use only one plane, the improvement rate is equal to 0, and as explained before 
when use all the possible planes, the improvement rate is large as 100%. However, considering 
the fact that by increasing one more plane in the network by the network service providers, the 
overhead and storage resource need to be applied to the edge router to support this multi-plane 
technique, it is not worth using multiple planes if the improvement is not large. Thus, we can 
say using 2 or 3 planes is generally enough since this can achieve 50% - 70% improvement 
compare to using only a single plane.
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Figure 5-12 Improvement compared to one single plane in Abilene and GÉANT
topologies
5.6 Summary
In the DP routing architecture used in today’s Internet, traffic delivery is in general based on 
single path selection paradigms. As a result, current TE schemes are not sufficient and flexible 
enough in achieving path diversity and also load balancing. Multi-plane aware routing protocols 
have been designed for providing diverse paths in traffic delivery. Based on the existing 
techniques, we have proposed a simple but efficient approach that enables multiple egress router 
selection for fast BGP reroute purposes in case of intra-domain link failures. Apart from that, we 
have also shown that by adopting this multiple plane technique, better load balancing among the 
egress router links can be achieved.
More specifically, dedicated backup routing planes are provisioned a priori so that the repairing 
router is able to immediately remark the affected customer traffic to use additional egress points 
to be delivered out of the local domain without waiting for IGP to re-converge. In order to 
enable maximum chance for fast reroute, we developed a heuristic algorithm that aims to obtain 
maximum intra-domain path diversity across individual planes with the consideration of load 
balancing across egress routers. Our experimental simulation results based on existing 
operational networks show that our proposed algorithm is able to produce significant diverse 
IGP paths with improved traffic engineering performance in comparison to random selection 
based solutions.
BGP allows only single path selection, this can results in potential link failure and traffic
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congestion if there is huge traffic delivered in the network. Based on the multi-topology 
mechanism in the area of network virtualization, we proposed the basic multi-plane technology 
to achieve load balancing across inter-domain links, which can overcome the problem we 
concerned. Multi-plane technology uses several virtual planes to assign the customer traffic for 
specific engineering objectives and service requirements, thus, by using the multi-plane 
approach, customer traffic can be proportionally split and assigned to several intelligently 
selected paths (virtual planes) to achieve better load balancing. In this case, traffic delivery no 
longer follows a single path. This allows us to avoid potential network congestion and make the 
network more stable. A heuristic algorithm solution was proposed to solve the problem, and the 
evaluation results based on two different real-world topologies showed that more planes we use, 
the better the load balancing between inter-domain links we can get. However considering the 
burden of adding an extra plane, using 2 or 3 planes is generally enough, which can achieve 
50%-70% improvement compared to using only one single plane. This is an encouraging result 
and shows potential to make worthwhile further study of it.
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6.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, we proposed the use of a multi-plane technique to enhance path-diversity for fast 
reroute purpose. By using several virtual planes, customer traffic can be assigned to meet 
specific traffic engineering objectives and service requirements.
First of all, we introduced a novel fast failure recovery scheme based on multi-plane BGP 
reroute. Once an intra- or inter-AS link fails, the directly attached repairing router may 
immediately divert the affected traffic towards optimally selected alternate BGP routes that are 
pre-installed in backup routing planes. A distinct benefit from the proposed scheme is that 
routing disruptions caused by intra-AS link failures typically due to the hot potato routing effect 
can be avoided, as the affected traffic will be always diverted to the egress points that are 
pre-determined by the ISP, rather than unexpectedly switching to undesired ones which may 
therefore suffer from post-failure congestion. Apart from this routing optimization scheme in 
terms of backup egress point selection for enhancing the failure recovery capability, we also 
introduced a complementary crank-back technique which allows nearby routers to perform 
traffic diversion if the directly attached node of a failed intra-AS link does not have any feasible 
alternate route, this crank-back technique takes a much shorter time to notify feasible routers a 
few hops away that are able to perform traffic diversion compared to the time taken in directly 
incurring IGP re-convergence across the entire network, which may also cause unexpected BGP 
disruptions. Our simulation results show that only a small number of routing planes will lead to 
high degree of path diversity for fast reroute based on carefully selected backup egress points, 
with only 2  routing planes (one default and one backup) the number of critical links can be 
reduced to 10%~20%, and also only 2 or 3 hops of crank-back operation is needed to guarantee 
a feasible router for diverting the affected traffic. Furthermore, we considered further multiple 
failure scenarios, and borrowed the SRLG concept to define multiple failures, and by adopting 
similar failure recovery mechanism of local switch and crank back as proposed before, we 
specifically consider in detail the case of dual failures scenarios. We showed in our simulation 
results that dual concurrent network failures can also be successfully avoided in most 
circumstances.
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By employing multi-plane BGP, traffic destined to a large number of routing prefixes can be 
protected by FRR. Yet, full failure protection (i.e. protection for all routing prefixes) may not be 
achieved under certain network configurations. We therefore also proposed an optimization 
problem of IGP link weight setting together with egress point selection in order to achieve full 
failure protection under intra-domain link failures. We presented an IGP link weight 
optimization scheme on top of the multi-plane routing technique using a genetic algorithm 
which aims to optimize the path diversity among multiple routing planes. We proposed two 
variants of genetic algorithms, namely Sequential and Integrated approach, to intelligently 
manipulate IGP link weights in order to solve the problem. The simulation results showed that 
in most cases a set of link weights that result in no critical shared link among all the diverse 
paths on each routing plane can be found which means the number of critical links are reduced 
to 0, even for the few cases where an optimal solution cannot be found within 4,000,000 
iterations, number of critical links can be reduced greatly to only 2  left within reasonable 
running time, and the Integrated approach performs better than Sequential approach.
Finally, multi-plane aware routing protocols have been designed for providing diverse paths in 
traffic delivery when taking traffic demand into consideration. The first priority of the first 
algorithm presented in Section 5.4.1 is enhancing path diversity, and load balancing is also 
concerned as second priority here. Based on the existing multi-plane techniques, we have 
proposed a simple but efficient paradigm that enables multiple egress router selection for fast 
BGP reroute purposes to maximize intra-domain path diversity in case of intra-domain link 
failures with the consideration of load balancing across all the inter-domain routers. The 
experimental results show significant improvement on the diversity of IGP paths with improved 
traffic engineering performance in terms of 21%~41% improvement in comparison to random 
selection based solutions. We also proposed a traffic splitting technique to achieve load 
balancing across inter-domain links based on multi-plane routing, which can overcome the 
potential congestion problem in case of large volume of traffic or overflow of a single egress 
route, and overall make the network more stable. By using multiple routing planes, customer 
traffic aggregates can be proportionally split and assigned to several intelligently selected paths 
(virtual planes) to achieve better load balancing. The simulation shows that the more planes we 
use, better load balancing across inter-domain links and even by providing only one extra 
routing plane can be achieved, and load balancing can be significantly improved by over 50% 
compared to use single routing path.
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6.2 Future Work
As future work, we can first continue to investigate the scenario of using co-existing routing 
planes in the normal state instead of always using one as the default routing plane in order to 
achieve adaptive intra-domain load balancing against unpredicted traffic dynamics, while still 
retaining the good path diversity achieved by intelligent egress point selection. In chapter 5 we 
only considered load balancing across inter-domain links, however intra-domain load balancing 
is also quite important as for intra-domain resource optimization congestion control. Therefore 
we can take into account the load balancing issue for both intra-domain links and inter-domain 
links based on previous proposed multi-plane routing technique to enable co-existing routing 
planes for enhanced path diversity and load balancing. By enable multiple routing planes, it is 
important how we determine the traffic splitting ratio, which should consider the available 
bandwidth of intra-domain together with available bandwidth of inter-domain links.
On the other hand, when taking traffic engineering aspect into consideration, we can not only 
focus on load balancing performance, but also other aspects such as delay and/or jitter 
minimizations which are also important for real-time traffic.
Furthermore, we can also carry out research into multi-hop diversion as described in Chapter 
3.6. Multi-hop diversion is a control plane mechanism that offers higher path switching 
flexibility in case of network failures. Unlike the general assumption of a single diversion used 
in this thesis, the multi-hop diversion allows the affected packets to be diverted multiple times 
with remarking decisions being adaptive to the path condition (e.g. traffic loading) perceived by 
each intermediate router. Secondly, traffic diversion can be restricted within the local AS 
without necessarily switching egress points if the ISP desires to avoid this. However as we 
know the potential forwarding loop problem is serious concern when we consider multi-hop 
diversion technique, therefore this must be taken care of. The diversion decisions can also take 
consideration of traffic engineering requirements, load balancing for example. More specifically, 
in case a router is overwhelmed by unexpectedly diverted traffic carried in one specific backup 
plane, if it has additional alternative next-hops according to its own backup forwarding table, it 
may remark the traffic to use the next-hop in another backup plane that currently has the lowest 
traffic loading.
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Appendix
Appendix
BRITE is a universal topology generator developed by Boston University; it is designed to be 
flexible, extensible, interoperable, portable and user friendly.
There are several topology generators available to the research community. The first topology 
generator Waxman developed produces random graphs. While GT-TTM provides the 
Transit-Stub model and focus on reproducing the hierarchical structure of the topology of the 
Internet. Tiers generator implements models to imitate the structure of the Internet, based on a 
three-level hierarchy aimed at reproducing the differentiation between different ranges of 
networks. However having so many independent generation models and topology generators is 
disadvantageous because they aim to different contexts and with different goals. On the other 
hand, BRITE as a universal generator combines the strengths of as many generation models as 
possible in a single generation tool, can accurately reflect many aspects of the actual Internet 
topology (e.g. hierarchical structure, degree distribution, etc.).
Among a class of flat router-level models, we choose to use the flat random Waxman’s model.
RouterWaxman basically refers to a generation model for a random topology using Waxman’s 
probability model for interconnecting the nodes of the topology, which is given by:
P(u; v)
where 0<a; <1, d is the Euclidean distance from node u to node v, and L is the maximum
distance between any two nodes. As a router level model, the nodes of a RouterWaxman 
topology represent routers, and in general the meanings of the parameters are shown in the 
following table.
Parameter Meaning Values
HS Size of one side of the plane > 1
N Number of nodes 1< N < H Sm S
a Waxman-specific exponent 0 < a < l
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Waxman-specific exponent 0 < j g < l
Node placement Placement of nodes in the plane Random or heavy-tailed
The Waxman-specific exponents are the main parameters we need to choose, larger value of 
result in graphs with higher link densities, while small values of a  increase the density of short 
links relative to longer ones, a  and are choose to inside the range of 0.2-0.3 in our 
Waxman’s model, the topology we generated have 50 nodes and the nodes are randomly placed 
in the plane.
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